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ABSTRACT
We introduce two new approaches, called A-LSOB and N-MR, for boundary and interface-conjugate conditions on flat or curved surface
shapes in the advection-diffusion lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). The Local Second-Order, single-node A-LSOB enhances the existing
Dirichlet and Neumann normal boundary treatments with respect to locality, accuracy, and Peclet parametrization. The normal-multi-reflec-
tion (N-MR) improves the directional flux schemes via a local release of their nonphysical tangential constraints. The A-LSOB and N-MR
restore all first- and second-order derivatives from the nodal non-equilibrium solution, and they are conditioned to be exact on a piece-wise
parabolic profile in a uniform arbitrary-oriented tangential velocity field. Additionally, the most compact and accurate single-node parabolic
schemes for diffusion and flow in grid-inclined pipes are introduced. In simulations, the global mass-conservation solvability condition of
the steady-state, two-relaxation-time (S-TRT) formulation is adjusted with either (i) a uniform mass-source or (ii) a corrective surface-flux.
We conclude that (i) the surface-flux counterbalance is more accurate than the bulk one, (ii) the A-LSOB Dirichlet schemes are more
accurate than the directional ones in the high Peclet regime, (iii) the directional Neumann advective-diffusive flux scheme shows the best
conservation properties and then the best performance both in the tangential no-slip and interface-perpendicular flow, and (iv) the direc-
tional non-equilibrium diffusive flux extrapolation is the least conserving and accurate. The error Peclet dependency, Neumann invariance
over an additive constant, and truncation isotropy guide this analysis. Our methodology extends from the d2q9 isotropic S-TRT to 3D aniso-
tropic matrix collisions, Robin boundary condition, and the transient LBM.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0047210
I. MOTIVATION
Recent physical,3,41,70,74,78,81,109 biomechanical67,75,98,100 and engi-
neering13,72,82 research, and especially solute and heat transfer model-
ing in porous networks,18,19,59,71,102,107,108 intensively apply the lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM)58 in complex problems for solving
linear,11,31,45,50,60,83,99 non-linear,7,8,27,43,110 isotropic or aniso-
tropic15,25,32,66,84,101,107 advection-diffusion equation (ADE) with
homogeneous or heterogeneous coefficients and sources.29,38,65,76
Although the coordinate d2q5/d3q7 discrete velocity stencil is suffi-
cient to match the diagonal diffusion tensors, the specific
combinations of the coordinate and diagonal equilibrium weights
are appealing for their truncation isotropy and advanced stabil-
ity.31,34,60 In bulk, the standard LBM guarantees the local and global
mass conservation, which is defined from the zero-moment (sum)
of its real variables, called populations, allowing for a regular,
cuboid control-volume interpretation of the LBM mass-balance.28
The simplest heterogeneity treatment–do nothing algorithm, and
the Maxwell, bounce-back (BB), and mirror (specular-forward)
population reflections on the impermeable boundary preserve
the global conservation property at the cost of only approximately
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mid-node, implicit location of the grid-aligned walls and
interfaces.16,29,52,54,97
However, it was recognized14,107 that although the mirror reflec-
tion is suitable, the BB and “local” specular reflection (which returns
the mass to departure node), enforce to zero not only the normal but
also the tangential mass-flux components through the wall-inclined
discrete-velocities.26,33 The implicit interface tracking shares a similar
tangential deficiency, because its advective-diffusive flux and scalar-
field continuity conditions intrinsically couple29 the BB and the (anti-
BB) ABB Dirichlet rule.26,56 The distribution moments can be
regarded as the best indicators of the nonphysical solution behavior.
So that, when the solute travels along an impermeable straight tubular
conduit, the BB spurious effects on the first and second Gaussian
moments, leading to (i) a retardation of the mean advection velocity
U and (ii) a decrease in the molecular diffusion coefficient D0, grow
with a free-tunable diagonal weight-value and decay only linearly with
the space resolution,.33,36 Geb€ack and Heintz17 extended the mirror
reflection for curved wall on the d3q7 and d3q19 lattices, and
improved the BB in the presence of the tangential wall flux in the dif-
fusion problems. However, on the one side, the global accuracy wor-
sens when the populations reflected by the same ghost solid node
conserve its incoming mass; on the other side, the BB behaves as accu-
rately as the mass-conserving mirror schemes, and much better than
the non-conserving ones, for the zero tangential boundary flux.
Our boundary value problems are delivered by the extended
method of moments (EMM),37,94 which is the mathematical algorithm
for the recursive prediction of the distribution moments: dispersion,
skewness, kurtosis,… The EMM extends the Brenner’s generalized dis-
persion approach4 and the volume averaging boundary-value formula-
tion,93 from the second-order microscopic spatial Taylor moment to
any-order, spatial or temporal, moment. The EMM applies in any
nature multi-scale streamwise-periodic stationary d-dimensional,
Newtonian or non-Newtonian, velocity field resolved in the piecewise
continuous heterogeneous porosity field, where it simultaneously
builds two systems of moments: the spatial (mean-concentration, due
to Taylor & Aris1,92) and the temporal (residence time distribution,
due to Danckwerts12) The high-order moments characterize the non-
Gaussian behavior, the EMM is hence appealing to classify them, par-
ticularly in porous and composite materials. Other utility is that the
method builds recursively the steady-state ADE with the non-uniform,
global-mass conserving sources; the ADE is closed by an impermeable
Neumann boundary or periodic interface, and its symbolic solutions
are available37,94 for benchmarking purpose.38
The flow and the associated heat transport are often modeled
with the so-called (multiple-relaxation-time thermal) MRT-TLBM,
e.g., in a very recent work78 using the BB and ABB straight-wall rules.
However, the MRT-TLBM operates the d2q9 flow collision with only
two distinctive relaxation rates: the symmetric one for the fluid viscos-
ity and the anti-symmetric one for the second-order BB accuracy using
the exact Poiseuille flow solution,20,22 whereas the energy conservation
equation is modeled with the d2q5 isotropic MRT-ADE. Indeed, these
two collision models automatically reduce to the two-relaxation-time
TRT collision,25,29 which is simpler, lattice independent, and more
computationally efficient; additionally, the TRT allows for the solution
parametrization, stability, and boundary/interface control with the
help of the specific combination K of its two relaxation rates; more-
over, the optimal TRT-ADE stability choice31 K ¼ 14 remains robust in
high Reynolds fluid flow modeling.79 The methodology developed in
the present work is especially compact with the TRT collision but it
extends for any linear collision operator. Numerically, we solve steady-
state linear ADE with the recent (stationary) S-TRT formulation40
where (i) an arbitrary physical and model parameter range is available,
because the S-TRT is quite insensitive to the transient stability restric-
tions and Peclet range, and (ii) the modeled solution is fixed by the
grid Peclet numberU=D0 andK for any diffusion collision rate.
We apply the d2q9 with the free-tunable advection-diffusion
equilibrium weights but, since the weight-stencil remains invisible for
a stationary scalar field in the straight channels,38 in contrast with the
aforementioned transient transport, we focus on the grid-rotated
homogeneous and heterogeneous slabs, where all discrete directional
effects “come to the surface.” To give one impressive example, the
effective diffusivity of two diagonal heterogeneous blocks in series dif-
fers from its classical harmonic-mean value with the full d2q9 stencil.
This happens because its intrinsic equilibrium accommodation on the
implicit interface, called the A-layer,39 spoils the canonical piece-wise
linear Chapman–Enskog prediction. The A-layer is much more harm-
ful than its non-equilibrium B-layer counterpart, responsible for the
BB moments corrections,33,36 because on top of the spurious weight-
dependency, the A-layer is capable to modify the physical Peclet scale
of the modeled solution, which is mandatory with the EMM for a
proper prediction of the Peclet Ansatz in dispersion coefficient and
higher order moments. Therefore, we aim to verify the performance of
the advanced boundary and interface rules to reduce strong accommo-
dation weight- and grid-inclined effects.
The “linear-interpolation” LI and “multi-reflection” MR ADE
approach26 originates from its fluid flow counterparts22 and prescribes
the Dirichlet scalar condition with the linear combination of three (LI)
or five (MR) populations moving along the same wall-cut link, featur-
ing, respectively, the exact linear or parabolic diffusion solutions in
arbitrary oriented channels. Li and coworkers62 built several d2q5/
d3q7 Dirichlet LI schemes and introduced flux LI scheme, hereafter
referred to as FLI, which comes down to BB on a mid-grid wall. The
Cartesian decomposition method62 involves the population interpola-
tions and estimates the lacking tangential boundary flux value from
the actual solution, with the help of the two intersecting coordinate lin-
ear MR Dirichlet conditions. This method however sacrifices the assets
of the LI/MR link-wise implementation and its transparency for the
discrete velocity set, because the d2q9 and d3q19 reduce the
coordinate-set convergence by one-order.64 Then only the d2q5/d3q7
schemes62 were coupled for the scalar field and diffusive-flux interface-
conjugate continuity63 and jumps;42 these schemes were successfully
evaluated against the semi-implicit interface methods.13,55 The coordi-
nate, linear Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin directional boundary
schemes48,49 were combined for the interface diffusion conditions46
and further extended47 to account for the normal-vector variation
along the shaped boundary.
Indeed, the transform of the Neumann and interface-flux condi-
tions to their Dirichlet counterparts (like BB to ABB) has inspired
many techniques on straight,2 stair-wise9,69 or curved89 surfaces. In an
early work, the Neumann condition is simply plugged68 into the three-
point back-sided normal Dirichlet extrapolation, whereas the
interface-normal and bilinear extrapolations for curved shapes require
even larger stencils.9,61 A very recent d2q5 scheme89 is more compact:
it operates the ghost solid-bisection node with the two-node linear
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(but again not directional) population interpolations and expresses the
lacking boundary-flux from the obtained non-equilibrium solution,
involving the ABB only for ghost population solution. However, the
advection regime validation is commonly limited to a relatively small
Peclet number (about twenty), whereas the ABB completely degrades
its second-order accuracy for a mid-grid surface location in an
interface-perpendicular plug flow at Pe  102,38 because its directional
closure relation interferences with the advective projections,26 over-
looked by the later asymptotic analysis.106
With these ideas in mind, the ABB, the equivalent LI
schemes62,106 and the MR Dirichlet schemes26 have been recently
extended40 to “linear” [ABB/MPLI/PLI] and “parabolic” accurate
[KMR/PP] Dirichlet families, improving their accuracy and parametri-
zation by the grid Peclet number in the presence of the velocity field
[PAB/PLI/KMR/PP] and space-variable mass-source, such that every
family contains an infinite number of members (coefficients) of equiv-
alent spatial accuracy; only the parametrized LMKC scheme62 enters
the MPLI family. The LI can be operated in-node, whereas the MR
requires the next directional fluid neighbor; both LI andMR cope with
any discrete-velocity set but require, as a minimum, the TRT collision
for their parametrization. Along these lines, this work complements
the list40 with the particular single-node three-population parabolic
PPLI scheme which is exact on a pure-diffusion parabolic profile in an
arbitrary inclined channel. For the sake of completeness, we also pro-
vide its flow-counterpart (inclined Poiseuille) IPLI scheme, which
models exactly an arbitrary-inclined Poiseuille Stokes force-driven
flow, at least. These schemes extend the recent LI schemes95,96 from
the straight to the grid-rotated geometry and, most likely, they are the
most simple and compact boundary/interface schemes offering the
parabolic accuracy level on diffusion-type problems; the two-node MR
ADE and flow schemes40 retain this formal accuracy on any fluid flow
field.
Concerning the Neumann schemes, it has been shown40 that the
FLI destinates for the advective-diffusive flux, rather than for the diffu-
sive flux, but it accounts only for the diffusive-flux spatial variation
and then it loses its (diffusion) parabolic accuracy in a uniform grid-
inclined flow. The FLI is then extended40 to a two-node parabolic-
accurate advective-diffusive flux FMR scheme and diffusive-flux DFLI
family; in reality, even when the diffusive-flux and the advective-
diffusive flux closure conditions are equivalent in theory, e.g., for a no-
slip velocity or interface-continuous scalar field, they are not identical
on the numerical solutions. All novel Dirichlet and Neumann
schemes40 were coupled for the directional interface-conjugate and
Robin condition, and validated through the EMM problems, but their
Neumann conditions remained limited to zero rotated tangential
advective-diffusive flux problems. Also, a recent study39 has shown
that the scalar-field and its local gradient estimate are not necessarily
independent of an additive constant in the modeled Neumann and
periodic-interface problems. Finally, also the discussion on mass leak-
age remains a “tabu” topic. Although this is a principal issue, as of
today it has been poorly investigated.
Our objective is hence twofold. On the one side, we intend to
develop compact normal-flux Neumann schemes. Conversely, we
want to quantify their mass-balance with respect to its exact, body-
fitted, definition. To this end, we introduce and examine two new
approaches: N-MR and A-LSOB. The two methods resort to the same,
in-node non-equilibrium solution for all first and second-order
derivatives, borrowing the idea of the Local Second-Order Boundary
(LSOB) reconstruction21 in its “Lnode” formulation.87 On this basis,
the (normal) N-MR expands the anti-tangential N-BB correction26,28
to any LI/MR flux rule. The N-MR re-builds it precisely with the inter-
nal coefficients of the MR closure relation and then subtracts this cor-
rection from the incoming population. In this way, whereas the
reconstruction discards the directional implementation, the N-MR
does not perform any additional interpolation and preserves the versa-
tility for interface-conjugate: specifically, N-FLI remains local; the MR
flux schemes also incorporate an independent correction for space-
variable mass-source.
In turn, the A-LSOB is both single-node and parabolic-accurate:
in transient algorithm, it prescribes the third-order accurate
Chapman–Enskog solution for the incoming populations explicitly,
such that its derivatives are constrained to the Taylor normal expan-
sion of a given boundary rule, either Dirichlet or Neumann; the Robin
condition can be straightforwardly obtained from their combination.
In turn, the S-TRT operates with the equilibrium and non-equilibrium
components, rather than with populations, and it embeds all con-
straints into its global linear system. It should be emphasized that the
A-LSOB has been developed independently of the single-node
approach,104,105 recently extended for the Dirichlet, Neumann and
Robin conditions from its flow counterpart103 with the d2q5 BGK104
and d2q9 anisotropic matrix collision.105 These two, flow and trans-
port, methods adopt the original “Lwall” formulation21 and express
the Chapman–Enskog solution through the surface variables but, “for
the sake of simplicity”, they drop all second-order derivatives. The
methodology104,105 is elaborated for the straight in-node wall and, in
the curvilinear coordinates, for a circular surface. The method is
reported to support the second-order accuracy through the bench-
mark simulations (i) in straight wall-node coincident surface, whereby
the spatial variation vanishes from the closure relations, and (ii) in
heat conduction inside a circle, where the diffusive flux only varies
along the surface. Hence, the A-LSOB is expected to enhance those
methods, principally, by now considering the spatial flux variation
through the parabolic terms in the Chapman–Enskog solution. Several
numerical examples will delineate the difference between the parabolic
and linear-accurate A-LSOB.
Another point of focus is put on the comparison of the LI, MR,
N-MR, and A-LSOB for their mass-balance properties. In fact, the
solvability condition of the EMM boundary problems requires the
mass-source distribution Mð~rÞ to conserve the global mass, say
hMð~rÞi  0. We prescribe it exactly and adjust the S-TRT with two
heuristic solvability techniques: (i) a grid-uniform mass-source M0
following,40 then hMð~rÞ þM0i  0 in any geometry, or (ii) a non-
conserving corrective flux 6U0, prescribed on two parallel delimiting
surfaces. The two variables,M0 or U0, join the list of the global S-TRT
unknowns and their solution measures the mass-balance property of
the given scheme. Roughly speaking, these two experiments compare
the uniform bulk distribution of the mass-leakage with its surface
counterbalance.
We address them with the Taylor dispersion Ansatz34,92 where
the adjacent EMM problem combines the parabolic tangential velocity
and mass-source fields. We will show that in the presence of the
rotated advection, the quartic polynomial solution becomes only avail-
able with the hydrodynamic advection-diffusion weights, and it incor-
porates an anisotropic truncation correction; the latter obeys the
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spurious non-linear Peclet scale and vanishes only with a particular
choice of two remaining free model parameters. The constructed effec-
tive solution is first validated with the specific, fourth-order accurate
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions, and then examined for its devia-
tions due to generic schemes in open flow and at the diffusive inter-
face. In parallel, a simultaneous truncation and mass-balance effect
will be quantified exactly in straight heterogeneous blocks in series.
This is a tough test, where the interface-normal Darcy plug flow indu-
ces asymmetry across the implicit interface,38 and although all MR
schemes handle the diffusion problem exactly, they asymptotically
decay only with the first-order accuracy, the BB alike, in advection
dominant grid-inclined flow,.40 At last, we will aim to understand
whether the N-MR is able to reduce their accommodation.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II recalls the ADE-LBM
and MR, introduces N-MR, A-LSOB, and the 2D TRT reconstruction.
Section III formulates the S-TRT, discusses its solvability, and recasts
with it the N-MR, interface-conjugate, and A-LSOB. Section IV vali-
dates N-MR and A-LSOB on the heterogeneous rotated parabolic pro-
files and also addresses their modeling with the lower-order treatment.
Section V constructs the effective rotated quartic-polynomial solution
and employs it for boundary and interface analysis. Section VI
addresses the heterogeneous blocks in series and proposes an inverse
1d mapping from the A-LSOB to MR. In the Appendix, Subsection A
summarizes the LI and MR families; Subsection B exemplifies the
reconstruction step; Subsection C builds the corrective flux for the
exact quartic solutions; and Subsection D examines the mass-balance
within the grid-shifted straight interface.
II. THE MR, N-MR, AND A-LSOB
We define the LBM framework in Sec. IIA, introduce the MR
and A-LSOB closure relation in Sec. II B, reconstruct all first- and
second-order 2D derivatives in Sec. IIC, and then build tangential-flux
N-MR corrections in Sec. IID. Section II E embeds the reconstruction
process into N-MR and A-LSOB numerical algorithms. Section II F
summarizes the new methods and discusses their extensions. The
notations employed for Dirichlet and Neumann schemes are gathered
in Tables I and II, respectively; the reconstructions are specified in
Table III.
A. The simplified ADE model
Let us assume that a continuous velocity field ~uð~rÞ, heteroge-
neous porosity / ¼ f/kg, diffusion coefficient D ¼ fDkg and mass-
sourceM ¼ fMkg are prescribed on the equidistant d dimensional
computational grid ~r 2 Vp, where the scalar field Pð~rÞ ¼ fPkð~rÞg
obeys the linear isotropic ADE,
@t/kPk þr ~uPk Mk ¼ r DkrPk ; Dk ¼ /kD0: (1)
The local variables of the dDqQ LBMmodel are Qm ¼ Q 1 moving
populations ffqð~r ; tÞ ; q ¼ 1; ::;Qmg and f0ð~r ; tÞ, an immobile one.
At each time step t, the non-equilibrium population component
nq ¼ fq  eq is updated by a linear collision operator and the modified
population propagates to the neighbor grid node~r þ~cq. Let us first
put the mass-source fMkg aside and prescribe the simplest linear
equilibrium distribution eqð~rÞ ¼ eþq ð~rÞ þ eq ð~rÞ with the local mass
variable Pkð~r ; tÞ ¼
PQm
q¼0 fqð~r ; tÞ,
eþq ð~r ; tÞ :¼ tðmÞq cePkð~r ; tÞ; (2a)
eþ0 ð~r ; tÞ :¼ Pkð~r ; tÞ 
XQm
q¼1
eþq ð~r ; tÞ; (2b)
eq ð~r ; tÞ :¼ tðaÞq Pkð~r ; tÞ~u ~cq ; q ¼ 1;…;Qm: (2c)
The diffusion weight tðmÞq ¼ ftðmÞc ; tðmÞd g and the advection weight
tðaÞq ¼ ftðaÞc ; tðaÞd g obey independently the same isotropic constraint,XQ1
q¼1





Hence, there exists an infinite number ðtð:Þc ; tð:Þd Þ (coordinate, diagonal)
weight-stencils obeying Eq. (3), including 12 ; 0
 
in d2q5/d3q7.
Equation (1) then reads with Dkð~rÞ ¼ ceKk ð~rÞ;Kk ¼ ðsk  12Þ,
where sk >
1
2 is the common relaxation rate assigned for the d velocity
eigenvectors fcqag in the isotropic matrix collisions, and sk is assigned
for all anti-symmetric modes in TRT operator; the diffusion-scale
equilibrium parameter ce 20; cmaxe ðt
ðmÞ
q Þ is free-tunable inside its sta-
bility interval.31,60 In what follows, the phase index k is dropped unless
indicated.
TABLE I. The Dirichlet schemes are classified with respect to their exactness for piece-wise parabolic pure diffusion and constant-velocity rotated parabolic profiles modeled in
an arbitrary inclined channel. (a) and (b) MPLI/LMKC and ABB are exact in the grid-aligned symmetric parabolic profiles with (a) K ¼ d22 8 d and (b) K ¼ 18, d ¼ 12; (c) PPLI
and KMR1 are exact on an inclined diffusion profile and grid-aligned advection velocity field 8K; (a)–(c) using Ib¼ 0 in Eq. (A4) and Iint¼ 1 in Eq. (37a) [see also Tables III and





advection-diffusion~u ¼ us~1s References
MPLI=PLI  (a)  Equation (6a), Tables X–XIV
LMKC 2 MPLI  (a) 
ABB 2 MPLI  (b) 
PPLI 2 LI   (c) Equation (6b), Tables XII– XIV
KMR1 2 MR   (c) Equation (6b), Tables XI– XIV
PP 2 MR    Equation (6b), Tables XI– XIV
T-PP 2 A-LSOB    Equation (12a)
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B. Closure relations
We numerate the one-half of the discrete velocities [Qmq¼1~cq with
the positive numbers q 2 Q1
2
[sgnq ¼ 1] and their opposite vectors
with the negative numbersq 2 Q12 [sgnq ¼ 1] . When the popu-
lation fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ leaves the computational domain at the boundary
node ~rb, the opposite (incoming) population fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ is pre-
scribed by the boundary rule (see Fig. 1). The directional boundary
rule computes fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ from the known or already updated solu-
tion components (populations, their post-collision, equilibrium and
non-equilibrium) moving along the same link ð~cq;~cqÞ; this link-wise
component is termed through MRqð~rb; tÞ; the boundary value is pre-
scribed by the term wqð~rq;~tÞ in wall point ~rq ¼~rb þ dq~cq
62 Vp; dq 2 ½0; 1, at some suitable time instance~t :
fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ MRqð~rb; tÞ þ wqð~rq;~tÞ ; q 2 Q1
2
[ Q12: (4)
The content of MPLI=PLI is exemplified for the multi-reflection (MR)
in Eqs. (A1) and (A2); their particular reduction to “linear-
interpolation” LI is given by Eq. (A3); the wq is provided in Eq. (A4)
for the Dirichlet rules and it makes the core subject of our discussion
for the Neumann rules.
The associated (intrinsic, implicitly prescribed) closure relation
CLqð~rb; tÞ is expressed through the directional derivatives
@qw ¼ rw ~cq and @2qw ¼ r @qw
 
~cq [hereafter, cut link number q
is dropped in dq and the coefficients a
ðpÞ
q  cðuÞq , unless indicated]:
wqð~rq;~tÞ¼CLqð~rb;tÞ;












In this work, we focus us on the spatial component and refer to Ref.
40 for the temporal coefficients sðpÞ and sðuÞ. The parametrized
schemes produce identical steady-state solutions when Peclet number
Pe ¼ UL=D0 and the specific combinations of the symmetric/anti-
symmetric relaxation rates are fixed, regardless the particular values
assigned toU andD0 on given gridL.
30,38 The LI and MR schemes40
are all parametrized for any geometry. The following Dirichlet fami-
lies40 apply here: the one-node “linear” [MPLI/PLI] and the two-node
“parabolic” [PP/KMR] fit CLq to, respectively, the linear and para-
bolic, directional Taylor expansion from~rb to~rq ¼~rb þ d~cq:
MPLI=PLI : aðpÞðP þ d@qPÞnum~r b  a
ðpÞPð~rqÞ; (6a)







TABLE II. The Neumann schemes are classified with respect to their exactness for pure diffusion ad constant tangential velocity~u ¼ us~1s, grid-rotated piece-wise parabolic
profiles; (a): when us 6¼ 0, FLI is exact only on the grid-aligned interface; (b): when us 6¼ 0, FMR is also exact on the grid-rotated continuous interface solution or for specific
jumps, as rðpÞ ¼ rðuÞ; gðpÞ ¼ 0 in Eq. (36) (see Eq. (102) in Ref. 40. The mass-conservation in the grid-shifted straight slab is indicated with respect to its exact solvability con-





in rotated~u ¼ us~1s
Exact mass-balance in surface
perpendicular flow~u ¼ un~1n References
FLI 2 MR   (a) , Eq. (70) Equation (7), Tables XV–XVIII
FMR 2 MR   (b) , Eq. (70) Equation (7), Tables XV–XVIII
DFLI 2 MR    , Eq. (73) Equation (8), Tables XVI–XVIII
N-FLI 2 N-MR     FLI with Eqs. (21), (10), and (23a)
N-FMR 2 N-MR     FMR with Eqs. (21), (10), and (23a)
N-DFLI 2 N-MR     DFLI with Eqs. (21), (10), and (23b)
T-DFLI 2 A-LSOB     Equation (12b)
TABLE III. The notations employed with respect to Eq. (21): we apply IðMÞs ¼ 0 because Mð~r Þ does not vary along~1s in our computations, and set I
ðMÞ
n ¼ 1 for the normal
mass-source variation with all schemes except the basic ones: MR ¼ fFLI; FMR;DFLIg. The MRn only implies IðMÞn ¼ 1 in Eqs. (17)–(24b), without any reconstruction step.
The A-LSOB from Eq. (12) adopts the same notations: T-PPi and T-DFLIi with i¼ r [when “RM” from Eq. (20) is applied in all nodes] or i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g [when Eq. (20) is option-
ally applied only in nodes with a single cut link].
Equation (21) MR MRn N-MRr N-MR1 N-MR2 N-MR3 N-MR4
IðMÞn 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Is 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Equation (17) with Eq. (19a) q¼ 3 q¼ 4
Equation (17) with Eq. (19b) q¼ 1 q¼ 2
Equation (17) with Eq. (20) 
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The Dirichlet family contains an infinite number of members parame-
trized by the link-wise free parameter aðpÞ; the MPLI family improves
LI schemes25,62 for parametrization and includes one of three
schemes,62 called LMKC; the PLI family corrects MPLI for the cut link
projection of the advective gradient tðaÞq @qðP~u ~cqÞ, e.g., in a grid-
inclined or interface-perpendicular velocity field. The PP family is
exact on the piece-wise parabolic profiles in the presence of the uni-
form grid-rotated velocity field; the two-node KMR1 and the novel
single-node PPLI retain this accuracy in grid-rotated diffusion slabs
and the grid-aligned advection velocity. The coefficients of the linear
and parabolic Dirichlet MR are exemplified in Tables X and XII,
respectively. The members of the same family produce identical
stationary solutions provided that their effective steady-state closure
relations, exactly expressed through e6q and n
6
q , are equivalent; their
coefficients can be found in Table XIII, whereas those of their approxi-
mation with Eq. (5) are gathered in Table XIV. The Dirichlet schemes
are classified in Table I.
The MRq coefficients of the advective-diffusive flux FLI and
FMR schemes are presented in Table XV, those for an infinite
diffusive-flux family DFLI in Table XVI; the internal coefficients of the
stationary closure are all gathered in Table XVII, and those of the
second-order accurate approximation with Eq. (5) are specified in
Table XVIII. The one-node FLI and the two-node FMR fit CLq to the
directional Taylor expansion for the projection of the advective-
diffusive flux ~Uð~rÞ:
FLI=FMR : aðuÞðUq þ d@qUqÞjnum~r b  a
ðuÞUqð~rqÞ; (7a)
Unumq ð~rbÞ :¼ t
ðaÞ
q P~u ~cq  tðmÞq D@qPjnum~r b ;
Uqð~rqÞ :¼ tq~Uð~rqÞ ~cq ; ~U :¼~uP DrP:
(7b)
The flux linear interpolation (FLI) reduces to the BB for half-distance
d ¼ 12; the FMR improves FLI for the parabolic advection term
cðuÞtðaÞq @2qðP~u ~cqÞ in Eq. (5); the scale factor aðuÞ is fixed in these two
schemes. Typically, the boundary accommodation simplifies with the
same weight tðmÞq ¼ tðaÞq ¼ tq in Eq. (2). In turn, the diffusive-flux MR
DFLI family vanishes all advection terms in Eq. (5) and it prescribes
the linear continuation of the diffusive flux governed by an arbitrary
linkwise scale factor b0:
DFLI : b0ðDq þ d@qDqÞjnum~r b  b
0Dqð~rqÞ; (8a)
DðnumÞq ð~rbÞ  tðmÞq D@qPjnum~r b ;
Dqð~rqÞ :¼ tðmÞq ~Dð~rqÞ ~cq ; ~D :¼ DrP:
(8b)
The MRq schemes are quite natural for LBM because they supply the
unknown populations directly, the BB alike. However, Eqs. (7) and (8)
need to prescribe not only the normal (physical) flux component
Unð~rqÞ but also its (unknown a priori) tangential component Usð~rqÞ,
given that Uqð~rqÞ ¼ ðUs;UnÞ ~cq with ~U ¼ Us~1s þ Un~1n, in the unit
(tangential, normal) surface-aligned coordinate system ð~1s;~1nÞj~r q
traced at the bisection point~rq ¼~rb þ dq~cq of the cut link and a given
surface; Fig. 2 illustrates flux decomposition for a constant flux ~U
prescribed on the flat grid-inclined surface.
Hence, one of our objectives is to relax the continuation of Us~1s 
~cq and Ds~1s ~cq from the closure relation CLq in the normal N-MR
flux schemes, where MRq in Eq. (4) becomes replaced by MRqn:
N-MR : MRqn ¼ MRq  CLqs: (9)
When Eq. (5) is expressed in the 2D rotated frame ð~1s;~1nÞj~r q using
decomposition~uð~rbÞ ¼ fus; ung and~cq ¼ fcqs; cqng, the CLqs reads
FIG. 1. Sketch for d2q9 boundary node ~r b: wall-cut links are f~c1;~c2;~c3;~c4g;
unknown populations are ff1; f2; f3; f4g; The MR and N-MR operate the delimit-
ing surface with the directional distances djj~cqjj. The A-LSOB builds the Taylor clo-
sure relation along ~1n for a distance dn. We consider a single surface bisection
~r nð~r bÞ ¼~r b þ dn~1n.
FIG. 2. Sketch for a uniform boundary flux ~U ¼ Un~1n þ Us~1s and its directional
projections Uq ¼ Unq þ Usq, with Unq ¼ Un~1n ~cq and Usq ¼ Us~1s ~cq, speci-
fied for q¼ 2 and q¼ 4 on the flat grid-rotated surface. The MR prescribes
Uqð~r qÞ; the N-MR prescribes Unqð~r qÞ; the A-LSOB prescribes Unð~r nÞ~1n.
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CLqsðP; usPÞ
¼ aðuÞtðaÞq usPcqs þ b





þ cðpÞtðmÞq ce @2ssPc2qs þ @2snPcqscqn
h i
þ cðuÞtðaÞq








Linear formulation assumes that ~uð~rÞ is independent of Pð~rÞ.
Equation (10) can be then readily expressed through the local vector
Y½5:
2d : Y½5 ¼ @sP; @nP; @2ssP; @2nnP; @2snP
 
jðnumÞ~r b : (11)
The idea is to reconstruct Y½5 locally, based on the in-node LSOB
approach,21,87 and to compute CLqsðP; usPÞ explicitly; the one-node
N-MR, as N-FLI, then remains local but it loses its directional
implementation.
The alternative in-node A-LSOB approach assumes the surface-
aligned ð~1s;~1nÞj~r n unit coordinate system to be traced at the bisection
point ~rnð~rbÞ ¼~rb þ dn~1n (see Figs. 1 and 2), and it employs the
reconstructed nodal derivatives to build the parabolic-accurate Taylor
closure relation along the normal direction from~rb to~rn for Dirichlet
[T-PP], diffusive flux [T-DFLI] and advective-diffusive flux [T-FLI]:



















T-FLI : ðunð~rbÞ  T-PPÞ þ T-DFLI ¼ Unð~rnÞ ;
where~rn ¼~rb þ dn~1n:
(12c)
Assuming a constant normal velocity un, Eq. (12c) computes the
advection component unP with P replaced by the LHS of Eq. (12a);
Eq. (12c) reduces to Eq. (12b) when the normal velocity un is zero
(typically on the solid wall), or when un and P are continuous on the
interface provided that scalar-field continuity is prescribed with Eq.
(12a). An extension to space-variable unð~rÞ is straightforward giving
its normal Taylor expansion.
At this point, we should recognize that the A-LSOB extension to
interface is less evident than with the MR, because the interface points
f~rng do not overlap, except for a grid-aligned interface. For that rea-
son, the Taylor schemes will be only considered for grid-rotated walls
and grid-aligned interface.
The flux schemes are summarized in Table II; just to fix ideas, we
propose to “interpret” FLI and FMR as the linearly and parabolically
interpolated BB, whereas T-DFLI and DFLI can be thought as the local
and back-sided extrapolations of the diffusive flux and its non-
equilibrium term, respectively. We will show that these internal char-
acteristics determine their mass-balance properties.
C. Local reconstruction
The reconstruction procedure restores the first- and second-
order derivatives from the non-equilibrium solution based on the
LSOB ideas.21,87 We demonstrate this procedure for TRT operator,
but it extends under the symmetry argument32,40 for any standard iso-
tropic or anisotropic collision matrix, giving the associated third-order
accurate Chapman–Enskog non-equilibrium solution.
1. Reconstruction with the TRT collision
The TRT update applies in the following form:
fjð~r þ sgnj~cq; t þ 1Þ ¼ fjð~r ; tÞ þ n̂þq ð~r ; tÞ þ sgnjn̂q ð~r ; tÞ ;
8 j 2 Q1
2
[ Q12 ; q ¼ jsgnj ; q 2 Q12 ;









f0ð~r ; t þ 1Þ ¼ f0ð~r ; tÞ þ n̂þ0 ð~r ; tÞ ;
n̂þ0 :¼Mð~r ; tÞ  2
XQ1
q¼1
n̂þq ð~r ; tÞ:
(13b)
We assume hereafter that Eq. (2) incorporates the mass-source
Mð~r ; tÞ and re-defines the scalar-field solution Pð~rÞ with 12M:
eþq ð~rÞ :¼ tðmÞq cePeq ; Peq ¼ Pð~rÞ þ K
þMð~rÞ; (14a)







K6ð~rÞ :¼ s6ð~rÞ  1
2
 	
; Kð~rÞ ¼ Kþð~rÞKð~rÞ: (14c)
A free-tunable collision parameter Kð~rÞ should remain fixed to obtain
the same steady-state solution for any diffusion coefficientD0 ¼ ceK
given the grid Peclet number U=D0 and, in general case, ce value. At
steady-state, the non-equilibrium solution obeys the recurrence equa-
tions40,51 exactly expressed through the directional central-differences:
Dqwð~rÞ ¼ 12 ðwð~r þ~cqÞ  wð~r ~cqÞÞ and D
2
qwð~rÞ ¼ wð~r þ~cqÞ
2wð~rÞ þwð~r ~cqÞ, as























q  Dqn̂7q ¼ 0 ; (15b)





















q from RE-b and insert-
ing it into RE-a. We restrict RE-a to its second-order accurate approxi-
mation [A-RE]:
A RE : n̂6ð2Þq  @qe7q  K7@2qe6q ; 8~r : (16)
Giving the post-collision solution n̂6q at boundary node~rb or at inter-
face node~r i; Y½5 from Eq. (11) solves the local linear system:
B  Y 5½  ¼ R ; B ¼ fB6q;jg ; B6q;j ¼ @Yj n̂6ð2Þq ; (17a)
R ¼ fR6q g ; R6q ¼ n̂6q  n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0; (17b)
Y 5½  ¼ B1R: (17c)
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The term n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0 may differ from zero when ~uð~rÞ and/or Mð~rÞ
vary in space, e.g., n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0 includes Pð~rb; tÞ@q~u ~cq and Pð~rb; tÞ
@2q~u ~cq in a parabolic velocity profile.
Remark. In the transient case, the RHS in Eq. (16) sums with
@te6q ð~r ; tÞ which can be estimated locally from n̂0ð~r ; tÞ / @tPð~r ; tÞ.
2. Reconstruction in constant velocity field
Let us illustrate the reconstruction procedure for a constant
velocity field ~u ¼ ðus; unÞ. When the mass-source is set piece-wise
constant, Eq. (16) becomes
n̂þð2ÞðP;~uPÞ¼ tðaÞq ðcqnunþ cqsusÞðcqn@nPþ cqs@sPÞ
tðmÞq ceKðc2qn@2nnPþ2cqncqs@2snPþ c2qs@2ssPÞ; (18a)
n̂ð2ÞðP;~uPÞ ¼ tðmÞq ceðcqn@nP þ cqs@sPÞ  tðaÞq Kþðcqnun þ cqsusÞ
 ðc2qn@2nnP þ 2cqncqs@2snP þ c2qs@2ssPÞ; (18b)
with ~1s ¼ ðcos h½ ; sin h½ Þ ; ~1n ¼ ðsin h½ ; cos h½ Þ :
cqs ¼~cq ~1s ; cqn ¼~cq ~1n:
(18c)
Giving the four non-complanar d2q9 velocities, as: ~c1 ¼ ð1; 0Þ;
~c2 ¼ ð0; 1Þ; ~c3 ¼ ð1; 1Þ; ~c4 ¼ ð1;1Þ, the d2q9 operates with four
independent couples fn̂þq ; n̂q g; q 2 Q12; they reduce to two coordinate
pairs with d2q5. The d2q9 allows us to reconstruct the five compo-
nents of Y½5; recall, they are required for CLqs in Eq. (10) and also by
the A-LSOB, to prescribe all incoming populations with Eq. (16).
Hence, we have to select 5 components n̂6q from their 4 2 available
values. We consider first two groups, I and II, each formed by two par-
ticular square subsets, as Ia and Ib. Group I prescribes fn̂þq ; n̂q g for
the two coordinates links, and n̂þq for one of the two diagonal links.
Inversely, group II prescribes fn̂þq ; n̂q g for the two diagonal links and
n̂þq for one of the two coordinate links:
I : n̂ 5½ ¼fn̂þ1 ; n̂1 ; n̂þ2 ; n̂2 g[ n̂þq ; q¼3ðaÞ or q¼4ðbÞ :





 tðaÞc 2Kþð~u ~cjÞ2Þj;
(19a)
II : n̂ 5½  ¼fn̂þ3 ; n̂3 ; n̂þ4 ; n̂4 g[ n̂þq ; q¼ 1ðaÞ or q¼ 2ðbÞ :




  tðaÞd 2K
þð~u ~cjÞ2Þj:
(19b)
The determinant is specified in system (18), it has the same magnitude
jdet½Bj inside each group and it is different from zero unless when the
d2q9 reduces to d2q5 in group I [tðmÞd ¼ 0] or to d2q5rot in group II
[tðmÞc ¼ 0]. It is also to note that the subset II shall be preferred in the
straight situation for the sake of the symmetry. Equation (B2a) and
(B2b) display the alternative reconstructions, when the fifth compo-
nent n̂þq is replaced by n̂

q ; however, then, det½B ¼ 0 if~u is complanar
with the diagonal or coordinate direction~cq, respectively.
We note that regardless the wall inclination or surface curvature,
Eq. (18) can be expressed in the Cartesian coordinate system through
Y0½5 ¼ f@xP; @yP; @2xxP; @2yyP; @2xyPg. When Y0½5 is derived from Eq.
(17), Y0½5 gets the same solution as that using the inclined system in
Eq. (17) with the help of the posterior mapping given in Eq. (B1). The
fixed coordinate system may lead to a simplified implementation
when ð~1s;~1nÞ vary along the wall, as for example when the N-MR
applies on the curved surface (see also87) When the velocity or mass-
source varies in space, Eq. (18) becomes modified according to Eq.
(16); Eqs. (B3)–(B5) then exemplify the parabolic fields using the sub-
set II.
Finally, the whole rectangular matrix (“RM” hereafter) can be
pseudo-inverted in Eq. (17):
RM00 : B 8 5½   Y 5½  ¼ R 8½  ; R ¼ n̂n̂6ð2ÞjY¼0 ;
n̂ 8½  ¼ [q¼4q¼1 fn̂6q g:
(20)
Equation (20) prescribes all 8 post-collision values regardless the local
geometry. The “RM” approach is then simpler and it naturally retains
the underlying symmetry. One can also restrict “RM” to n̂½6, e.g.,
giving four coordinate values and two diagonal values. The rectangular
system can be solved with the help of the singular-value decomposi-
tion method following;21,23 in this work, the most suitable (least-
square) approximate is automatically provided by the linear solver of
the symbolic tool. The obtained solution is exact when Eq. (16) satis-
fies the system exactly. We will find that on the one side, the rectangu-
lar reconstruction is algorithmically simpler than the square one; on
the other side, it is only approximate and then it does not maintain the
bulk parametrization exactly, in general cases.
D. The N-MR flux schemes
Giving that Y½5 is reconstructed with Eq. (17), the N-MR applies
the correction EðÞq ð~rb; tÞ to the MR rule as
fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ ðMRq  EðÞq Þð~rb; tÞ þ wqð~rq;~tÞ ;
EðÞq ¼ IsCLqsðP; usPÞ þ IðMÞs CLqsðKþM; 0Þ
þIðMÞn CLqnðKþM; 0Þ ;
fIs; IðMÞs ; I
ðMÞ
n g 2 f0; 1g:
(21)
We distinguish three optional and independent directional correc-
tions: CLqsðP; usPÞ for the tangential projection of the advective-
diffusive flux; CLqsðKþM; 0Þ and CLqnðKþM; 0Þ for the tangential
and normal variation of the mass-source. The boundary term
wqð~rq;~tÞ prescribes the projection of Un~1n or Dn~1n, respectively,
FLI=FMR : wqð~rq;~tÞ ¼ aðuÞtqUn~1nð~rq;~tÞ ~cq ; (22a)
DFLI : wqð~rq;~tÞ ¼ b0tðmÞq Dn~1nð~rq;~tÞ ~cq: (22b)
When Is ¼ 1, Eq. (5) reproduces the directional Taylor expansion for
the link projection of the normal flux Unq or Dnq, and Eqs. (7) and (8)
then read as, accordingly,




q uncqn  tðmÞq D@nPcqnjðnumÞ ;
Unq :¼ tqUn~1n ~cq ¼ tqUncqn ;
(23a)
and
N-DFLI : b0ðDnq þ d@qDnqÞjðnumÞ~r b  b
0Dnqð~rqÞ ;
DðnumÞnq :¼ tðmÞq D@nPcqn ;
Dnq :¼ tðmÞq Dn~1n ~cq ¼ tðmÞq Dncqn:
(23b)
When Mð~rÞ varies, its tangential and normal variations modify the
flux closure condition, and they can be removed from it in Eq. (21),
e.g., giving their (known) derivatives:
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CLqsðKþM;0Þ









The role of the mass-source corrections diminishes when ce ! 0, but in
principle, they should also complement the MR in Eq. (A1) following
Eq. (21). Their main configurations that will be employed in this work
are labeled in Table III.
E. Transient algorithms with the MR, N-MR, and
A-LSOB
The boundary algorithms MR, N-MR, and A-LSOB may cope
with any linear ADE collision but they are elaborated with the TRT
operator, because it naturally provides the symmetric and anti-
symmetric post-collision components n̂6q , which are used by the MR
corrective term F̂ q in Eqs. (A1) and (A2) and by the reconstruction in
Eqs. (17) and (20). Assume that the populations fqð~r ; t ¼ 0Þ are ini-
tialized in fluid nodes~r 2 Vp. The iterative TRT algorithm then con-
sists of the following steps:
1. Compute the equilibrium components e6q ð~r ; tÞ including the
mass source term KþMð~r ; tÞ into eþq , e.g., using Eq. (14).
2. Compute the post-collision populations f̂ qð~r ; tÞ ¼ fqð~r ; tÞ þ
n̂þq ð~r ; tÞ þ n̂q ð~r ; tÞ with the TRT operator (13) in all fluid nodes;
store n̂6q ð~rbÞ in the boundary nodes~rb.
3. Perform the streaming and update all neighbor “fluid” popula-
tions: fqð~r þ~cq; t þ 1Þ ¼ f̂ qð~r ; tÞ; store f̂ qð~r ; tÞ temporarily in
the boundary nodes ~rb, e.g., with the BB rule: fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ
¼ f̂ qð~rb; tÞ.
4. Perform the boundary update in all boundary nodes~rb.
Note: using the time-explicit formulation in Eq. (A2), the
unknown populations fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ can be computed before the
streaming step using the pre-collision solution fqð~r ; tÞ.
5. Go to step 1 unless the stop criteria is reached.
I. Boundary update using the MR and N-MR. The MR computes
unknown populations fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ with Eq. (A1) [or Eq. (A2)]:
1. Pre-select the MR rule for wall-cut link q, e.g., the Neumann
FLI/FMR/DFLI from Table XV or the Dirichlet, linear MPLI/PLI
from Table X or the parabolic PP/KMR1 from Table XI.
Prescribe its free-scale parameter (aðpÞq ; a
ðuÞ
q or b0q); compute
coefficients fâ;b; b̂; c; ĉgq and the correction F̂ q, giving the dis-
tance dq from~rb to the wall cut link bisection point~rq.
2. Prescribe the boundary term wqð~rq;~tÞ, e.g., with Eq. (22) in the
Neumann rule, or with Eq. (A4) in the Dirichlet rule.
3. Compute fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ according to Eq. (A1).
4. If Mð~rÞ varies in space, it is recommended to compute its nor-
mal CLqnðKþM; 0Þ and tangential CLqsðKþM; 0Þ corrections
with Eq. (24), and to subtract them from fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ following
Eq. (21).
5. If the tangential-flux N-MR correction is not needed, go to the
next cut link qð~rbÞ. Otherwise, the N-MR correction CLqsðP; usPÞ
is to be computed after the reconstruction step and subtracted
from fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ with Eq. (21) for all Neumann cut links qð~rbÞ.
6. Go to the next boundary node when all values fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ are
updated.
Note: In this work only a constant flat-surface boundary flux is
simulated, where the flux boundary values Un and Dn in Eqs. (22)–
(23) can be set equal to Unð~rnÞ and Dnð~rnÞ, respectively (see Fig. 2).
This enables us to perform one reconstruction procedure per bound-
ary node in the wall-aligned coordinate system. Otherwise, when
Unð~rqÞ or the coordinate system f~1s;~1ngð~rqÞ varies along the surface,
the N-MR may perform the reconstruction in the Cartesian coordi-
nates, applying then the individual mapping from Eq. (B1) to compute
the term of EðÞq in Eq. (21) for the given cut link.
The reconstruction step can be performed as the following:
1. Select a subset n̂6q for the square reconstruction of Yð~rbÞ (e.g.,
with Eq. (19)), unless when the rectangular reconstruction is
applied with Eq. (20) giving all Qm values n̂
6
q .
2. Select the coordinate system, e.g., the Cartesian or the wall-aligned
ð~1s;~1nÞj~r q , and to express Eq. (16) with it. Compute the matrix
entries Bð~rb; tÞ and the right-hand-side (RHS) vector
fn̂6ð2Þq ð~rb; tÞjY¼0g in Eq. (17); the examples are provided by Eqs.
(18) and (B3).
Note: The matrix B and fn̂6ð2Þq gjY¼0 can be precomputed prior
to the iterative update provided that the relaxation rates, velocity
and mass-source fields do not vary in time.
3. Compute vector Rð~rb; tÞ from fn̂6q ð~rb; tÞg and solve Eq. (17) or
Eq. (20) for Yð~rb; tÞ.
II. Boundary update using the A-LSOB. The A-LSOB prescribes
the incoming population fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ with the second-order accu-
rate Chapman-Enskog approximation:
fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ eþq  eq  sþn̂þð2Þq þ sn̂ð2Þq
h i
j~t~r b ; (25)
where e6q depends upon an unknown value Pð~rb; t þ 1Þ; n̂6ð2Þq ð~rb; tÞ
are computed with Eq. (16) after the Reconstruction step. The
Reconstruction step shall, additionally, incorporate normal Taylor condi-
tions from Eq. (12). For example, the Dirichlet closure equation from
Eq. (12) can be either directly added to Eq. (17) or utilized to express
Pð~rb; t þ 1Þ through other unknowns. In the case of the Neumann rule
(12b), the definition of the unknown local variable Pð~rb; t þ 1Þ
¼
PQm
q¼0 fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ can complement Eq. (17), by substituting their
the updated populations fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ and by expressing the incoming
ones with Eq. (25); a similar procedure is exemplified by Eq. (3.6) in
Ref. 87. When the Taylor closure or the local mass definition equation is
added to Eq. (17), the unknown variable Pð~rb; t þ 1Þ is inserted into
Yð~rbÞ. Once Yð~rbÞ is reconstructed, Eq. (25) is computed in the prese-
lected coordinate system.
Note: Since Eq. (12b) inter-relates the two normal derivatives, the
number of unknowns in Yð~rbÞ can be reduced by one; in this way, the
A-LSOB 2D flux schemes shall become available with the d2q5 scheme.
These A-LSOB transient algorithms are left however for future
adaptation and validation. In this work, we focus on the development
and application of the A-LSOB within the steady-state formulation.
F. Summary and extensions
Our starting point is the generic second-order accurate approxi-
mate of the closure relation in Eq. (5) associated with the one or two-
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point MR rule in Eqs. (A1) and (A2). Generalizing the common proce-
dure, Eq. (5) includes not only the first-order equilibrium derivatives
but also the second-order ones, and it also accounts for the non-
equilibrium neighbor variation in two-point rules. The coefficients in
Eq. (5) are provided in Sec. A for the Dirichlet and Neumann ADE
rules, but they are also tabulated40 for the Dirichlet velocity, pressure
and normal stress LI and MR rules; the LI and MR also extend for the
slip-flow regime.85,86 Practically, any directional boundary or interface
rule fits Eq. (5) with some coefficients; for example, the free-interface
pressure/stress scheme5 corresponds to the Dirichlet family
MPLIðaðpÞ ¼ 1Þ [see Eq.(61) in Ref. 40].
We then identify the deficient projections in Eq. (5) for the given
boundary rule; Eq. (10) exemplifies the deficient advective-diffusion
tangential projection with respect to the normal Neumann flux condi-
tion in a constant velocity ADE. Once the deficient term is formulated,
the idea is to re-build it from the in-node non-equilibrium solution
n̂6q , and to subtract it from the MR incoming population. Again, this
type of correction can be built-in into any directional rule. The pro-
posed algorithms are all summarized in Sec. II E and they do not need
to resort to any off-grid interpolations. The subsequent analysis
extends straightforwardly for any linear collision operator by replacing
Eq. (16) by its associated Chapman-Enskog approximate.
The current reconstruction assumes that e6q is linear with respect
to the macroscopic variables, as the concentration, diffusive-flux vari-
able (in the linear or non-linear ADE), or pressure and velocity in the
fluid Stokes/Brinkmann flow modeling. The 2D ADE system then
requires the restoring of the five derivatives; they are exemplified in
the wall-aligned coordinate system by Eq. (11) but the coordinate sys-
tem can be assigned arbitrarily, and it may vary from one node to
another. We propose then either to preselect the five values n̂6q and
to invert the square system in Eq. (17), or to give all Qm values n̂
6
q and
to (approximately) solve the rectangular system with Eq. (20). We
note that the second strategy is geometry and problem independent,
but it may not maintain exactly the TRT parametrization by the physi-
cal dimensionless numbers at fixed K. The reconstruction was intro-
duced with the LSOB flow matrix method21 and it has been recently
optimized87 with the 2D/3D TRT collision for Stokes flow. In turn, the
A-LSOB closure equations (12) are formulated here as an alternative,
normal Taylor single-node parabolic closure of the ADE system. Once
the macroscopic variables and derivatives are reconstructed, the
incoming populations are consequently prescribed by Eq. (16).
We note that the N-BB prototype of N-FLI was successfully
applied26 to release the tangential advective-diffusive flux, and hence
to compute correctly the two first moments, in solute transition along
the flat surface, and on the heterogeneous anisotropic interface.28 The
numerical simulations in this work will be performed with the steady-
state formulation, which enables us to verify all new bounding techni-
ques through a quite arbitrarily, parameter range (physical contrasts,
Peclet number), without concerns from stability.31,32,34,38,60,83
However, the transient MR ADE interface-conjugate has been also
developped;40,42 its update to N-MR is identical with the boundary
counterpart, and it is exemplified with the steady-state interface-
conjugate treatment in Sec. IIID. The MR interface-conjugate is also
formulated40 for the velocity and normal-stress continuous flow
conditions; their release from the tangential stress projection shell
becomes possible following the N-MR path. Conversely, the LSOB
approach demonstrates how to insert the physical, normal and
tangential, free-surface flow stress conditions directly into the
Chapman-Enskog multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) population recon-
struction in the filling process, either at high Reynolds number23 or for
Bingham fluid.24
A preliminary MR analysis22 demonstrated that the parabolic
velocity scheme MR1 (which is the original flow counterpart of the
Dirichlet scalar scheme KMR1 from Table XI) is much more accurate
than the linear ones6,91 not only for porous media later confirmed,10,53
but also for the pressure fluctuations in a newborn fluid node, improv-
ing them for the mass conservation and the Galilean invariance in the
static/moving frames. These properties have been recently carefully
evaluated,10,44,80 leading however partly to a different conclusion80 on
the competition between the linear CLI scheme30 (which is in turn the
flow counterpart of LMKC) and MR1. In our belief, the parabolic MR
shall handle more accurately pressure fluctuations because MR van-
ishes the pressure terms of bðpÞ (as MR1) and also cðpÞ (with new PM
schemes40) in Eq. (5), which are both non-zero in the linear (LI)
Dirichlet velocity schemes including their new member IPLI from
Table XII.
Finally, it is well known that the local mass adjustment spoils
body-fitted boundary rules.90 Differently from a mechanical mass con-
servation account, the steady-state formulation will express it through
the body-fitted global solvability condition, providing interesting hints
for mass-balance properties of the linear and parabolic ADE flux
schemes. We expect to extend this approach in a near future to flow
schemes.
III. STEADY-STATE TRT FORMULATION
We recall the steady-state TRT formulation and specify its bulk-
uniform M0 solvability condition in Sec. III. The alternative correc-
tive boundary-flux approach is introduced in Sec. III B. Section IIIC
recasts stead-state MR and N-MR; Sec. IIID applies them with the
interface-conjugate; Sec. III E provides the steady-state MR, N-MR
and A-LSOB algorithms; and Sec. III F resumes these techniques.
A. Bulk system
The TRT bulk steady system is composed from two equations
per every internal link connecting~r 2 Vp and~r þ~cq 2 Vp; q 2 Q1
2
:
Sqð~rÞ ¼ Sqð~r þ~cqÞ; (26a)
Gqð~rÞ ¼ Gqð~r þ~cqÞ; (26b)
with



























This system is complemented with the local mass-conservation equa-
tion given by
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n̂þq ð~rÞ ¼Mð~rÞ þM0 ; ~r 2 Vp: (28)
The global set of the unknowns Var in the linear system formed by
Eqs. (26)–(28) reads




When the grid is composed of Np nodes, the set Var consists of
NpQmþ Npþ 1 variables. A single unknown variableM0 is introduced
to assure the solvability condition whenever the system is defined to
an additive constant, so that one variable Pð~rÞ can be fixed to arbitrary
value. The solution is normalized a posteriori, as it typically happens
when the system is closed by the Neumann or periodic conditions. In
principle, the two notions: (i) the exact solvability condition of the
steady-state system, and (ii), the preservation of the population mass
(sum), are distinct for grid-shifted or shaped boundary. Indeed, the
sums of the pre-collision and the post-collision populations are the
same provided that
P













Mð~rÞ ¼ 0: (30)
This condition assures the solvability condition with the BB or implicit
periodic interface. At the same time, the exact solvability condition
reads as hMð~rÞi ¼
Ð
~rMð~rÞdr ¼ 0. In fact, when prescribing a mass-
conserving source hMð~rÞi ¼ 0, the BB system will find the follow-
ing solution forM0:
BB : M0Np ¼
X
~r
Mð~rÞ  hMð~rÞi: (31)
In other words, only when the boundary scheme is exact, or when
Mð~rÞ obeys its discrete solvability condition, the obtained solution is
M0 ¼ 0. It should be said that theM0mechanism is self-activated by
the transient LBM via a time/space uniform immobile population
post-collision, when the boundary rule cannot assure its equilibrium
steady-state.22,40 In this work, we prescribeMð~rÞ exactly and compare
the magnitude ofM0 for all flux schemes.
B. The corrective boundary flux
We introduce and comparatively evaluate an alternative
approach, when the modified normal diffusive flux Dn6U0 is pre-
scribed for two parallel surfaces y0 ¼ f0; hg, as
D@y0Pjy0¼0 ¼ Dn þ U0 ;
D@y0Pjy0¼h ¼ Dn  U0 ; U0 ¼ Dv:
(32)
Equation (32) modifies the mass balance because the corrective flux is
opposite on the two bounding surfaces; it mimics a uniform distribu-
tion of mass leakage over the wall. It is clear that Eq. (32) will behave
most accurately for symmetrically placed walls. We will also extend
Eq. (32) for the periodic interface, either continuous or subject to a
constant flux jump, and compare magnitude U0 for all flux schemes.
The unknown value U0 then replaces M0 in the global list Var in
Eq. (29):
Var ¼ U0[~r2VpðPð~rÞ [ n̂ð~rÞÞ; M0 ¼ 0 : (33)
The rationale behind of the corrective flux is to verify whether Eq. (32)
is more accurate than the M0 source, because the modeled bulk equa-
tion remains not modified.
C. The steady-state MR and N-MR
The bulk system (26) is not defined for the cut links qb 2 Qbð~rbÞ
where Eq. (21) reduces to linear equation with respect to Xq½8:
Mq  Xq  EðÞqb ðn̂Þ ¼ wqbð~rqbÞ ;
Mq 8½  ¼ fm1;m2;m3;m4g
[fm5;m6;m7;m8gq ;




q ; sgnqb n̂

q gj~r b




q ; sgnqb n̂

q gj~r nb ;
~rqb ¼~rb þ dqb~cqb ; ~rnb ¼~rb ~cqb ;
q ¼ sgnqbqb ; q 2 Q12:
(34)
The coefficients fmig are computed fromMR in Eq. (A1):
m1 ¼ â þ bþ b̂  1; m2 ¼ ðâ þ b b̂ þ 1Þ;
m3 ¼ sþm1 þ â þ b̂ m4 ¼ sm2 þ â  b̂
þ K̂þ; þ K̂ ;
m5 ¼ cþ ĉ; m6 ¼ c ĉ;
m7 ¼ sþm5 þ ĉ; m8 ¼ sm6  ĉ:
(35)
The local (linear) MR operates with zero coefficients m5 m8, so that
Mq reduces to Mq½4 ¼ fm1;m2;m3;m4gq and the unknown vector
Xq½4j~r b is local. The correction E
ðÞ
qb
applies with Eq. (21), where
CLqsðP; usPÞ is expressed with Eq. (17c) through the in-node variables
n̂ ¼[q2Q1
2
n̂6q ð~rbÞ (cf. Eqs. (B3)–(B4a)). Equations (34) and (35) com-
plete the bulk system for [~r bQbð~rbÞ wall-cut links. The steady-state
algorithm then solves the global linear system with respect to all
unknowns Var from Eq. (29) or Eq. (33).
D. The MR and N-MR interface-conjugate
Following40,42,63 assume now that Pkð~r intÞ and DðkÞn ð~r intÞ are sub-
ject to continuity or jump conditions on the interface~r int :
Pð1Þj~r int ¼ r
ðpÞPð2Þ þ gðpÞj~r int ; (36a)
Dð1Þn j~r int ¼ r
ðuÞDð2Þn þ gðmÞj~r int : (36b)
Based on Eq. (34), the interface-conjugate directional closure between
the two neighbors~r i and~rni ¼~r i þ~cqi is accordingly expressed by
the Dirichlet MðpÞq ðaðpÞq Þ rule for Eq. (36a) and by the flux Mðf Þq ðWqÞ
rule for Eq. (36b):
























þ gðpÞð~r intÞ ;
(37a)
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þtqgðmÞð~r intÞ~1n ~cqi : (37b)
Equation (37) is expressed with Eqs. (34) and (35) in terms of the half




q g using the following convention in
phases (1) and (2):
ð1Þ : ~r ¼~r i; dq ¼ dqi ; ~r int ¼~r i þ dqi~cqi ;
~rnb ¼~r i ~cqi ; q ¼ qisgnqi ; sgnq ¼ sgnqi ;
(38a)
ð2Þ : ~r ¼~rni; dq ¼ dqi ; ~r int ¼~rni þ dqi~cqi ;
~rnb ¼~rni ~cqi ; q ¼ ðqiÞsgnqi ; sgnq ¼ sgnqi :
(38b)






Mkð~r intÞ introduced to remove the interface value of the equilibrium
mass-source term, or its second-order approximate, from the
continuity/jump closure equation (see Ref. 40) We set Iint¼ 1 and pre-
scribeMkð~r intÞ exactly on each interface side. In turn, Eq. (37b) reads
with Eq. (21) applying the scale-factor of the MR flux scheme [cf. (7a),
(23a) and (8a), (23b), respectively]:
FLI=FMR : WðuÞq ¼ aðuÞq ; (39a)
DFLI : WðuÞq ¼ b0q: (39b)
Equation (37) is assembled together with the bulk and boundary equa-
tions, the whole system is then solved with respect to all unknowns
Var from Eq. (29) or Eq. (33).
Note: Below, the interface-conjugate is abbreviated as
PP-FLI; PP-FMR or PP-DFLI when the PP applies for MðpÞq in Eq.
(37a), whereas FLI, FMR or DFLI applies for MðFÞq in Eq. (37b). The
FLI and FMR should be replaced by N-FLI and N-FMR when the
presence of the advective flux projection in Eq. (37b) is not compatible
with the prescribed condition (36b), examples in this respect are
provided below.
E. Steady-state algorithms with the MR, N-MR,
and A-LSOB
The steady-state TRT algorithm closed with the MR boundary
and interface-conjugate conditions is formulated in more detail in
Appendix B;40 we update it with MR, N-MR or A-LSOB. To sum up,
the global solution fPð~rÞg and {n̂6q ð~rÞ} is found by solving the linear
algebraic system composed from the following equations:
1. the couple of the TRT bulk equations (26), assembled for every
bulk link;
2. the local mass-conservation equation (28), assembled for every
fluid node;
3. the MR closure equation (34), assembled for every wall-cut link
or, alternatively, the A-LSOB closure equations assembled in-
node as provided below.
4. the couple of the MR interface-conjugate equations (36a) and
(36b), assembled for every interface-cut link; they replace the
couple of bulk equations.
5. a prescribed free value Pð~rÞ in any one point when the global
solution is defined to an additive constant, e.g., in the Neumann
or periodic-interface systems. In such cases, M0 from Eq. (28)
enters the list of the global variables; otherwise M0 ¼ 0 is
substituted there. Alternatively, the boundary flux can be pre-
scribed with the corrective flux variable U0 from Eq. (32); an
extension for periodic interface is exemplified by Eq. (64).
Note: a posteriori, the normalized procedure shall remove the
solution dependency on the prescribed value. We will examine the
proposed flux schemes with respect to this property.
1. Steady-state N-MR boundary algorithm
The N-MR tangential correction CLqsðP; usPÞ from Eq. (10) is
embedded via EðÞqb ðn̂Þ in Eq. (34), following Eq. (21). In that,
CLqsðP; usPÞ is expressed through Y½5 ¼ B1R; R6q ¼ n̂6q
n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0, and fn̂6q g belongs to the list of unknowns Var. In that,
one computes B1 and n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0 following the Reconstruction step
from the transient algorithm in Sec. II E.
2. Steady-state N-MR interface-conjugate algorithm
The interface-conjugate applies with Eq. (37) where, similarly,
the tangential corrections are introduced by the terms of EðÞqi and
EðÞqi in Eq. (37b). They are expressed, respectively, through Y½5~r i
¼ B1Rjð1Þ~r i and Y½5~r ni ¼ B
1Rjð2Þ~r ni in two interface nodes.
3. Steady-state A-LSOB boundary algorithm
Similarly with the N-MR, the normal derivatives in the Taylor
conditions from Eq. (12) are expressed through Yðn̂ð~rbÞÞ and the pre-
scribed Taylor condition is embedded into the global system. Then,
giving Nb cut links fqbg, one adds to the global system Nb  1 closure
“expansions” in the form
n̂þq ¼ n̂þð2Þq ; n̂q ¼ n̂ð2Þq ; q ¼ sgnqbqb ; (40)
where n̂6q ð~rbÞ belongs to Var, and n̂6ð2Þð~rbÞ is prescribed as given by
Eq. (16) in terms of Yðn̂ð~rbÞÞ.
Note: The choice of Nb  1 Eq. (40) is not defined uniquely: one
can prescribe Nb  1 relations for the symmetric or anti-symmetric
components alone, as n̂þq ¼ n̂þð2Þq or n̂q ¼ n̂ð2Þq , or combine these
two. In principle, any combination of the reconstruction subset with
Nb  1 closure relations is suitable provided that, respectively, Eq. (17)
and the global linear system are well defined. Our optional semi-
heuristic algorithm is detailed by Example 4 in Sec. B.
4. Steady-state A-LSOB interface-conjugate algorithm
This algorithm is only applied in Sec. VIA 3 for a straight inter-
face in interface-perpendicular plug flow. The couple of the interface
conditions (36a) and (36b) is then expressed through their normal
Taylor approximate with Eqs. (12a) and (12b), and it replaces the cou-
ple of the bulk equations for interface-cut link.
F. Summary on the steady-state formulation
The steady-state TRT formulation operates with the non-
equilibrium post-collision variables n̂6q ð~rÞ and the conserved quantity
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Pð~rÞ. They solve the linear algebraic bulk system composed of Eqs.
(26)–(28). In a continuous problem, the solvability condition of the
Neumann problem is guaranteed by the global mass conservation con-
dition; however, since the continuous condition may not be assured in
the discrete system, we propose to adjust it either with a single variable
M0 from Eq. (28), in any geometry, or with the corrective boundary
flux 6U0 from Eq. (32), in specific channel-like slabs. These variables
are automatically obtained by solving the global Neumann or
interface-closed system, where solution Pð~rÞ is defined to an additive
constant. Our next experiments will compare the respective accuracy
of the two solvability techniques, whereas jM0j and jU0j will measure
the mass imbalance of the proposed flux schemes.
The key point is that the MR, N-MR, and A-LSOB are very simi-
lar to their transient formulation, but these algorithms are directly
expressed in terms of the steady-state local variables, fn̂6q g and P.
The bulk linear system is then closed by the compact MR closure
equations (34), and it may incorporate the compact MR interface-
conjugate (37). Equations (34) and (37) are optionally amended with
the corrections for mass-source variation and tangential-flux release;
the N-MR is specified with the FLI, FMR, and DFLI. Alternatively,
the bulk system can be closed by the A-LSOB closure equations; they
prescribe the normal Taylor equation (12) and n̂6q ¼ n̂6ð2Þq for the
incoming links with Eq. (40); these equations are all termed in in-
node variables through the reconstruction. The algorithms are all for-
mulated in Sec. III E; they are built within the symbolic software and
solved with its numerical solver.
IV. ROTATED PARABOLIC SOLUTIONS WITH THE
TANGENTIAL ADVECTION
We introduce the stratified Darcy system and outline its previous
analysis in Sec. IVA. Section IVB demonstrates that (i) the N-MR
makes the two advective-flux schemes FLI and FMR exact for any
interface diffusive-flux jumps in the presence of the grid-rotated Darcy
velocity, and that (ii) the A-LSOB Dirichlet scheme T-PP and the
diffusive-flux T-DFLI support this problem exactly. We then inten-
tionally degrade the parabolic Dirichlet and Neumann accuracy to the
linear one following the existing (similar in spirit)
approaches42,62,104,105 and demonstrate their respective solutions in
Sec. IVC. Section IVD discusses obtained results and outlines the sim-
ilarity/distinctness with their rotated Poiseuille flow counterpart. The
Dirichlet and Neumann schemes are, respectively, classified in Tables I
and II according to the presented analysis.
A. Stratified Darcy layers
We consider a stratified two-layered rotated system of width
h ¼ h1 þ h2: / ¼ /1 when y0 2 ½h1; 0 and / ¼ /2 when
y0 2 ½0; h2. The system is aligned with the axis x0 ¼~1s  ðx; yÞ, and
the diffusion process develops along the normal axis y0 ¼~1n  ðx; yÞ
[cf. Eq. (18c)]; the two layers are either periodic or bounded by two
parallel walls. The interface-parallel (Darcy) velocity~u ¼ us~1x0 is con-
stant; the mass-source Mkð~uÞ is set piece-wise constant and hence,
the profile Pðy0Þ is piece-wise parabolic:
@x0usPkðy0ÞMkðy0Þ ¼Dk@2y0Pkðy0Þ ;Dk :¼/kD0 ¼ ceKk ;
Mkðy0Þ :¼U/kus ;
(41a)




The constants fak; bkg are set by Eq. (36) provided that the solvability
condition is satisfied. The periodic continuous condition with rðuÞ
¼ 1; gðmÞ ¼ 0 in Eq. (36b) is satisfied when U ¼ UðexÞ in Eq. (41a),
thanks to the global mass conservation:




Equations (41) and (42) with the y0 periodic, continuous solution
Pðy0Þ and continuous diffusive flux Dk@y0Pðy0Þ match the EMM
boundary problem37,94 for the (rotation-invariant) Taylor dispersion
coefficient DT ¼  hPuih/i , which is due to the structure heterogeneity
alone in the stratified Darcy layers. The TRT-EMM numerical solution
for DT has been examined with the implicit interface tracking in the
straight system,38 where the exact piecewise parabolic profile is avail-
able thanks to K ¼ 18ð1ceÞ, because this choice
25,36 locates midway the
ABB implicit surface [it corresponds to Ib¼ 1 in Eq. (A4) and Iint¼ 0
in Eq. (37a); otherwise, K ¼ 18 with Ib¼ 0 in Eq. (A4) and Iint¼ 1 in
Eq. (37a), as in Table I]. The stratified Darcy modeling has been also
extended38 for the cubic and quartic polynomial solution due to the
recursive polynomial mass-source expansion; these solutions provide,
respectively, the skewness and kurtosis. Further extension39 to the
diagonally-rotated d2q9 system with the implicit interface tracking
revealed that the non-equilibrium B-layer accommodation and the
truncation parabolic component tq@2qPusc
3
qs produce a non-zero local





q cqs. Moreover, the equilibrium A-layer accommo-
dation perturbs the predicted Pe2—scale of the modeled dispersion
coefficient and retards its convergence from the second to first order,
unless with the d2q5 in the diagonal stratified system. We examine
now the interface-conjugate treatment in the rotated channels by
extending the MR simulations40 to N-MR and A-LSOB.
B. Piece-wise parabolic solutions with MR, N-MR,
and A-LSOB
We formally extend the EMM problem for suitable combinations
of the interface jumps and boundary conditions. Equation (42)
presents the solvability condition for the y0—periodic but also
constant-flux bounded system; in these two problems, Pðy0Þ is defined
up to an additive constant. Equation (36) with the continuous and
jump conditions has been addressed40 with the help of the interface-
conjugate from Eq. (37), but without the tangential-flux correction
EðÞqi in Eq. (37b). In theory, the solution in Eq. (41b) is expected to be
the same with and without tangential velocity field when Mk is fixed
with Eq. (41a). However, the numerical computations in pure-
diffusion [eq  0], and in the presence of the advective velocity
[eq ¼ t
ðaÞ
q us~1s ~cq], may produce different results because of the clo-
sure relations. That is because their non-equilibrium solutions differ,
e.g., on the exact advection-diffusion solution n̂6q reads
n̂þq ¼ tðaÞq cqncqsus@nP  tðmÞq c2qnceKk @2nnP; (43a)
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with
@nP ¼ bk þ 2cky0; @2nnP ¼ 2ck ;
@sP ¼ @2ssP ¼ @2snP ¼ 0:
(43c)
Since Mk is piece-wise constant, the mass-source corrections vanish
in Eqs. (24a) and (24b). The tangential-flux correction CLqs in Eq.
(10) implicitly reduces to its advective flux counterpart on the exact
profile:
CLqsðy0Þ ¼ aðuÞtðaÞq usPðy0Þcqs þ b
ðuÞtðaÞq us@nPðy0Þcqscqn
þcðuÞtðaÞq us@2nnPðy0Þcqsc2qn: (44)
Hence, although in theory the advective-diffusive flux and diffusive
flux continuity conditions are equivalent, this is not the case with the
MR flux schemes, because the tangential advection term is projected
onto the interface-cut links with Eq. (44). In other words, Eq. (44) is
expected to spoil the linear diffusive flux, unless when aðuÞ ¼ bðuÞ
¼ cðuÞ ¼ 0, as for example, in DFLI from Tables XVI–XVIII. Indeed,
it has been confirmed40 that PP-DFLI is exact in Eq. (36) for any scalar
and flux grid-rotated conditions [recall, the Dirichlet family PP assures
the continuity or jump in Eq. (36a) on the parabolic profiles]. In
pure-diffusion and grid-aligned slabs, the PPLI-FMR, PP-FMR and
PPLI-FLI, PP-FLI are also exact. However, among these schemes,
only PP-FMR is exact in grid-inclined advection restricted to the
“proportional” jump, as rðpÞ ¼ rðuÞ; gðpÞ ¼ 0, when Eq. (44) vanishes
from the interface-conjugate condition due to Eq. (37a), including the
continuous case rðpÞ ¼ rðuÞ ¼ 1. At the same time, the FLI closure in
Eq. (5) is built with bðuÞ ¼ aðuÞd, like FMR, but with cðuÞ ¼ aðuÞK,
instead of cðuÞ ¼ 12 aðuÞd
2 (see Table XVII). Consequently, FLI cannot
assure an exact continuation of the (last) parabolic advection term in
Eq. (44); however, PP-FLI remains second-order accurate in the
rotated slabs (see Figs. 5–7 in Ref. 40). By construction, N-FLI aims to
vanish Eq. (44) from the closure relation, and then it is expected to
become exact on the piece-wise parabolic rotated solutions for (i) a
constant flux Neumann boundary and (ii) for any interface-conjugate
with Eq. (36).
In detail, the grid-inclined streamwise-periodic channel is discre-
tized hereafter following,40 such that the boundary/interface bisects a
prescribed point (x0, y0) on the bottom. The L2-error metric E2 is
employed hereafter to estimate the relative root squared error to exact
solution; E2 is computed over all grid points. We apply the generic
procedure and reconstruct Y½5 in Eq. (10) with Eqs. (17) and (18).
Equation (19) or Eq. (B2) [with non-zero determinant] then exactly
reproduce all derivatives in Eq. (43c). This exact solution is also
matched with the rectangular subsets, as B½6 5 or B½8 5 from
Eq. (20). When Y½5 is expressed through the local unknowns, N-FLI
and N-FMR apply with Eq. (21) for the boundary flux and Eq. (37b)
for the interface flux.
Figure 3 addresses the computations in the bounded inclined
channel h ¼ arctan½12  p6:776 closed by the constant diffusive flux and
the continuous interface (left diagram), or Dirichlet boundary and
interface jumps from Eq. (36) (right diagram). The PP scheme repro-
duces the interface scalar continuity condition from Eq. (36a). The
boundary and interface flux-conditions are first modeled with the
three MR schemes, FLI, FMR and DFLI. In agreement with our
predictions, FLI and FMR produce very large errors, but DFLI is exact.
In fact, the FMR is exact here for the continuous interface advective-
diffusive flux but it cannot prescribe correctly the rotated diffusive
boundary flux alone. Next, on the left diagram of Fig. 3, we replace the
FMR by N-FMR for the boundary flux, and the obtained solution then
becomes exact, in agreement with our expectations. Accordingly, Pðy0Þ
becomes exact when N-FLI replaces FLI both on the boundary and the
interface (left diagram). Finally, the combinations of the exact
schemes, as the single-node A-LSOB T-DFLI on the boundary, with
the DFLI, N-FLI or N-FMR on the interface, all reproduce the exact
profile. In turn, the single-node T-PP operates exactly the Dirichlet
boundary (right diagram), where FLI and FMR are not able to repro-
duce the diffusive-flux interface jump because of their advection com-
ponents. In contrast, DFLI, N-FLI and N-FMR are exact.
C. Inexact solutions with the linear schemes
We model a very sharp variation (of three orders of magnitude)
at high Peclet number Pe ¼ 103 in a small inclined channel
h ¼ 10 cos ½h, as displayed in Fig. 3, but replace the parabolic
Dirichlet and linear flux schemes by the linear Dirichlet boundary and
interface continuity conditions, and constant-flux schemes. We con-
sider first the linear LMKC scheme;42,62 the LMKC is the member of
the infinite MPLI family from Table X and they share the same
steady-state solution. These schemes are parametrized but their accu-
racy degrades in the presence of the advection velocity, because the
advection n̂þq term b
ðuÞtq@qPuc2qs is non-zero in Eq. (5) in the inclined
channels. Consequently, the E2 grows almost linearly with Pe but still
converges with second-order rate (see Figs. 5–8 in Ref. 40 for the
MPLI-FLI interface conjugate in continuous straight/diagonal/rotated
systems).
Figure 4 (left diagram) follows Fig. 3 but LMKC replaces PP for
the continuity condition in the interface-conjugate. Recall that only
the FLI-FLI and the FMR-FMR (boundary-interface) treatment is
inexact in Fig. 3 (left diagram). Now, also the four others, exact flux
combinations, display highly inaccurate solutions, N-FLIr-N-FLIr
shows the smallest but still unacceptable error. Remarkably that FLI-
FIG. 3. The effect of the tangential velocity projection is demonstrated for piece-
wise parabolic rotated solutions subject to Eq. (36) in a small rotated system at
high Pe ¼ 103. Left: Interface continuity condition is exact with the parabolic
MR PP family; zero boundary flux and interface-flux are, respectively, modeled
with FLI FLIE2 ¼ 1:06; FMR-FMRE2 ¼ 0:98; E2  0 in all other schemes:
DFLI-DFLI; N-FMRr -FMR, N-FLIr -N-FLIr; T-DFLI-N-FLIr. Data: @y 0
Pðh1Þ ¼ @y 0Pðh1Þ ¼ 0; rðpÞ ¼ rðuÞ ¼ 1, gðpÞ ¼ gðmÞ ¼ 0. Right: Dirichlet
boundary is exact with the parabolic A-LSOBT-PP, the interface flux is modeled
with FLIE2 ¼ 2:13 10-1; FMRE2 ¼ 4:33 101; E2  0 in all other
schemes: DFLI, N-FLIr; N-FMRr. Data: Pðh1Þ ¼ 1; Pðh1Þ ¼ 2; rðpÞ ¼ 2;
gðpÞ ¼ 0:2, rðuÞ ¼ 4; gðmÞ ¼ 0:4. Two diagrams: h ¼ arctan½12; h ¼ H cos ½h,
H¼ 10, ðx0; y0Þ ¼ ð14 ; 0Þ; Pe ¼ 10
3; U ¼ 1, ce ¼ 130.
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FLI and FMR-FMR are almost unaffected by this intentional interface
discontinuity; we will show later that their mass-balance properties
(and then accuracy) are independent of the scalar-continuity scheme
in basic configurations. Figure 5 (right diagram) demonstrates that
LMKC also completely destroys the expected Dirichlet boundary loca-
tion, here Pe1Pðy0Þ  0, when it replaces the parabolic A-LSOB
T-PP scheme (12a).
Figure 5 displays the results of the linearly-truncated normal
Taylor conditions, when T-DFLI from Eq. (12b) (left diagram) and
T-PP from Eq. (12a) (right diagram) become depleted from their para-
bolic terms. The T-DFLI then degrades from the linear to the
constant-flux condition, and it spoils all exact parabolic solutions. In
turn, the degraded T-PP cannot support the exact solutions but its
boundary location is much more accurate than with the LMKC in
Fig. 4 (right diagram). This confirms that the principal MPLI/LMKC
deficiency at high Pe ¼ 103 is due to the linear advection correction
bðuÞtq@qPuc2qs, which is absent in the degraded normal Taylor T-PP in
Fig. 5 (right diagram).
D. Summary on the piece-wise parabolic solutions
The piece-wise parabolic solution allows us to validate exactly the
N-FLI and N-FMR in the presence of constant Darcy velocity field of
an arbitrary amplitude. Since the obtained profiles Pðy0Þ are exact,
only @nPð~rbÞ and @2nnPð~rbÞ are non-zero on the obtained solution
Yðn̂6q Þ, giving an efficient reconstruction test-case. In turn, d2q5 is
also able to produce the exact rotated channel solution with B½4 4
provided that @2ssP ¼ 0 or @2snP ¼ 0 is substituted into Eq. (18).
Moreover, giving zero tangential and mixed solution derivatives, the
d2q5 is able to derive Y½2 ¼ f@nP; @2nnPg from fn̂þq ; n̂q g assigned on
the same link cqn 6¼ 0. Altogether, we confirm that DFLI, N-FLI and
N-FMR are exact for the boundary and interface piece-wise linear
rotated diffusion-flux in the presence of a uniform grid-inclined tan-
gential advection velocity and jumps, provided that the interface scalar
condition is modeled exactly with the MR PP. We also validate the
exactness of the one-node Taylor boundary schemes from Eq. (12), T-
PP and T-DFLI. In principle, Eq. (12) might be applied exactly on the
interface in the rotated channel solutions due to their translation
invariance.
Except the parabolic MR and A-LSOB T-PP, the existing
Dirichlet ADE schemes are commonly restricted to only leading-order
accuracy in the grid-inclined velocity field. Although PPLI is exact in
the rotated pure-diffusion slab and the grid-aligned velocity field, it
shares the MPLI/LMKC deficiency in the grid-rotated advection veloc-
ity field, because their closure relation in Eq. (5) reads with bðuÞ 6¼ 0
and cðuÞ 6¼ 0 in Table XIV. Methodologically, the degraded T-I-PPr
extends the Dirichlet flat-wall scheme104,105 from the in-node place-
ment d  0 to an inclined flat wall; obviously, when d  0, the linear
and parabolic terms vanish in the normal Taylor expansion (12), but
d  0 cannot address the grid-inclined walls. The degraded T-I-PPr
fits then only the first-order accurate normal Taylor relation but it
locates much more accurately the boundary values thanks to the
absence of the velocity projections in its wall-normal Dirichlet Taylor
prescription.
Let us mention that the force-driven Poiseuille flow modeling fol-
lows the same path: whereas a rotated parabolic no-slip and slip solu-
tions are available for any two-point multi-reflection22,30,40,85 and
single-node LSOB,21,87 they cannot be matched by the moment-based
on-grid boundary methods57,77 with d  0. The recent LI scheme95
purposes the exact inclined Poiseuille flow modeling but, in reality, its
solution is exact only in a straight channel, extending the BB solu-
tion20,22 and MGLI schemes30,40 to any distance d and to any (stable)
K. Yet, this Poiseuille channel problem is a pure-diffusion counterpart
of the ADE problem (41). To this end, we complement PPLI with its
flow counterpart IPLI in Table XII; the IPLI is exact for the force-
driven Poiseuille flow in a grid-inclined channel and it is parabolic-
accurate for any uniform-density Stokes flow, at least. We emphasize
that the IPLI prescribes the forcing term tqK
~F ~cq in both bulk and
boundary equilibrium eq following;
40 otherwise, when express-
ing20,22,95 the force term from the momentum equation, IPLI becomes
anisotropic, i.e., cut-link direction dependent. The PPLI/IPLI deriva-
tion straightforwardly applies Eq. (5), a result that will be reported
elsewhere.
Finally, concerning the Neumann condition, the Cartesian
decomposition method42,62 assumes that the linear interpolations
along two grid axes produce the “same” Dirichlet value; we have
shown that they fail on the parabolic profiles and, especially, in the
FIG. 4. Following Fig. 3 but with the only linear Dirichlet scheme62 LMKC from
Table X. Left: LMKC replaces the parabolic MR PP for interface-continuity condi-
tion; zero boundary and interface-fluxes are modeled with FLI FLI;
FMR  FMR, DFLI DFLI ; N-FMRr  FMR, N-FLIr  N-FLIr;
T-DFLI FMR; E2 ¼ 1:09; 9:8 101; 1:2; 1:47; 4:4 101; 1:85
 
,
accordingly; for visualization purpose, T-DFLI N-FLIr [E2 ¼ 5:58] is replaced by
T-DFLI FMR [E2 ¼ 1:13]. Right: LMKC replaces A-LSOB T-PP on the Dirichlet
boundary; on the interface, scalar-jump is assured by MR PP and flux-jump is mod-
eled with FLI; FMR; DFLI; N-FLIr; N-FMRr; E2 ¼ f1:27; 1:3; 1:85;
4:42; 1:13g. The three last results become exact [the two diagrams] with the para-
bolic PP and T-PP in Fig. 3.
FIG. 5. Following Fig. 3 but with the only linear normal Taylor approximations of the
boundary flux (left) and Dirichlet condition (right). Left: T-DFLI models zero bound-
ary flux without parabolic term in Eq. (12b); interface continuity conditions are mod-
eled by combining MR PP and N-FLIrE2 ¼ 6:9 101 FMR
E2 ¼ 7:15 101;DFLIE2 ¼ 8:21 101. These solutions are all exact with
T-DFLI from Eq. (12b): E2 ¼ 0 using T-DFLI N-FLIr; T-DFLI FMR ,
T-DFLI DFLI. Right: the T-PP operates the Dirichlet boundary without last
term in Eq. (12a); the scalar-jump is assured by MR PP and the flux-jump by
FLI; FMR; DFLI; N-FLIr; N-FMRr; E2 ¼ 2:13101;8:141 101;

1:609;1:222;2:015g, accordingly. The three last results become exact with the par-
abolic T-PP in Fig. 3 (right diagram).
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inclined velocity field. Hence, although the original FLI scheme62 is
able to support the rotated parabolic diffusion profile, the Cartesian
decomposition method is not expected to extend this property to a
constant rotated velocity. Purposely, we also degraded the A-LSOB
flux scheme T-DFLI following104,105 and rendered it only suitable for a
constant normal-flux; obviously, this scheme cannot then support a
linear diffusive flux on the parabolic profiles and it produces the
relaxation-dependent, wrong solutions.
To sum up, the parabolic, N-FLI and T-DFLI and two-point
N-FMR are expected to enhance the similarly constructed, but
lower-order Neumann schemes. The single-node Dirichlet PPLI
extends MPLI/PLI to rotated diffusion slabs and grid-aligned tan-
gential velocity. These schemes do not restrict the free parameter
range.
V. Rotated quartic solution with the tangential
advection
We extend the stratified rotated system to the presence of the
parabolic velocity-field and mass-source. In this context, Sec. VA
describes the model equation and its analytical solution; Sec. VB con-
structs the effective rotated TRT bulk solution and determines the
free-parameter range when it is either exact or obeys the exact solvabil-
ity condition. Section VC extends the reconstruction procedure for a
space-variable velocity and mass-source; Sec. VD validates the bulk
analysis with the exact closure relations; Sec. VE constructs the effec-
tive “straight” solutions with a corrective boundary flux. Sections VF
and VG discuss grid-aligned and rotated numerical solutions. Section
VH examines independence over an additive constant. Section V I
addresses the two-layered, bounded and periodic, systems. Section V J
draws the conclusions.
A. The rotated Taylor-dispersion problem
We consider again Eq. (41a) but in open flow, where porosity /
is set equal to 1, and the interface-parallel constant Darcy velocity us is




Wy0ðy0  hÞ ; y0 2 0; h½  ;



























Let us first prescribe the impermeable boundary, where pðexÞ1 ¼ 0 and the
dimensionless symmetric profile is defined to an additive constant P0:
ðPe hÞ1PðexÞðYÞ ¼  1
2









; P0 ¼ ðPe hÞ1p0:
(47)
This solution is illustrated in Fig. 7 (left diagram) using the normaliza-
tion condition hPðexÞðy0Þi ¼ 0 [P0 ¼ 160].
Physically, a posteriori estimate DT ¼  hPuðy
0Þi
h predicts the
famous Taylor dispersion coefficient.1,92 The EMM extends this solu-
tion to the skewness and kurtosis, both in the spatial and temporal sys-
tem of moments, interconnected by simple algebraic formulas (see
Table III in Ref. 37 for an open channel and a circular capillary); these
solutions are also extended37,94 to heterogeneous stratified open/
porous systems. On the numerical panel, this benchmark is exciting
because it allows (i) to quantify35 quasi-exactly the truncation (numer-
ical) dispersion, skewness and kurtosis, by extending the EMM to the
fourth-order approximate of the modeled macroscopic equation; (ii)
to estimate the DT deviations induced by the tangential velocity con-
straint;36 and (iii) to examine the convergence delay due to the
weighted accommodation on the diagonal interface. However,
although the particular optimalK solutions have been derived to mini-
mize these numerical artifacts, the effective advection-diffusion bulk
solution of the scheme has not yet been constructed in arbitrary
rotated channels.
In theory, when Mðy0Þ is prescribed with Eq. (45), PðexÞðy0Þ is
the same in pure diffusion and in the presence of the tangential advec-
tion velocity~uðy0Þ ¼ usðy0Þ~1s. However, the discrete solvability condi-
tion and the effective solution will differ giving eq  0 or eq ðy0Þ
¼ tðaÞq usðy0ÞPðy0Þcqs in Eq. (14b). Besides, we have shown that the
boundary schemes are subject to a different accuracy in these two
cases. We examine whether the truncation and accommodation may
perturb the linear Pe-scale of the scalar field Pðy0Þ, and whether the
tangential corrections may smooth this joint discrete effect.
B. Effective discrete solution
We first examine (i) whether the quartic polynomial solution sat-
isfies the discrete rotated advection-diffusion system and (ii), delineate
free parameters when the effective solution is exact.




0m and Mðy0Þ ¼
P2
m¼0 lmy
0m, and look for the quartic
and quintic, respectively, effective solutions Pðeff Þðy0Þ and n̂þðeff Þq ðy0Þ
[n̂þðeff Þq is searched for as the fifth-order polynomial because n̂
þ
q
¼ rqeq þ    in Eq. (15a) and eq ðy0Þ ¼ t
ðaÞ











Hence, we look for the effective solution n̂þðeff Þq to Eq. (15a), keeping




ðwð~r þ cq;y0 Þ  wð~r  cq;y0 ÞÞ ;
D2qwð~rÞ ¼ wð~r þ cq;y0 Þ  2wð~rÞ þ wð~r þ cq;y0 Þ ;
8w ; with cq;y0 ¼~cq ~1y0 :
(49)
Following the solution procedure,39 we then plug Eq. (48) into Eq.
(15a), and express the coefficients fnðeff Þq;m g through fpðeff Þm g for four
d2q9 velocity links. The four components n̂þðeff Þq ðp
ðeff Þ
m Þ are then
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summed in Eq. (28), giving there M0 ¼ 0. The solvability condition




¼ 0, where the three unknowns fp2; p3; p4gðeff Þ can be determined
only provided that e3 ¼ 0, as
e3 ¼ u2pðeff Þ4 ð12K 1Þð3t
ðaÞ
c  1Þ sin 4h½  ;
e3 ¼ 0 if u2 ¼ 0 ; or
sin 4h½  ¼ 0 ; or K ¼ 1
12





The case u02 ¼ 0 [W ¼ 0 in Eq. (45)] corresponds to pure diffusion
with a given parabolic mass source, where the quartic polynomial solu-
tion exists for any rotation. The case sin ½4h ¼ 0 covers the grid-
aligned, straight/diagonal, orientation where the effective quartic solu-
tion exists for any K and advection-weight ftðaÞq g. The case K ¼ 112
vanishes the third-order truncation spatial error (see34 and reference
therein). The case ftðaÞc ¼ 13 ; t
ðaÞ
d ¼ 112g corresponds to the isotropic





qy ¼ 13. We prescribe t
ðaÞ
c ¼ tðmÞc ¼ 13 and keep K free.
The effective solution (48a) is then given as
pðeff Þ2 ¼ p
ðexÞ






dp2 ¼ l02wðK; ceÞ þ
nðKÞ sin 4h½ 
864
ð6ðl02u01 þ 2l01u02Þ
l02u022nðKÞ sin 4h½ Þ;
(51a)
pðeff Þ3 ¼ p
ðexÞ





























þ Kðce  1Þ; nðKÞ ¼ 1þ 30Kð1þ 4KÞ:
(51c)
Hence, Pðeff Þðy0Þ is anisotropic and it becomes exact, and hence isotro-
pic, only provided that K and ce are inter-related, as
Pðeff Þðy0Þ ¼ PðexÞðy0Þ; if onlywðKðexÞ0 ; ceÞ ¼ 0 :










; 8 ce 20; 1 ;½
(52)
ðbÞ 8 h : if tð:Þc ¼
1
3
; nðKðexÞÞ ¼ 0; wðKðexÞ; ceðexÞÞ ¼ 0;
















 0:207 825 :
(53)
The pure diffusion rotated solution is exact with K ¼ KðexÞ0 ðceÞ, Eq.
(52). In the presence of advection, the diagonal channel h ¼ pn4 also
gets the exact solution with KðexÞ0 ðceÞ giving the hydrodynamic mass-
weight. However, in the rotated system, KðexÞ0 ðceÞ is restricted to KðexÞ
with the particular solution ceðexÞ from Eq. (53). We substitute now
velocity and mass-source profiles from Eq. (45); Eq. (51) then reads
with fpðexÞk g from Eq. (46), and M
ðexÞðy0Þ gets the effective correction
Eðy0Þ ¼ D@2y0Pðeff Þ MðexÞ:
Mðeff Þðy0Þ ¼MðUðexÞ; y0Þ þ Eðy0Þ; E0 ¼ E
D
;
hE0i ¼ 12PewðK; ceÞ
h2
þ Pe




Given that hMðUðexÞ; y0Þi ¼ 0, the effective profile Pðeff Þðy0Þ may sat-
isfy the impermeable condition on the two walls only provided that
hE0i ¼ 0 with K ¼ Kðeff Þðh; ce; Pe; hÞ ;
Kðeff Þjce¼ceðexÞ ¼ K
ðexÞ
0 ðceðexÞÞ ¼ KðexÞ; 8h; Pe; h ;




Here, Kðeff Þ solves the quartic polynomial equation hE0i ¼ 0, and it
reduces to Eq. (52) in the grid-aligned case. Figure 6 displays the suit-
able real root to Eq. (55) in the advection-dominant limit ce ! 0
when Pe ¼ f10; 102; 103g, vs / 2 ½0; p4 (left diagram) and vs H (right
diagram, with h ¼ H cos ½h; h ¼ arctan½12). This root is delineated by
a narrow (suitable) interval Kðeff Þ 2 ½16 ;K
ðexÞ, whereKðeff Þjce!0 rapidly
reduces to K  16 when Pe is small or when h increases. The difference
with respect to the exact solution in Eq. (47) reads on the normalized
profiles:
Pðeff Þ  PðexÞ
Pe h
¼ð1 3YÞ2 wðK; ceÞ
3h2
þ Pe




2 þ 4Y3ÞPenðKÞ sin 4h½ 
8h4
: (56)
Equation (56) only vanishes with fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg from Eq. (53), and Eq.
(56) is exactly asymmetric with respect to exchange Y ! 1 Y only
with Kðeff ÞðceÞ. Figure 7 displays the anisotropic asymmetric solution
h3Pe2ðPðeff Þ  PðexÞÞðYÞ using Kðeff Þ; we find that this distribution
becomes practically h and Pe-independent when Kðeff Þ approaches
its asymptotic values, e.g., when H 	 10; Pe ¼ 102 or H 	 20,
Pe ¼ 103 in Fig. 6.
FIG. 6. Effective quartic-polynomial solution Kðeff Þðh; ce;Pe; hÞ from Eq. (55) with
h ¼ H cos ½h. Left: Kðeff Þjce!0 vs h 20;
p
4 ½ when H¼ 10. Right: K
ðeff Þjce!0 vs H
when h ¼ arctan½12. Legend: Pe ¼ 10
2 (solid), Pe ¼ 103 (dashed), Pe ¼ 104
(dotted). The constant asymptotes are KðexÞ  0:21 from Eq. (53) and
KðexÞ0 jce!0 ¼
1
6 from Eq. (52).
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To sum up, our analysis suggests that when using Kðeff ÞðceÞ, the
bulk system may satisfy the exact solvability condition, but one should
expect the (anisotropic, asymmetric) discrete effects, which scale non-
linearly with Pe and decay for finer resolutions when Pe grows.
Clearly, this advection-diffusion rotated discrete behavior is very dif-
ferent from the isotropic symmetric pure-diffusion or grid-aligned
profiles obeying the linear Pe-scale with Eq. (46). The effective solution
becomes exact only withKðexÞ and ceðexÞ from Eq. (53).
C. Reconstruction step
The standard reconstruction step is computed with Eq. (17)
where the prescribed post-collision solution in Eq. (18) becomes modi-
fied according to Eq. (16), because ~u ¼ usðy0Þ~1s and Mðy0Þ vary
along the normal direction:
n̂þð2Þq ð~rÞ ¼tðaÞq cqn@n þ cqs@s
 
ðPucqsÞ  tðmÞq ceK
 ðc2qn@2nnðP þ K
þMÞ þ 2cqncqs@2snP þ c2qs@2ssPÞ;
(57a)





nn þ 2cqncqs@2sn þ c2qs@2ss
h i
ðPuscqsÞ: (57b)
The matrix Bð~rbÞ from Eq. (17) then becomes space-dependent and
Rð~rbÞ comprises the known terms due to the velocity and mass-source
variation, hence Rð~rbÞ then linearly depends upon Pð~rbÞ due to the
advection term, as exemplified by Eqs. (B3) and (B4). The closure con-
ditions are expressed locally through Y½5 ¼ B1Rð~rbÞ, with Eq. (21)
in N-MR and Eqs. (12) and (40) in A-LSOB. The whole linear
system is solved with respect to the global unknown list Var from
Eq. (29) or (33).
D. Exact validation of the effective solution
The effective solution from Eqs. (51)–(56) is first validated
numerically with the help of the fourth-order accurate Dirichlet
[T-PPðeff Þ] and Neumann [T-DFLIðeff Þ] Taylor conditions:







ðeff Þj~r b ¼ Dnjy0¼f0;hg; (58a)






ðeff Þj~r b ¼ Pjy0¼f0;hg: (58b)
The Dirichlet solution is defined for any K; the constant-flux
Neumann solution is defined with Kðeff Þ from Eq. (55); their boundary
conditions complete the bulk system. Additionally, following the
A-LSOB in Sec. III E, the effective equations: n̂þq ð~rbÞ ¼ n̂þðeff Þq ð~rbÞ
and/or n̂q ð~rbÞ ¼ n̂ðeff Þq ð~rbÞ are prescribed for Nb  1 cut links;
fn̂þq g
eff obeys Eq. (48b) with Eq. (51) and, giving fe6effq g and
fn̂þq g
eff ; fn̂q g
eff is derived with Eq. (15c), using there Eq. (49).
The effective solution is validated when it coincides with the
numerical solution PðnumÞðy0Þ in all grid points; to get rid of the addi-
tive constant, the normalization hPi ¼ 0 of the predicted effective and
numerical Neumann profiles is performed via summation. We first
prescribe the effective solution for all derivatives in Eq. (58) and
confirm that, when using fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg, the numerical Neumann solu-
tion is exact and given by Eq. (46). Using Kðeff ÞðceÞ, the difference
between the numerical and exact solutions then coincides with
Eq. (56).
We now make use of this benchmark to validate the reconstruc-
tion procedure. The first- and second-order derivatives in Eq. (58) are
then extracted with Eq. (17) giving there R6q ð~rbÞ ¼ ðn̂6q  n̂6ð2Þq jY¼0Þ
þðn̂6ðeff Þq  n̂6ð2;eff Þq Þ, where the last term accounts for the fourth-
order difference between the effective solution and its second-order
approximate. Figure 8 displays the difference between the numerical
solution obtained in two configurations: fKðeff ÞðPeÞ; ce ¼ 130g and
fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg for Neumann (left diagram) and Dirichlet (right dia-
gram) Taylor conditions from Eq. (58). Here, the rectangular and
square reconstructions give the same (effective) solution where
Eðeff Þ2 ¼ 0 [E
ðeff Þ
2 is the L2 error estimate with respect to the con-
structed effective bulk solution]. In turn, the error-estimate E2 with
respect to exact solution is non-zero unless when using fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg
from Eq. (53). Figure 8 (left diagram) confirms Eq. (56): the difference
with the exact profile is asymmetric in the grid-symmetric channel
using Kðeff Þ; the Dirichlet system (right diagram) shares the same
property of Kðeff Þ, otherwise effective solution loses asymmetry.
It is worthwhile to note that the Neumann numerical solution
with Kðeff Þ finds M0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (28) [because hMðeff Þi ¼ 0 thanks to
Kðeff Þ]. However, when K 6¼ Kðeff Þ and hence hMðeff Þi 6¼ 0, the
FIG. 7. Quartic-polynomials. Left: the exact normalized Neumann profile from Eq.
(47) [solid, black] and the effective anisotropic asymmetric profile from Eq. (56)
using Kðeff ÞðceÞ from Eq. (55). Right: their rescaled difference when h ¼ arctan½14
(dashed), h ¼ arctan½12 (dotted-dashed), h ¼ arctan½34 (dotted). Data: ce ¼ 130,
h ¼ H cos ½h, H¼ 20, Pe ¼ 103.
FIG. 8. The difference between two numerical solutions, using fKðeff ÞðPeÞ; ce ¼
1
30g and fK
ðexÞ; ceðexÞg, is compared to its analytical prediction (solid line) from Eq.
(56) when h ¼ arctan½12; h ¼ H cos ½h, H¼ 20. Left: Neumann fourth-order
scheme T-DFLIðeff Þ: Pe ¼ 102 [Eðeff Þ2 ¼ 1:04 10
13; E2 ¼ 4:53 103] and
Pe ¼ 103 [Eðeff Þ2 ¼ 2:98 10
12, E2 ¼ 4:49 102]. Right: Dirichlet fourth-order
scheme T-PPðeff Þ; Pe ¼ 103: Kðeff Þ [Eðeff Þ2 ¼ 2:29 10
13; E2 ¼ 2:4 103],
and K ¼ 18 [E
ðeff Þ
2 ¼ 1:68 10
10; E2 ¼ 5:24 103].
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condition hMðexÞ ¼Mðeff Þ þM0i ¼ 0 becomes satisfied in the grid-
aligned system or pure-diffusion problem thanks to the established
numerical solution M0 ¼ E. Using the exact closure with Eq. (58a),
the obtained numerical solution is then exact, as
h ¼ pn
4
or eq  0 : Pðy0Þ ¼ PðexÞðy0Þ;
with M0 ¼ E ¼ 
12Pe
h3
wðK; ceÞ; 8K; 8 ce:
(59)
E. Exact solutions with inexact boundary schemes
We examine the straight system using KðexÞ0 from Eq. (52); the
bulk solution is then exact, E2 ¼ Eðeff Þ2 , and any eventual deviation is
due to the boundary closure. Its solvability condition is adjusted with
one of the two mechanisms: (i) viaM0 6¼ 0 in Eq. (28), and (ii), via the
corrective flux 6U0 ¼ 6Dv in Eq. (32). We first examine the differ-
ence between these two techniques for a midway impermeable bound-
ary d ¼ 12, where FLI reduces to BB and the numerical solution reads
with
M0  BB : E2 6¼ 0; M0 ¼MðUðsumÞ; yÞ MðUðexÞ; yÞ














Equation (60a) means that the BB system adjusts the exact (integra-
tion) solvability condition to summation in Eq. (45), in agreement
with our prediction in Eq. (31), but the numerical solution is then
inexact. The magnitude of M0 scales with the mean-velocity ampli-
tude, similarly to the case40 of grid-rotated constant velocity; when U
is kept constant, jM0j reduces as h2 at fixed Pe. In contrast, BB U0
produces the exact solution because the corrective flux in Eq. (60b)
compensates the BB error with respect to the fourth-order accurate
Neumann condition; this result is derived by Eqs. (C1)–(C7).
Equation (60b) shows that v reduces with second-order rate at fixed
Pe. The total corrective flux, 2U0 ¼ U2h is then equal to hM0i ¼ M0h.
However, only the corrective flux reproduces the exact profile, because
it does not modify the mass-source MðUðexÞ; yÞ. Equation (C8)
extends vðdÞ to an arbitrary distance d with FLI, and Eq. (C14) gener-
alizes this construction for FLI, FMR and DFLI, as









FMR : vðdÞ ¼ vjFLI þ
3Peðh 1 2dÞð2KðexÞ0  d2Þ
h3
; (61b)
DFLI : vðdÞ ¼ vjFMR þ
3Pedðh 1 2dÞð1þ dÞ
h3
;
jvjDFLI > jvjFMR when h 	 4; d > 0;
vDFLI ¼ vFMR when d ¼ 0:
(61c)
These results show that DFLI needs a larger amplitude U0 than FMR,
except when d¼ 0. The inter-relation between DFLI and FLI is more
complicated, but typically jvjDFLI > jvjFLI, e.g., 8d > 0:09 when
h 	 4, and 8d > 0:03 when h 	 10. Figure 9 (left diagram) com-
pares the three schemes in the limit ce ! 0, featuring the high Pe
regime. The results are displayed for U0
UðexÞh
¼ vPe when d ¼ f58 ; 12 ; 18g.
They show that DFLI requires a much larger amplitude U0 to adjust
the exact straight quartic solution, and confirm that DFLI approaches
FMR when d tends to zero. In turn, FMR shows an almost
d—independent amplitude jU0j. The FLI also approaches FMR when
d! 0, but FLI is more accurate than the two other formally higher-
order accurate schemes, when it comes down to BB for d ¼ 12. The
FLIn; FMRn, and DFLIn are supplemented with the normal mass-
source correction [IðMÞn ¼ 1 in Eq. (21)] because Mðy0Þ varies along
the normal direction (see Table III). The steady-state MR closure from
Eq. (34) then reads with EðÞq ðybÞ ¼ CLqnðK
þM; 0Þ from Eq. (24b).
This correction modifies vðdÞ equally with the three schemes and it is
given by Eq. (C11):










¼  cePeð1 ceÞh2
:
(62)
Since U0 is positive in Eq. (60b), and it is mostly positive in Eq. (61)
when h 	 4, the mass-source correction reduces the amplitude jvj.
The derived solution jvj is in exact agreement with the FLIn; FMRn
and DFLIn numerical solutions displayed in Fig. 9 (right diagram).
Additionally, Eq. (C12) demonstrates that the Taylor scheme T-DFLI
produces the same solution U0ðdÞ as FLIn; this property is indepen-
dent of the reconstruction procedure provided that T-DFLI prescribes
the unknown vertical population with Eq. (57), according to example
4 in Subsection B of the Appendix.
The MR solutions with the three basic flux schemes are weight-
independent in the straight channel, so that they are the same with
d2q5 and d2q9. In other words, the accommodation of the advective
flux by the diagonal links is invisible on the profiles due to the symme-
try. The N-MR complements FLIn; FMRn and DFLIn with the tan-
gential correction CLqsðP; usPÞ from Eq. (57) [Is ¼ 1 in Eq. (21)]. We
observe that their profiles PðnumÞðy0Þ remain exact, but the recon-
structed tangential and mixed derivatives in Y½5 are due to the non-
equilibrium accommodation, and they depend on the reconstruction
subset. Figure 9 (right diagram) compares jU0j between MRn and
N-MR using rectangular reconstruction with Eq. (20). We observe
that on the coarse grids N-FLIr and N-FMRr reduce jU0j of their
counterparts, FLIn and FMRn, while the N-DFLIr and DFLIn behave
FIG. 9. Quartic solution is exact in the straight symmetric channel with all flux
schemes using KðexÞ0 ðceÞ thanks to the corrective flux 6U0 from Eq. (32). Left:
analytical prediction jU0j=ðUhÞ ¼ jvðdÞj=Pe vs h from Eq. 61 with FLI (solid),
FMR (dashed) and DFLI (dotted) when d ¼ f58 ; 12 ; 18g and ce ! 0; note: FLI is
ce independent and FLIðd ¼ 12Þ ¼ BB. Right: numerical result jU0j=ðUhÞ vs h
when d ¼ 58 ; ce ¼ 130 with FLIn ; FMRn; DFLIn, T-DFLIr; N-FLIr,
N-FMRr ; N-DFLIr; H2.
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very similarly. All schemes approach their MRn counterparts when
H  30, and then monotonously reduce jU0j with second-order rate.
To sum up, the corrective flux from Eq. (32) is able to adjust
the exact quartic Neumann solution of the inexact flux schemes
provided that the two straight walls are placed symmetrically.
Although DFLI is exact on the parabolic rotated solutions, it is
expected to behave worst on the quartic solutions because of its
larger deviations from the exact solvability condition; consequently,
N-DFLIr does not improve DFLI. The MRn typically decreases jU0j
and hence, it improves for the conservation properties. The
diffusive-flux A-LSOB T-DFLI from Eq. (12b) produces an identi-
cal solution U0ðdÞ with FLIn using the standard reconstruction
algorithm; hence, T-DFLI shows smaller amplitude jU0ðdÞj than
DFLI, which is its MR counterpart. The N-MR releases the
diagonal-link accommodation of the tangential advective flux; it
retains the exact solution and further reduces jU0j, at least with the
N-FLIr and N-FMRr on the coarse grids. Finally, the MRn and their
N-MR counterparts decay jU0ðdÞj altogether with second-order
rate.
F. Grid-shifted and diagonal channels
When the distances to the top and bottom walls differ, say dT
6¼ dB, Eq. (32) should be modified by prescribing fvðdBÞ;vðdTÞg,
and the numerical solution then remains exact. However, we restrict
this work to an equal amplitude corrective flux with Eq. (32), where
the numerical solution is then not exact. Figure 10 compares the
results obtained with M0 and U0 when the whole slab is shifted with
respect to the grid. We observe that T-DFLI and FLIn continue to pro-
duce the same solutions. On the whole E2ðU0Þ is one order of magni-
tude smaller than E2ðM0Þ, especially with FMRn  U0 where E2 is the
smallest and it converges faster, with third-order rate; otherwise, E2,
M0 and U0 converge with second-order rate with all schemes. The
FMRn is much more accurate than FLIn because it vanishes the
second-order advection accommodation term but FLIn demonstrates
the best solvability properties, with the smallest amplitudes of jM0j
and jU0j. In addition, Fig. 10 displays the N-MR results using the rect-
angular reconstruction from Eq. (20). The N-FLIr then improves FLIn
for E2, M0 and U0 but only on coarse grids H 
 20, and the two
schemes decay together on the finer grids. Similarly, N-FMRr
improves FMRn for M0 and U0, but E2ðN-FMRrÞ is not regular. This
confirms our suggestion that FMR does not need any second-order
tangential advection corrections in the straight channels, in agreement
with the exactness of its parabolic solution. Like FMR, the DFLI copes
better with U0, where N-DFLIr reduces the error on coarse grids but
again, the DFLI based schemes show much larger errors and one-
order larger amplitude for jM0j and jU0j against FLI and FMR. In
turn, N-MR produces similar results using the square-matrix recon-
struction, where it maintains the parametrization, meaning that E2 is
fixed by the grid Pe numberU=D0; ce and KðceÞ. In contrast, the rect-
angular reconstruction loses the bulk parametrization property, unless
on the exact solutions.
Another important property refers the weight-independence and
the linear Pe-scale of the numerical solutions. The unmodified MR
schemes and T-DFLI produce weight-independent solutions in the
straight grid-shifted channels, where they also retain the linear Pe-
dependency of the analytical profile. These two features are not sup-
ported by the N-MR on the quartic profiles, either with the square- or
rectangular reconstructions. We suggest that this spurious effect is
induced via a complex accommodation dependency upon the weights
and Pe inserted by the diagonal links into reconstructed tangential cor-
rections. It follows that the results displayed in Fig. 10 are weight- and
Pe-independent only with FLIn ¼ T-DFLI; FMRn and DFLIn. These
results confirm our expectation that the d2q9 MR flux schemes do not
need any tangential corrections in the steady-state straight homoge-
neous solutions, to be contrasted with their necessity in the presence of
the non-zero tangential boundary flux,17,62 the heterogeneous interface
weights28 or for the transient BB simulations in the uniform velocity
field.26 Indeed, one should keep in mind that the harmful tangential
boundary effect is much smaller on the parabolic profile usðy0Þ consid-
ered here than when us is constant, because usðy0Þ vanishes on the
wall. This difference was clearly quantified33,36 on the effective retarda-
tion of the mean velocity, which is the first-order distribution
moment.
We extend now these simulations to the symmetric diagonal slab,
where the d2q9 weight-stencil excites the A layer equilibrium
accommodation on the implicit-interface quartic profiles.39 The
homogeneous solution remains exact using the fourth-order accurate
boundary closure from Eq. (58), thanks to KðexÞ0 and isotropic weights.
Figure 11 addresses M0 and U0 results obtained with the second-
order schemes: the straight channel alike, U0 produces better accuracy
and exhibits the third-order convergence rate [this is against the exact
solution in the straight channel]; N-MR and MR then produce similar
results; FMRn remains the most accurate but FLIn shows smaller jU0j
(and also jM0j) on the coarse grids, very closely followed by the
N-FLIr and the Taylor scheme T-DFLI. The jM0j behaves very simi-
larly with j2U0=hj but FMRn slows its convergence due to M0 mass-
source correction, and M0 results all decay with second-order rate,
where FLIn; N-FLIr and T-DFLI are the most accurate.
When the whole slab is shifted with respect to the grid, and the
discrete solution breaks the symmetry, the U0 results (not shown here)
are very similar to the straight shifted channel in Fig. 10. In that case,
only FMRn and N-FMRr decay with third-order rate but N-FMRr is
FIG. 10. Quartic-polynomial problem when the straight channel h ¼ H is uniformly
shifted with by 14
~1y from the mid-grid boundary position. The ADE numerical solu-
tion with two strategies: M0 from Eq. (28) (top row), and U0 from Eq. (32) (bottom
row) using FLIn; FMRn; DFLIn, T-DFLIr ; N-FLIr; N-FMRr;
N-DFLIr; H2; H3 	; FLIn overlaps with the T-DFLI and T-DFLIr . Data:
Pe ¼ 102; U ¼ 1, ce ¼ 130 ; K
ðexÞ
0 ðceÞ; dB ¼ 3=8, dT ¼ 5=8.
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irregular on the coarse grid; the DFLI continues to show the worst
results. The T-DFLIr behaves similarly to FLIn when H 	 20 but it is
very inaccurate when H¼ 10 because of the rectangular reconstruc-
tion. We will systematically observe that T-DFLIr is much less accu-
rate on the coarse grids compared to the square reconstruction, but
the latter one is geometry-dependent.
G. Rotated channels
Wemodel now a rotated channel h ¼ arctan½12 with the isotropic
(hydrodynamic) advection-diffusion weights. Unless indicated, we
prescribe fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg from Eq. (53), so that Pðeff Þðy0Þ is exact in bulk
and E2 ¼ Eðeff Þ2 . However, inexact boundary schemes do not repro-
duce the exact solution and hence, they are subject to truncation
effects, such as the anisotropy and the loss of symmetry; also, E2
becomes Pe- and weight-depending with all schemes. According to
Fig. 6, one might expect that the anisotropic bulk effect is still relatively
weak when Pe 
 102, but it rapidly increases on the coarse grid
when Pe ¼ 103. Figures 12 and 14 display the numerical profiles with
the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions, respectively, on the coarse
grid H¼ 20 when Pe ¼ 102 and Pe ¼ 103. The fourth-order accurate
Taylor schemes T-PPðeff Þ and T-DFLIðeff Þ from Eq. (58) match
PðexÞðy0Þ exactly; otherwise, E2 is given in Tables IV and V.
We examine first the Dirichlet boundary schemes prescribing
Pjy0¼f0;hg ¼ Pe; the exact profile Pðy0Þ=Pe is then Pe-independent.
Figure 12 displays the ADE results of (i) linear, one-node MPLI/
LMKC and PLI families from Table X; (ii) parabolic in pure diffusion,
new single-node PPLI scheme from Table XII; and (iii) parabolic in
constant velocity field, two-node PP family from Table XI; the varia-
tion of the mass-source is accounted for by using Ib¼ 1 in Eq. (A4).
Additionally, the single-node Taylor schemes T-PPr and T-PP from
Eq. (12a) are examined using, respectively, rectangular and (mainly)
square reconstructions. Again, we intentionally degrade Eq. (12a) to
the first order with the T-I-PPr scheme but address it with the
parabolic-accurate rectangular reconstruction.
Figure 12 (left diagram) shows that all schemes match the quartic
profile on the relatively coarse grid when Pe ¼ 102. However, unlike
in pure-diffusion, the profiles are not symmetric and they do not scale
exactly with Pe. These effects grow rapidly with Pe and only those
schemes where the leading-order advection projections are absent, like
the PP, T-PPr , and T-PP, but also a less accurate T-I-PPr , retain the
profile shape when Pe ¼ 103. The PLI is expected to overcome MPLI
when Pe grows, because PLI removes the first-order advection gradi-
ent from its closure relation.40 Table IV confirms that although MPLI
is more accurate than the two other linear schemes, PLI and T-I-PPr
in pure diffusion and Pe ¼ 102, the T-I-PPr gains over them at
Pe ¼ 103. In turn, according to Table IV, the PPLI overpasses not
only MPLI=PLI but also PP and A-LSOB T-PP=T-PPr in the pure-
diffusion regime. However, as was expected, the PPLI accuracy wor-
sens in the presence of a grid-inclined velocity field, very similarly to
MPLI/LMKC.
Figures 13 displays E2ðHÞ; it confirms that when Pe ¼ 102, PLI
gains over MPLI=PPLI only for H¼ 10, but it is more accurate over
the long interval H < 80 when Pe ¼ 103. In turn, the PPLI asymp-
totically approaches PP and converges with the third-order rate when
Pe ¼ 102, but it decays slower together with MPLI when Pe ¼ 103.
The PP systematically gains over the LI schemes, especially when Pe
increases, and converges smoothly. The T-PPr and T-PP behave very
similarly, they are the most accurate on the finer grids, here when
H 	 20 with Pe ¼ 102, because their closure relation is free of the
advection projection; however, their reconstruction is not smooth
when Pe ¼ 103. The employed LI and MR Dirichlet schemes are all
parametrized, and their results are set by Pe; ce, K and H. The T-PPr
does not maintain the parametrization; the T-PP is parametrized
when it employs only square subsets in Eq. (17); otherwise, T-PP loses
the parametrization property when it (optionally) uses the rectangular
matrix in single cut link nodes following the algorithm from example
4 in Subsection B of the Appendix.
Figure 14 shows similar results with the Neumann schemes; here
we additionally consider the degraded T-I-DFLIr , where we omit the
parabolic term in Eq. (12b) but retain the reconstruction process.
Figure 14 (left diagram) shows that the T-I-DFLIr is the least accurate
at Pe ¼ 102, and its E2 exceeds FLIn by about two orders of magnitude
in pure diffusion according to Table V. When Pe ¼ 103, all schemes
become affected by the loss of symmetry, and this effect becomes most
noticeable with the diffusive-flux parabolic schemes, DFLIn and
T-DFLIr [T-DFLI produces similar results], whereas the degraded
FIG. 11. Quartic-polynomial problem in grid-symmetric diagonal channel shifted by
dB ¼  14 and dT ¼ 14 along~1y , with Eq. (28) (top row) and Eq. (32) (bottom row)
using FLIn ; FMRn, DFLIn; T-DFLI, N-FLIr; N-FMRr  N-DFLIr,
H2; H3	. Data: Pe ¼ 102; U ¼ 1; ce ¼ 130, K
ðexÞ
0 ðceÞ; dB ¼ dT ¼ 58
along y.
FIG. 12. Quartic-polynomial rotated Dirichlet solution when H¼ 20. Left:
Pe ¼ 102. Right: Pe ¼ 103. Exact (solid line) and numerical (symbols) solutions
with the Dirichlet schemes MPLI=LMKC; PLI; PPLI, PP ; T-I-PPr [first-
order Eq. (12a)], T-PPr; T-PPðeff Þ is exact Data: Pjy 0¼0;h ¼ Pe; fKðexÞ;
ceðexÞg; U ¼ 1; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ 0; h ¼ H cos ½h; E2 is gathered in
Table IV.
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T-I-DFLIr worsens by a smaller extent because its principal inaccuracy
is due to the constant diffusive-flux approximation. Table IX confirms
that FLIn overheads all other schemes, including FMRn, and produces
two-order magnitude smaller M0 than DFLIn and T-DFLIr when
Pe ¼ 103.
Figure 15 addresses the convergence of M0 and U0 strategies
when Pe ¼ 102; the basic MR schemes are displayed here together
with the N-MR and Taylor schemes T-DFLI and T-DFLIr . The results
show that all schemes obey a second-order rate and, except FLIn and
DFLIn=N-DFLI, they almost overlap when H 	 20; FLIn gains again
by a large extent and shows much smaller values of jM0j and jU0j. In
this respect, DFLIn and N-DFLI remain the least accurate. We note
that E2 is very similar with the two-node FMR=N-FMR and the
single-node T-DFLI=T-DFLIr , but the MR schemes show better con-
servation properties.
We employ now Kðeff Þ from Eq. (55), where the exact solvability
condition remains formally valid but the effective profile does not scale
with Pe exactly, because of the truncation correction in Eq. (48).
Figure 16 compares FLIn with its five N-MR counterparts from
Table III, and with the two Taylor schemes, T-DFLI and T-I-DFLIr .
The results are restricted to Pe ¼ 10 because the reconstruction is not
always regular at higher Pe. All schemes decay similarly with second-
order rate and here only N-FLI2 improves FLIn in accuracy and con-
vergence due to the smaller amplitude and faster decay of jU0ðHÞj.
Recall, N-FLI2 reconstructs Y½5 from the two-diagonal and one verti-
cal link [group II(b) in Eq. (19b)]. These results confirm the suitability
of the different reconstruction subsets. The Taylor schemes are slightly
less accurate than their FLI partners, but they systematically show
FIG. 14. Quartic-polynomial rotated Neumann solution when H¼ 20. Left:
Pe ¼ 102. Right: Pe ¼ 103. The exact (solid line) and numerical (symbols) solu-
tions with M0 from Eq. (28) and the flux schemes: FLIn; FMRn; DFLIn ,
T-I-DFLIr  [first-order Eq. (12b)], T-DFLIrT-DFLI
ðeff Þ is exact. Data:
Unjy 0¼f0;hg ¼ 0; fKðexÞ;ceðexÞg; U¼ 1; h¼ arctan½12; ðx0;y0Þ¼ 0; h¼H cos ½h.
E2 and M0 are gathered in Table V.
TABLE IV. Quartic-polynomial rotated Dirichlet numerical solution when H¼ 20 using fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg (i) in pure diffusion [top line: E2 is Pe-independent] and (ii) in ADE
[Pe ¼ 102 and Pe ¼ 103 from Fig. 12]: E2 is fixed by the grid Peclet number except T-I-PPr [the first-order degradation of Eq. (12a)], T-PPr and T-PP.
Pe MPLI PLI PPLI PP T-I-PPr T-PPr T-PP T-PPðeff Þ
8Pe 102 1:1 102 7 104 5:2 103 3 102 9:5 104 103 5 1015
102 8:8 103 1:1 102 1 102 5:5 103 1:6 102 9:8 104 1:2 103 6:9 1015
103 1:7 101 7:5 102 1:6 101 1:9 102 2:9 102 1:2 102 1:2 102 1:2 1013
TABLE V. Quartic-polynomial rotated Neumann numerical solution when H¼ 20 using fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg (i) in pure diffusion [top line: E2 is Pe-independent ] and (ii) in ADE from
Fig. 14: E2 is fixed by the grid Peclet number except T-I-DFLIr [the first-order degradation of Eq. (12b)] T-DFLIr and T-DFLI.
E2 using Eq. (28)
Pe FLIn FMRn DFLIn T-I-DFLIr T-DFLIr T-DFLI T-DFLIðeff Þ
8Pe 5.6  103 1.6  102 7.2  102 0.39 2.1  102 2.1  102 0
102 7.7  103 3  102 7.5  102 2.46  101 1.8  102 1.6  102 2.8  1015
103 3.5  102 2.6  101 1.2 4.13  101 1.2 3.5  101 3.2  1013
jM0j=U in Eq. (28)
Pe FLIn FMRn DFLIn T-I-DFLIr T-DFLIr T-DFLI T-DFLIðeff Þ
8Pe 1:8 103 4:7 103 2:2 102 –0.12 6:6 103 6:8 103 8:9 1016
102 1:8 103 4:7 103 2:3 102 7:04 102 4:6 103 4:7 103 2:8 1015
103 1:3 103 6: 103 1:2 101 1:22 101 1:2 101 5:8 102 5:7 1014
FIG. 13. Quartic-polynomial rotated Dirichlet numerical solution. Left: Pe ¼ 102.
Right: Pe ¼ 103. Dirichlet schemes: MPLI=LMKC; PLI; PPLI, PP;
T-PPr, T-PP; H2; H3. Data from Fig. 12.
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noticeably larger amplitude jU0j. Finally, Fig. 17 shows that the FLIn
produces very similar E2; M0ðPe;HÞ and U0ðPe;HÞ in all six compu-
tations with Pe 2 f10; 102; 103g; as usually, U0  FLIn slightly over-
passes M0  FLIn. The original FLI produces nearly the same results,
because the normal source correction becomes almost negligible when
ce is small. This example tells us that, without reconstruction,
FLI=FLIn is not much affected by the truncated non-linear Pe-
dependency.
H. Solution independence over an additive constant
When the problem is closed by a constant diffusive flux, solution
to Eq. (48a) is defined up to an additive constant, say p0. Hence, the
solution independence over an additive constant should be verified for
any diffusive-flux and a theoretically equivalent, advective-diffusive
flux scheme. However, this question was not ever raised to the best of
our knowledge unless very recently.40 The Neumann simulations
reported above fix Pðx; yÞ to some (arbitrary) value in some (arbitrary)
point, typically we prescribe Pjx¼12;y¼12 ¼ 0 or Pjx¼12;y¼12 ¼ 1. The pro-
posed solvability techniques then add one variable, M0 or U0, to the
global unknown list in Eqs. (29a) and (33), and the global linear sys-
tem becomes invertible. The error estimate is computed a posteriori
on the normalized analytical and numerical solutions, e.g., obeying
condition hPi ¼ 0, and hence E2 is expected to be independent of the
fixed value. This property was confirmed40 with the basic MR schemes
in the rotated, interface-parallel and interface-perpendicular constant
velocity field. At the same time, it was observed39 that n̂q , and then




q cqs becomes non-
zero in the translation-invariant direction even with the implicit inter-
face treatment. This effect is attributed to the anti-symmetric trunca-





q @2nðusPÞc2qtc2qn to the local gradient estimate.
We note that the term of cðuÞn̂q is different in FLI, FMR and
DFLI closure relations, and also, that it depends upon a solution con-
stant in the parabolic velocity profile. Figure 18 demonstrates the dif-
ference in the error estimate and M0 when two arbitrary values are
fixed in one point. A very interesting result is that not only FMR,
DFLI and T-DFLI, but also all N-MR schemes N-FLIr  N-FLI4 from
Table III produce consistent solutions. In contrast, the FLI and FLIn
produce different normalized solutions with two different values,
where the displayed difference in E2 andM0 approximately decays in-
between second/third rate and third-order rate, respectively. The FLI
and FLIn manifest this artifact not only in the grid-shifted rotated
channels, but also in the grid-symmetric ones; the results with U0 fol-
low along this line. Hence, it is suggested that the N-MR removes this
free-constant dependency with the help of its tangential corrections of
usterms in Eq. (10).
To sum up, the N-FLI does not improve FLI and FLIn regularly
for accuracy in the parabolic no-slip velocity profiles because of the
relatively weak tangential advection effects against the advection trun-
cation and its accommodation. However, it appears that the N-FLI
removes the principal advection terms in the non-equilibrium
FIG. 15. Quartic-polynomial rotated Neumann solution. Top row: E2ðHÞ and
jM0ðHÞj=U. Bottom row: E2ðHÞ and j2U0ðHÞj=ðUhÞ. Flux schemes: FLIn
; FMRn, DFLIn; T-DFLIr; T-DFLI; N-FLIr; N-FMRr, N-DFLIr
; H2	. Data: Pe ¼ 102; U ¼ 1, fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ 0;
h ¼ H cos ½h.
FIG. 16. Quartic rotated Neumann solutions at Pe ¼ 10. Eðeff Þ2 ðHÞ (left) and
2U0ðHÞ=Pe (right) with FLIn;N-FLI1;N-FLI2, N-FLI3;N-FLI4; N-FLIr;
T-DFLI; T-DFLIr; H2	. Data: h ¼ arctan½12; x0; y0 ¼ f14 ; 0g, ce ¼ 130 ;
Kðeff ÞðceÞ obeys Eq. (55).
FIG. 17. Quartic rotated Neumann solutions. E2ðHÞ with the FLIn using M0
[Pe ¼ 10 ; Pe ¼ 102; Pe ¼ 103] and U0 [Pe ¼ 10; Pe ¼ 102,
Pe ¼ 103]; H2. Data: h ¼ arctan½12; fx0; y0g ¼ f14 ; 0g; ce ¼ 130, K
ðeff ÞðceÞ
obeys Eq. (55).
FIG. 18. Dependency upon an additive constant in quartic rotated Neumann pro-
files: the difference jdE2j and jdM0j=U when Pð~r cÞ ¼ 10 and Pð~r cÞ ¼ 20 are






FMRn; DFLIn; T-DFLIr; N-FLIr; FLI; H2, H3 Data: Pe ¼ 102;
U ¼ 1; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ f14 ; 10
1g; fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg.
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expansion responsible for the FLI inconsistency. Otherwise, the
FLI and FLIn normalized solution and error-estimate vary together
with the solution constant, and therefore, these schemes are to be
considered as not reliable, despite their very good conservation
properties.
I. Rotated heterogeneous system
We extend now the boundary problem37 from the grid-aligned
implicit-interface TRT-EMM scheme38,39 to the grid-rotated interface-
conjugate treatment. The bulk equation remains the same as described
by Eq. (41a), but the stratified system combines now the diffusive
porous layer / ¼ /1 2 ½0; 1½ with the open (Poiseuille) profile
/2 ¼ 1:












The two layers are either periodic [OPL] or impermeable [B OPL];
the BOPL reduces to the above considered Poiseuille flow problem
when the diffusion-layer vanishes [h1 ¼ 0]. The diffusion coefficients
are discontinuous: K1 ¼ /1K and K2 ¼ /2K; the scalar field
Pðy0Þ and the diffusive flux Dk@y0Pðy0Þ are set continuous on the
interface y0 ¼ 0. The advective flux reduces to zero together with
usðy0Þ on the interface, and hence, the advective-diffusive flux is also
continuous. The effective profile Pðeff Þðy0Þ combines the parabolic
branch (41b) and the effective quartic solution from Eqs. (51) and
(56). We apply the interface-conjugate from Eq. (37) with the two-
node parabolic PP family for the scalar-field continuity condition and
combine it with all developed flux schemes for the flux-continuity con-
dition. The porosity contrast is set equal to 8 for all simulations, for
the sake of comparison with our previous results.38,39
1. Bounded open-porous layered system, B-OPL
The MR, N-MR and T-DFLI flux schemes are applied on the
impermeable solid wall, either using M0 or U0 for the solvability con-
dition. These two strategies are compared now in the presence of the
interface, when the flux-continuity condition is not satisfied exactly.
Figures 19 and 20 address the system of two equal symmetric rotated
layers when Pe ¼ 10 and Pe ¼ 102, respectively. We apply FLI2 [this
abbreviates FLI FLI applied both on the interface and boundary],
and compare it with (i) its MR counterparts involving the normal




n; (ii) the N-MR
partners, as N-FLI22 or N-FLI
2
r from Table III, and (iii), the single-
node combinations of the Taylor and N-MR schemes, where T-DFLIr
applies for boundary and N-FLI2 [or N-FLIr] adjusts the interface.
Figures 19 and 20 employ the square and rectangular reconstructions,
respectively. We recall that all examined schemes are exact for the
boundary and interface in two adjacent diffusive layers (STRD
restricted to pure-diffusion).
Figure 19 shows that the FLI2n is by far the most accurate and it
decays with third-order rate thanks to its best conservation prop-
erty, while the DFLI2n behaves as the worst, due to its significant
deviation from the exact solvability condition manifested again by
the large M0 and U0 magnitudes. All other flux schemes show very
similar results of intermediate accuracy: N-FLI2r behaves slightly
better than FLI2 with M0, and slightly worse than it with U0, but
FLI2 surpasses FMR2n and the two mixed combinations of the
Taylor and MR schemes: T-DFLIr  FLIn and T-DFLI2  N FLI2,
which are formally more accurate. The M0 and U0 techniques also
show close results for the E2 and their respective amplitudes of
M0=U and 2U0=ðUhÞ.
When Pe ¼ 102, the truncation and accommodation grow non-
linearly against Pe ¼ 10 in Fig. 19. Figure 20 shows that all schemes
then decay with second-order rate; the rectangular reconstruction is
not accurate on the coarsest grid, here with a width hk ¼ 10 cos ½h
 8:9 node per layer. The finer grids show results which are similar
with Pe ¼ 10 and confirm the advanced precision of the FLI2n inter-
face/boundary treatment. However, we should emphasize again that
the reported values of E2 depend upon an additive constant in FLI2n
and FLI2.
To sum up, we extended the piece-wise parabolic solutions and
confirmed the suitability of the MR and N-MR for the continuous-flux
interface-conjugate in the non-uniform velocity profile. The N-FLI2
FIG. 19. B OPL in two equal layers. Top row Eðeff Þ2 ðHÞ (left) and M0ðHÞ=U
(right). Bottom row: Eðeff Þ2 ðHÞ (left) and U0ðHÞ=ðUhÞ with on the boundary-inter-
face: FLIn  FLIn, FMRn  FMRn; DFLIn  DFLIn; T-DFLIr  FLIn,
N-FLI2 N-FLI2; T-DFLI2  N-FLI2; FLI FLI; H2 Data: Pe ¼ 10;
U ¼ 1; /1 ¼ 18, fK
ðexÞ; ceðexÞg; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ 0; h ¼ H cos ½h.
FIG. 20. B-OPL in two equal layers; Eðeff Þ2 ðHÞ with M0 (left) and U0 (right) using on
the boundary-interface: FLIn  FLIn; FMRn  FMRn; DFLIn  DFLIn,
T-DFLIr  FLIn; N-FLIr  N-FLIr; T-DFLIr  N-FLIr, FLI FLI; H2
Data: Pe ¼ 102; U ¼ 1, fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ 0;
h ¼ H cos ½h.
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might offer an interesting compromise to FLI2 and FLI2n, because it (i)
needs only one interface or boundary point; (ii) shares with FLIn simi-
lar mass-conservation, and (iii) improves FLI2 and FLI2n for their tan-
gential constraints and a free-constant dependency. However, we find
that the important role of the truncation and accommodation at
higher Pe, here typically Pe 	 103, corrupts the second-order recon-
struction procedure.
2. Periodic open-porous layered system, OPL
We consider now a fully periodic system where the corrective
flux from Eq. (32) is extended for interface system and U0 strategy
prescribes
M0 ¼ 0;
jj Dk@y0Pjjy0¼0 ¼ jjDnjj þ U0;
jj Dk@y0Pjjy0¼h ¼ jjDnjj  U0; U0 ¼ Dv:
(64)
Like with Eq. (32), Eq. (64) is expected to produce the most accurate
results when the two interfaces are placed symmetrically. In the OPL
system, the diffusion-flux is continuous, then jjDnjj ¼ 0. The OPL is
run withM0 from Eq. (28) and U0 from Eq. (64). Figure 21 addresses
the pure diffusive system eq ¼ 0 but applies the same mass-source as
in Eq. (41a). We confirm that all numerical solutions formally scale
with the Pe number and then produce Pe-independent error-esti-
mates. It is interesting to note that M0=h ¼ 2U0=ðUhÞ with all
schemes, the straight symmetric Poiseuille flow alike [cf. Eq. (60)]. We
observe that U0  FMR and U0 N-FMR decay with a third-order
rate in the absence of the advection terms. Due to the same reason,
the N-MR3 and N-MRr , exemplified for the square and rectangular
reconstruction, show similar results to their counterparts, such as
FLIn and FMRn. It is curious that, unlike in all previous results,
U0  N-DFLI3 clearly surpasses U0  DFLIn in pure diffusion. This
indicates that although DFLIn vanishes the uniform-velocity advec-
tion terms from its closure relation on the parabolic profiles, its
accuracy is impacted by them in the general cases. AllM0schemes
decay with a second-order rate because of the mass-source correc-
tion in Eq. (28). On the whole, these results are similar to those in
the diagonal flow displayed in Fig. 11 at Pe ¼ 102. The last diagram
in Fig. 21 confirms that among the U0schemes, DFLIn and FMRn
produce, respectively, the largest and smallest deviations from the
exact profile.
Figure 22 examines the E2dependency over Pe with two basic
schemes, as FLIn (left diagram) and FMRn (right diagram); their
results are displayed together using M0 and U0 when
Pe ¼ f10; 102; 103g. When Pe 
 102; U0  FMR monotonously
decays with third-order rate, in pure diffusion alike; but M0  FMR,
and the two FLI schemes, M0  FLIn and U0  FLIn, decay with
second-order rate in agreement with the expectations and previous
results. In these simulations, E2 remains almost Pe-independent,
whereas jM0j=U and j2U0j=ðUhÞ practically coincide between them
in all these schemes. However, again, when Pe ¼ 103, the M0 and U0
solutions behave similarly and produce much larger errors on the
same grids.
To sum up, these observations confirm thatM0  FMR is domi-
nated by the second-order bulk accuracy of the M0 strategy in the
pure diffusion and intermediate Pe range, but both M0 and U0 solu-
tions are dominated by the Pe-dependent truncation and its interface-
accommodation at high Pe. We note that the boundary systems alike,
(i) the results of FLI and FLIn depend upon an additive constant in the
fully periodic OPL, and (ii) the N-MR removes this deficiency but
becomes irregular when Pe grows.
J. Summary
The rotated quartic solution due to the parabolic velocity and
mass-source fields extends our previous analysis34,38,39 on the numeri-
cal modeling of the Taylor dispersion problem. We confirm that the
pure-diffusion grid-rotated solution can be matched exactly with the
help of the fourth-order accurate Neumann and Dirichlet Taylor
schemes using KðexÞ0 ðceÞ from Eq. (52), 8 ce. When K 6¼ K
ðexÞ
0 , the
effective diffusion solution is isotropic only with the hydrodynamic
mass-weight tðmÞq , but it retains the symmetry. In contrast, the effective
advection-diffusion solution is anisotropic and not symmetric with the
hydrodynamic weights unless when it is tuned to be exact with the sin-
gular choice of the two remaining free parameters, as given by
fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg from Eq. (53). Using the fourth-order accurate Dirichlet
closure, the effective solution is validated exactly with free-tunable val-
ues of these two parameters. In the Neumann system, Kðeff ÞðceÞ from
FIG. 21. Pure diffusion in grid-symmetric OPL system. Top row: E2ðHÞ with M0
(left) and jM0ðHÞj=U ¼ 2jU0ðHÞj=ðUhÞ (right). Bottom row: E2ðHÞ and
ðPðnumÞðy 0Þ  PðexÞÞ=Pe using U0 with Eq. (64) when y 0 2 ½h=2; h=2;
h ¼ H cos ½h, H¼ 20, interface-flux condition: FLIn; FMRn, DFLIn;
N-FLIr; N-FLI3; N-FMR3 ; N-DFLI3 , H2; H3	. Data: U ¼ 1;
Pe ¼ 103 [but E2 is Pe-independent] fKðexÞ; ceðexÞg; h ¼ arctan½12; ðx0; y0Þ
¼ f14 ; 0g; h ¼ H cos ½h.
FIG. 22. The same system as in Fig. 21 but in the presence of advection; FLIn
(left) and FMRn (right). The results are obtained with M0 strategy: Pe ¼ 10;
Pe ¼ 102; Pe ¼ 103, and with U0 strategy: Pe ¼ 10 Pe ¼ 102;
Pe ¼ 103; H2, H3	. To compare with FLIn results in open profile in
Fig. 17.
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Eq. (55) becomes mandatory for the exact solvability condition
hMðUðexÞ; y0Þi ¼ 0; Kðeff ÞðceÞ reduces to KðexÞ when ce ¼ ceðexÞ.
The exact bulk-parameter choice is employed to validate all pro-
posed Dirichlet and Neumann schemes. We confirmed their second
and, partly, third-order, convergence order in arbitrary-oriented, uni-
form and heterogeneous channels, and related their accuracy with the
mass balance metrics. The interesting result is that the corrective flux
U0 is able to adjust the exact straight quartic solution for any flux
scheme. Its analytical solution jU0ðdÞj clearly indicates that the
diffusive-flux DFLI family, which is built to be exact on the grid-
rotated parabolic profiles in uniform tangential velocity field, deviates
most significantly from the exact solvability condition on the quartic
solution. This DFLI feature is then observed through all examined sol-
utions, which undoubtedly explains its worst accuracy. In contrast, the
FLI and FLIn behave most accurately despite their lower formal
Taylor-accuracy order; this happens because their single-node flux
continuation, as Kn̂q þ dn̂þq , fits the mid-grid LBM bulk-flux dis-
cretization in Eqs. (27). These suggestions are further confirmed
through the exact mass-balance analysis in Sec. D.
Unfortunately, due to this semi-implicit discretization, FLI
and FLIn may do not respect the additivity of a free constant in the
Neumann or periodic solutions. All other schemes, including N-
FLI, are consistent in our simulations. Also, the MR, but also N-MR
and A-LSOB with the square-matrix reconstruction are all parame-
trized by grid Pe number and K; the rectangular reconstruction
loses this property but it avoids the problem of the subset choice in
Eq. (17), and hence it can be regarded as geometry- and problem-
independent.
We recognize that the coarse grid solution may become spoiled
by the truncation and its accommodation, growing very rapidly with
Pe; the rectangular reconstruction becomes then not sufficiently accu-
rate on the coarse grids. In this respect, when the tangential advective
boundary flux is very small due to the no-slip velocity or a diffusive
interface, the preselected candidates are the two-node FMRn and the
one-node N-FLI, which show similar accuracy at the intermediate Pe
range, e.g., Fig. 15. The FMRn converges faster, with third-order rate
in the grid-aligned channels, it is simpler and more robust for the high
Pe range. However, N-FMR or N-FLI should replace FMRn in the case
of the (nearly) uniform rotated tangential flow and in the presence of
the diffusive-flux jumps, as demonstrated for STRD, and as also
expected for problems with the non-zero tangential diffusive bound-
ary/interface flux.
Concerning the single-node A-LSOB flux schemes, the T-DFLI
and T-DFLIr are interesting because they (i) share with FLIn the same
(good) solvability condition in the straight grid-shifted systems, (ii)
respect there, together with the unmodified MR, the weight-
independence and linear Pe-scale, and (iii) show comparable to two-
node FMRn conservation properties in the inclined channels. On the
negative side, they are affected by strong truncation and accommoda-
tion errors through the reconstruction procedure at high Pe. The
Taylor Dirichlet schemes T-PP and T-PPr are not impacted by Pe-
dependent effects, and they even surpass the parabolic PP MR family
(cf. Figs. 12 and 14, Table IV) because their normal Taylor condition
is not affected by the advection projections. This is confirmed by the
results of the degraded (linear) T-I-PPr scheme, which behaves much
more accurately at high Pe than its linear MR counterparts, MPLI/
LMKC, PLI and PPLI. In turn, the novel single-node parabolic PPLI
from Table XII is the most accurate in the pure-diffusion and it
approaches PP in the intermediate Pe range.
Finally, concerning the EMM TRT application with the no-slip
velocity field, we highlight that the parametrized schemes should be
preferred to assure the solution control by the Peclet number at fixed
K, and that the grid shall be refined approximately linearly when Pe
grows to get rid of the nonphysical Pe-dependency due to the inter-
face/boundary high-order accommodation. It should be said that the
transient ADE solvers meet even stronger limitations for the Taylor
moments prediction, because both the translation length and the com-
putational time toward the steady Taylor regime grow with Pe.
Moreover, whereas the transient ADE solvers become unstable with
Pe, the steady-state EMM TRT is not affected by the stability issue
and the interface-conjugate MR steady-state treatment allows to accel-
erate the convergence by one or two orders with respect to their
implicit tracking in rotated slabs.40
VI. ROTATED EXPONENTIAL SOLUTION IN PLUG FLOW
The two stratified heterogeneous layers of width fh1; h2g are
again arbitrary rotated and placed with respect to the grid, but now
the constant (Darcy) advection velocity~u ¼ un~1y0 is perpendicular to
the interface in “series.” The system is periodic along y0, it is abbrevi-
ated DS, and its modeled equation reads
un@y0Pkðy0Þ Mk ¼ Dk@2y0Pkðy0Þ; (65a)
Mk :¼ U/k  un; hMi ¼ 0: (65b)
Solvability condition hMi ¼ 0 is adjusted with the mean-velocity U.
The interface conditions are described by Eq. (36): the scalar field is
continuous (rðpÞ ¼ 1; gðpÞ ¼ 0) but the normal diffusive-flux is sub-
ject to the jump condition: rðuÞ ¼ 1, gðmÞ ¼ jjDkjj~1y0 ~1n. In theory,
the advective flux is continuous on the interface and hence it vanishes
from the flux closure relation. A continuous periodic solution Pðy0Þ is
defined up to an additive constant. Solution of Eq. (65) allows to pre-
dict the effective diffusivity (at zero velocity, thanks to the interface
diffusive-flux jump) and the dispersion coefficient DT ¼ h/i1hunPi
in the plug flow due to the structure heterogeneity, the EMM also
extends this procedure to the high-order moments.37 The symbolic
and numerical analysis of the EMM TRT scheme is developed for
the straight38 (the diffusivity, dispersion, skewness and kurtosis) and
the diagonal39 (the second-order moments) implicit-jump tracking.
These results (i) produce exact solutions for the three moments in the
pure diffusion with the help of the specific dependency KðceÞ for kur-
tosis (given by the third-order polynomial solution PðyÞ) and (ii)
show that the implicit-interface ABB continuity condition produces
Pe-growing errors and an anisotropic interface location due to the




þ@yunPðyÞc2qy in the perpendicular flow~u ¼ un~1y .
This term is vanished in PLI=PAB with the help of the post-collision
correction F̂ q and, together with the next-order term of cðuÞ, in the
parabolic MR PP family (see Table XIV). In the diagonal slab, both
pure diffusion and plug flow are affected by the implicit interface
accommodation.
In the present work, the “internal” y0 ¼ 0 and “periodic”
y0 ¼ h2 interfaces are modeled with the interface-conjugate from
Eq. (37). When the proposed schemes are not exact on the discrete-
exponential profile, we adjust their solvability condition with M0
from Eq. (28) and the corrective interface jump 6U0 from Eq. (64).
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Our analysis undertakes a symbolic procedure in the straight geom-
etry, and the numerical computations in the diagonal and rotated
slabs.
A. Effective symbolic solutions
We construct and examine the effective solutions of the MR and
A-LSOB interface-conjugate, and their combinations, in the straight
interface-perpendicular plug flow. We also build the effective Taylor
equivalents of the MR schemes and develop their inverse mapping,
from the parabolic Taylor closure to its local MR equivalent.
1. Symbolic procedure
Our symbolic analysis follows38 and develops with d2q5, because
the steady-state profile PðyÞ is weight-independent in the straight
geometry; the extension for d2q9 solution and the diagonal orientation
may follow.39 We apply M0 strategy, then Eq. (28) determines d2q5
solution for n̂þq ðynÞ:
n̂þq ðynÞ ¼ tqðMkðynÞ þM0Þc2qy; (66a)
thenDyn̂
þ
q ¼ 0; D2yn̂þq ¼ 0; 8 y: (66b)
Conversely, plugging Eq. (66) into Eqs. (15a)–(15c), n̂6q reads with
Pek ¼ unDk:





















Equation (28) equates the sums of Eqs. (67a) and (66a), and provides
the central-difference form of the modeled equation:
unDyP  ðMk þM0Þ ¼ DkD2yP; Dk ¼ ceK

k : (68)
Clearly, whenM0 6¼ 0, the solution gradient gets modified as









The two-layered solution is determined up to an additive constant a1
[or a2]. The three coefficients from the set fa1; a2; c1; c2g and M0 are
determined giving the two couples of the interface-conjugate condi-
tions (37), e.g., with PP FLI; PLI FLI, and other MR combina-
tions. The MRn and N-MR reduce to MR because the tangential
advective-diffusive flux is zero in d2q5. Their interface-closure rela-
tions are all expressed exactly through Eqs. (66a) and (67b) plugging
their Eq. (69). In turn, the A-LSOB Taylor schemes (12) become




; T-PP is then substituted into the interface scalar equa-
tion (36a); T-DFLI (diffusive flux) or T-FLI (advective-diffusive flux)
are substituted into the interface-flux equation (36b). Equation (67)
closes the A-LSOB system by equating the RHS of Eq. (67) to its solu-
tion expressed on the profile (69) for vertical links in the interface grid
nodes~r i; this procedure mimics the reconstruction of fDyP;D2yPgj
ðkÞ
~r i
with the B½2 2matrix in Eq. (17). We also combine the MR and A-
LSOB interface-conjugate relations, as T-PP-FLI or PP T-DFLI.
Our symbolic procedure does not involve the truncation approxima-
tion from Eq. (16). The constructed solution then presents the effective
numerical solution of a given scheme.
2. Solvability conditions
Assume that the “internal” y0 ¼ 0 and “periodic” y0 ¼ h2 interfaces
are shifted from their mid-grid position at the distance dðiÞ and dðpÞ,
respectively, giving h1 ¼ H1 þ dðiÞ  dðpÞ, h2 ¼ H2 þ dðpÞ  dðiÞ, but
keeping the total length h ¼ h1 þ h2 ¼ H1 þ H2 ¼ H. The following
results are obtained on the symbolic solutions and confirmed
numerically:
• Both FLI and FMR satisfy the exact solvability condition
hMðUðexÞÞi ¼ 0 withM0 ¼ 0:
M0 ¼ 0; 8 fdðiÞ; dðpÞ g if only




This property is independent of the continuity scheme applied
for a scalar-field in the interface-conjugate.
• Otherwise, when for example U is prescribed in Eq. (65b) via
summation, FLI and FMR adjust M0 according to the derivation
in Subsection D 1 of the Appendix, as
M0 ¼ 
ðM1 M2ÞðdðiÞ  dðpÞÞ
H
; if
U ¼ UðsumÞ ¼ unH
/1H1 þ /2H2
;
thenM0 ¼ 0 if only dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ:
(71)
The case dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ corresponds to the uniform vertical shift of
the whole slab from its mid-grid position.
• Inversely, if one adjusts ceK
 and prescribes the same values
UðexÞ ¼ UðsumÞ at the fixed grid Peclet number Pe0 ¼ UceK, then
Mkðy0Þ þM0, and hence n̂þq ðyÞ in Eq. (66a), get identical
solutions:
Mkðy0Þ þM0 ¼ UðexÞ/k  unðUðexÞÞ: (72)
The proof is based on Eq. (71). However, Pðy0Þ is distinguished
in these two configurations, because unðUðexÞÞ 6¼ unðUðsumÞÞ.
• Unlike the FLI=FMR, the DFLI and T-DFLI produceM0 6¼ 0 either
with UðexÞ or UðsumÞ for any interface position, including its mid-
way [dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ ¼ 0 or the uniformly-shifted [dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ] place-
ments. The DFLI solution of M0 with U
ðsumÞ is expressed in Eq.
(D7). The symbolic solutions confirm it and show that, in contrast
to Eq. (71),M0 depends on the scalar-field continuity schemeM
ðpÞ
q
applied in Eq. (37a), both with the DFLI and the Taylor scheme T-
DFLI. That means that these two parabolic schemes do not satisfy
the exact solvability condition in a series of straight blocks in the
presence of the interface-normal velocity. Moreover, it is shown in
Subsection D 2 of the Appendix that the vertical DFLI closure rela-
tion in Eq. (8) is equivalent with the back-sided non-equilibrium
extrapolation of the diffusive-flux componentKn̂q , as
DFLI : Dyð~r þ d~cqÞ ¼  Kn̂q ð~rÞ
dcqyKðn̂q ð~rÞ  n̂q ð~r ~cqÞÞ: (73)
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In contrast, T-DFLI in Eq. (12b) presents the locally expressed nor-
mal Taylor extrapolation of the diffusive flux.
• All these results are also valid in parallel Darcy flow ~u ¼ us~1x0
[STRD]. However, since the STRD solution PðyÞ to Eq. (41a)] is
determined by MkðUÞ þM0, it is the same when UðexÞ ¼ UðsumÞ
but usðUÞ and ceK differ. In these cases, the T-DFLI and DFLI
are also exact, because Eqs. (12b) and (73) are exact when the dif-
fusive flux is linear in space.
To sum up, when the mass-source is piece-wise constant, the DFLI
“straight” closure relation is equivalent with the back-sided normal
extrapolation of Kn̂q , whereas FLI and FMR operate its continua-
tion locally via dn̂þq , the BB alike, and they are then able to satisfy the
exact solvability condition hMðUðexÞÞi ¼ 0 with plug flow in series;
this conservation property is unavailable with the DFLI and T-DFLI,
even on the uniformly shifted interface dðpÞ ¼ dðiÞ.
3. The exact Taylor MR form
We build now the Taylor equivalents of the MR schemes in the
plug flow. This analysis is based on the exact central-difference solu-
tion in Eq. (67); the effective MR closure is then not identical with its
second-order approximation in Eq. (5). This analysis allows us to com-
pare the Taylor and MR closure relations in terms of the exact central-
difference gradients DyP and D
2
yP according to Eq. (67). The key point
is that the neighbor components Pð~rb ~cqÞ and n̂q ð~rb ~cqÞ in two-
node MR schemes are expressed from Eqs. (26a) and (26b) through
Pð~rbÞ and n̂6q ð~rbÞ, where we take into account that n̂þq is the same
inside one layer thanks to Eq. (66). The MR Taylor form then reads as
Tnð~rbÞ ¼ t1M0 þ t2P þ uncqyðt3P þ t4DyPcqy þ t5D2yPc2qyÞ
þt6DyPcqy þ t7D2yPc2qyj~r b : (74)
Tables VI and VII give, respectively, the coefficients for the Dirichlet
and Neumann, MR and A-LSOB basic schemes. They remain valid for
the pure diffusion and in straight parallel flow giving un ¼ 0 in
Eq. (74). We first note that according to these two tables, all MR
schemes are incorrect for the term of t5unD
2
yP. In detail, the effective
diffusive-flux interface condition reads as
T-DFLI : jj  Kk cecqyðDyPk þ dD2yPkcqyÞjj ¼ jjDkjj; (75a)







Thus, DFLI modifies the prescribed jump condition with respect to
T-DFLI in the normal flow, to be contrasted with the second-order
approximation in Eq. (5), which vanishes all velocity terms in DFLI
closure thanks to its coefficients, aðuÞ ¼ bðuÞ ¼ cðuÞ ¼ 0. In turn, the
PP=KMR1 FLI=FMR interface-conjugate reads with






































These results show first that the parabolic schemes PP and KMR1 are
equivalent on the straight interface, and they both modify the Taylor
continuity relation in the interface-normal flow Pek 6¼ 0; again, this is
despite that the PP closure in Eq. (5) is predicted to be velocity-
independent. Second, FLI and FMR produce identical closure relations
and hence, the same solutions in the basic straight configurations,
although their form in Eq. (5) is distinct for the coefficient of cðuÞ.




qy in Eq. (76b)
is dindependent and hence, it is the same as with the BB or implicit-
interface tracking. Hence, Eq. (76b) comes down to T-DFLI from Eq.
(75a) only provided that the scalar interface-continuity condition in
Eq. (37a) is modeled with the incorrect, modified Taylor scheme,
replacing 12 by
1
4 in the parabolic term:







 ¼ 0: (77)
TABLE VI. The coefficients of the effective interface Taylor closure in Eq. (74) along
the vertical cut link are derived from Eq. (34) [it is subdivided by aðpÞcetq and reads
with K ¼ fKk g]. Equation (74) with the MR and normal Taylor Dirichlet schemes
in the straight geometry. The MR coefficients of Eq. (34) are subdivided by aðpÞcetq.
Taylor form of the Dirichlet MR
MR normal Taylor
ti MPLI PLI PP=KMR1 T-PP




t2 1 1 1 0
t3 0 0 0 1





















TABLE VII. Equation (74) with the MR and normal Taylor flux schemes in the straight
geometry. The coefficients of Eq. (34) are subdivided by tqaðuÞ in FLI/FMR and
tðmÞq b
0 in DFLI.
ti FLI/FMR T-FLI DFLI T-DFLI
t1 0 0 0 0
t2 0 0 0 0
t3 1 1 0 0









t6 ceK ceK ceK ceK
t7 ceKd ceKd ceKd ceKd
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To sum up, the second-order “correct” Taylor interface-conjugate
T-PP T-DFLI produces M0 6¼ 0 according to above analysis, and
hence it does not support the exact solvability condition, whereas the
“incorrect” interface-conjugate M-T-PP T-DFLI respects
hMðUðexÞÞi ¼ 0 thanks to its equivalence with M-T-PP FLI=FMR.
This example clearly shows that the best mass-balance and the best
Taylor accuracy are not equivalent for LBM flux schemes.
4. The M0 and U0 in plug flow
Let us exemplify the symbolic solutions for several basic interface
combinations, like PP FLI; PP DFLI and T-PP T-DFLI, where
we now compare the two strategies,M0 from Eq. (28) and the correc-
tive interface-jump U0 from Eq. (64). Figure 23 displays E2 when the
interface is shifted uniformly (left diagram) and when the “internal”
and “periodic” interfaces move one to another; on the whole, we
observe that these two “opposite” configurations produce very similar
results. In accord with the above analysis, PP-FLI and PP-FMR pro-
duce identical and the most accurate results; they solve the system
with M0 ¼ 0 and U0 ¼ 0. Otherwise, with both DFLI and T-DFLI,
the effective solution jM0j and jU0j depends on the scalar-continuity
scheme. It is confirmed that M0  PP DFLI is the least accurate,
and it is surpassed by the U0  PP DFLI over a long interval
H 
 3 102; the two techniques then decay together on the finer
grids. In turn, T-PP T-DFLI behaves similar to PP DFLI on the
coarsest grids, where it is not accurate; however, T-PP T-DFLI con-
verges faster and decays almost in parallel with PP FLI=FMR, both
with M0 and U0. The “mixed” single-node pair T-PP-FLI is also
interesting: it behaves as the T-PP T-DFLI on the coarse grid, but
then very rapidly (with a rate about 2.4) joins PP-FLI. These observa-
tions confirm that the mass conservation, or the exact solvability, pre-
determines the asymptotic accuracy, whereas the joined combination
of the two interface conditions determines it on the realistic grids.
B. Inverse mapping in the straight system
A very interesting property of the examined above effective clo-
sure relations and their solutions is that they are K independent.
This property is not automatic, for example E2 linearly grows with K
using the implicit ABB BB interface-tracking,38,40 where ABB differ-




k ð1 ceÞPek. The PAB scheme [which is PLI d ¼ 12
 
] radically
improves for this property with the leading-order post-collision advec-
tion correction, and makes the solution K independent; the para-
bolic PP and T-PP schemes examined above share the same property
in the straight series. However, we have seen that the MR and Taylor
schemes are not equivalent there. The idea of the “inverse mapping” is
to construct the I-MR equivalents of the Taylor schemes. The I-MR is
searched in its steady-state one-node form in Eq. (34):
Mqð~rbÞ ¼ ðm1eþq þm2eq þm3n̂þq þm4n̂q Þj~r b : (78)
Equations (66a) and (67b) are substituted into Eq. (78) for n̂6q ;Mqð~rbÞ
then becomes expressed through the local variables
fM0; P;DyP;D2yPgj~r b . The four coefficients mi are then adjusted to
one of the three Taylor schemes (12); the obtained coefficients are
gathered in Table VIII for their three (inverse) equivalents:
I-PP; I-FLI and I-DFLI. Usually, the MR coefficients only depend
upon the directional distance d to the interface/boundary. However,
the I-MR coefficients also depend on (a) the sign of (cut) link cqy , and
(b), grid Peclet number Pek. Hence, the inverse mapping automatically
detects the anisotropy and Peclet–dependency of the effective closure.
We have verified that the I-MR numerical solution coincides with the
symbolic solution of its Taylor counterpart. Hence, the single-node
I-MR reproduces the A-LSOB in straight series without any recon-
struction. At zero Pe, the local I-MR reduces to Table IX and it applies
exactly on the vertical cut link for piece-wise parabolic straight profile
[STRD problem above].
To sum up, the I-MR delivers the methodological example on
how one should combine equilibrium and non-equilibrium compo-
nents in single interface-neighbor nodes to make the interface-
FIG. 23. The Darcy in series system [DS] in two equal straight blocks when the
“internal” and “periodic” interfaces are shifted at dðiÞ and dðpÞ, respectively, from the
mid-grid position. PP FLI=FMR  and T-PP FLI=FMR with M0 ¼ U0 ¼ 0,
then M0  PP-DFLI , U0  PP DFLI  and M0  T-PP T-DFLI , U0
T-PP T-DFLI . Left: dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ ¼ 14, E2 rate r ¼ f2:37; 2:23; 1:56;
1:47; 1:77; 1:77g. Right: dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ ¼  14 ; E2 rate r ¼ f2:37; 2:23; 1:55;
1:45; 1:75; 1:74g. Data: Pe ¼ 102; r/ ¼ 8.
TABLE VIII. The coefficients m1  m4 of the “inverse” single-node I-MR in Eq. (78), equivalent with the Taylor schemes from Eq. (12) in straight plug flow in series. The table
reads with X ¼ 2cqy þ Pek ; Y ¼ 4þ Pe2k ; Z ¼ 2þ d2Pe2k ; Pek ¼ unDk ; d ¼ dk in phase k and cqy corresponds to interface cut link~cq. The I-PP applies flag Iint¼ 1 in
interface-conjugate in Eq. (37a).
I-MR ¼ A-LSOB m1 m3 m2 m4
I-PP ¼ T-PP 1 dð2ð1þ dÞPek þ cqyð4dþ Pe2kÞÞ
Kk XY
0 2dð2þ cqyPekÞð2cqy þ dPekÞ
XY
I-FLI ¼ T-FLI 0 cqyðð1þ 2d2ÞPek þ cqydYÞ
Y
1 2cqyKk ð2þ cqyPekÞZ
XY




k ð2þ cqyPekÞð1þ cqydPekÞ
XY
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conjugate in Eq. (36) equivalent with the Taylor interface closure from
Eq. (12) on the straight interface in series. This approach may find its
utility for construction of the MR schemes.
Remark. In principle, giving m1 m4 in Eq. (78), one can try to
invert the system (35) and to find the corresponding coefficients
fâ; b; b̂; c; ĉ; K̂6g in the standard (transient) MR, Eq. (A1). When
Pek 6¼ 0, the obtained coefficients depend upon cqy . For example, the
I-PP and I-FLI can be, respectively, reproduced by the ABB and BB




The symbolic and numerical results39 show that the d2q5 tackles
the implicit diagonal mid-way interface without accommodation
layers and retains the second-order convergence in series of two
heterogeneous blocks. In contrast, the full weight-stencil d2q9 model
suffers from the equilibrium discrete-exponential A-layer accommo-
dation; its amplitude depends on the weight distribution, K, Pe and
porosity contrast. The error estimates39 address the two solution func-
tionals, like the effective diffusivity and the Taylor dispersion coeffi-
cient DT; the A-layer slows their error convergence to the first order
(see Fig. 10 in Ref. 39) We extend this analysis to the grid-shifted inter-
face-conjugate treatment and employ the standard error-estimate
metric.
Our steady-state simulations are performed in a single column
delimited by the diagonal periodic interface. The PP is prescribed for
the scalar-continuity in Eq. (37a); in flux schemes, MR ¼ MRn
because the mass-source is piece-wise constant. In theory, there are no
tangential effects because the 1d advection-diffusion process develops
along the interface-normal direction; however, the numerical solution
may produce spurious accommodation terms. We then examine not
only the d2q5 and d2q9, FLI and FMR for flux-jump in Eq. (37b), but
also their d2q9 N-MR counterparts from Table III. We find that the
reconstructions based on the two coordinate and one diagonal tangen-
tial link q¼ 3, like N-FLI1 or its “RM” counterpart with B½6 5 in
Eq. (17), produce a zero value for @sP; @2snP and @
2
ssP in Eq. (11), and
hence, they do not modify MR in Eq. (10). In contrast, N-FLI2 and
N-FMRr involve the interface-perpendicular diagonal link and for-
mally produce non-zero projection @2ssP 6¼ 0 in Eq. (10) due to the
full-stencil accommodation. Figure 24 then addresses d2q9 (with the
hydrodynamic weights) and d2q5 in the presence of the grid-shifted
diagonal interface, using the FLI based (left diagram) and FMR
based (right diagram) flux conditions. It is observed that d2q5 FLI
and d2q5 FMR overlap, the straight d2q5=d2q9 system alike.
Moreover, d2q5 retains the exact mass-conservation and it solves the
global system with M0 ¼ U0 ¼ 0; the d2q5 then remains the most
accurate and it converges the fastest, with rate r  1:7. Among the
d2q9 schemes, N-FLI2 reaches the best accuracy and convergence
with r  1:4, followed by the linearly decaying N-FMRr , whereas FLI
and FMR without corrections decay slower. These results allow to sug-
gest that the N-MR is able to diminish the interface-accommodation
through its tangential projection, and then to improve the whole solu-
tion, asymptotically at least.
D. Rotated series of porous blocks
The rotated system of two heterogeneous blocks in series has
been examined40 with the MR interface-conjugate schemes (see there
Fig. 14). When Pe ¼ 10, the FLI and FMR, combined with PP in Eq.
(37a), converge with rate r  1:8, and they clearly overpass their com-
binations with the linear scalar-continuity schemes, like PLI and
MPLI, which demonstrate the expected linear decay. These computa-
tions are run with M0 6¼ 0 in Eq. (28). It has been observed that the
advection accommodation effect rapidly amplifies between Pe ¼ 10
and Pe ¼ 102: the solution dependency over the equilibrium weights
then becomes highly irregular, and the convergence rate becomes
halved, both for E2 and M0. Moreover, d2q5 loses its advanced accu-
racy, which is observed in the grid-aligned and, for small Pe range,
rotated systems. At the same time, the BB flux condition, combined
either with the implicit interface scalar-continuity condition (ABB),
linear or parabolic Dirichlet schemes, retains its first-order conver-
gence when Pe ¼ 102, and then ABB-BB even slightly supersedes the
formally most accurate PP-FMR interface-conjugate on the finest grids
H 	 3 103. In agreement with our conclusions above with respect
to FLI=FMR straight system, this advanced BB performance might be
related to its mass-conservation [M0 ¼ 0] because the solvability con-
dition40 is prescribed via summation, as hMðUðsumÞÞi ¼ 0.
We apply here the exact condition hMðUðexÞÞi ¼ 0, which is
equivalent to the summation in constant velocity field when the
discrete phase distribution respects the porosity ratio r/ exactly. Figure
25 presents in the left diagram the error decay in the same geometry
considered previously, but using the two solvability strategies, M0
andU0.
The corrective interface flux-jump U0 shows slightly better accu-
racy in all simulations, and slightly better convergence rate (DFLI
excepted); U0  PP FLI is again the most accurate. The PP DFLI
remains one-order magnitude less accurate than its FLI and FMR
counterparts, but it converges slightly faster. The two linear schemes
M0  PLI FLI and U0  PLI FLI halve the PP convergence rate.
FIG. 24. The DS in the diagonal grid-shifted series of two porous blocks applying
the PP for scalar-field continuity in Eq. (37a) and U0 from Eq. (64) for solvability.
Left: d2q9 with FLI; N-FLIr; N-FLI2; r ¼ 7:66 101; 1:04; 1:41
 
. Right:
d2q9 with FMR;N-FMRr; N-FMR2 ; r ¼ 5:7 101; 1:; 5:71 101
 
.
Left & Right: d2q5 FLI ¼ d2q5 FMR , r¼ 1.71, H1 , H2 Data:
h ¼ p4 ; ðx0; y0Þ ¼ ð14 ; 18Þ; Pe ¼ 10
2, r/ ¼ 18 ; K ¼ 14 ; ce ¼ 13 10
1, d2q9ðtð:Þc
¼ 13 ; t
ð:Þ
d ¼ 112Þ.
TABLE IX. The results of Table VIII when Pek ! 0. These local I-MR d2q5
schemes are exact on the straight parabolic profile according to Eq. (43).
I-MR ¼ Taylor m1 m2 m3 m4
I-PP ¼ T-PP 1 0  d22Kk d
I-FLI ¼ T-FLI 0 1 d Kk
I-DFLI ¼ T-DFLI 0 0 d Kk
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Figure 25 (right diagram) then compares PP-FLI and PP-FMR
with their N-MR partners on the finest grids. In fact, we observed that
N-MR is rather irregular on the coarser grids, most likely because of
the strong interface-accommodation advection effect. We optionally
apply (i) the reduced rectangular reconstruction N-FLIr=N-FMRr
with B½6 5 in Eq. (20), giving four coordinate values n̂61;2 and two
diagonal values n̂63 in the RHS of Eq. (10), and (ii), the corresponding
square reconstruction N-FLI3 and N-FMR3 with Eq. (17), reducing
n̂63 to n̂
þ
3 . The N-MR is also performed with M0 and U0; we observe
that, as usual, E2ðM0Þ is slightly higher than E2ðU0Þ. Asymptotically,
the four N-MR schemes diminish the error-estimate of their
FLI=FMR counterparts and all converge toward the same solution.
To sum up, these preliminary results indicate that the current N-
MR procedure is able to reduce a strong purely-accommodation solu-
tion component in the interface-perpendicular diagonal and rotated
plug flow, but only on the very fine grids.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed two new boundary approaches, suitable for both
transient and steady-state linear ADELBM: A-LSOB and N-MR,
and validated them with the stationary S-TRT formulation in
arbitrary-oriented channel slabs. The A-LSOB is a single-node
approach: in a transient standard algorithm, the incoming populations
are built with the third-order accurate Chapman-Enskog expansion,
where all first- and second-order derivatives are expressed from the
post-collision non-equilibrium alone, and they are constrained to the
wall-normal parabolic-accurate Taylor approximation of the Dirichlet
or Neumann boundary condition. The nodal reconstruction requires
the d2q9 stencil to restore all five 2D derivatives without resort to any
surface information; this step can be accomplished either with a
square- or rectangular-matrix formulation; the latter makes the A-
LSOB algorithmically simpler, lattice- and problem-independent, but
it does not retain the S-TRT parametrization by Peclet number and K
in the general cases. Another subtle point is that the S-TRT operates
with the symmetric and anti-symmetric non-equilibrium components,
rather than with the populations, and any one of them suffices to be
prescribed for a wall-cut link; we proposed a heuristic algorithm to
build the well-defined local and global linear systems.
The (normal) N-MR follows another path to prescribe the
parabolic-accurate Neumann condition. The N-MR restores locally,
but precisely, the actual directional projection of the tangential
advective-diffusive flux, built-in into a given MR flux closure relation,
and simply deducts it from the incoming-population solution. Also,
the in-node correction of the normal mass-source variation improved
accuracy of the MRn and N-MR flux schemes for all reported results.
In this work, the A-LSOB and N-MR shared the same reconstruction
procedure, delivering the same results in the Cartesian and flat-surface
aligned coordinates. The N-MR extension to 2d=3d curved boundaries
and corner geometries with a non-zero boundary flux value is thought
to be more efficient in the fixed coordinate system, because the normal
direction is distinct for different cut-links. This next step might adapt
the recent LSOB formulation87 for the curved cross-section duct
Stokes flow.
In the presence of a grid-rotated high Pe velocity field, the single-
node parabolic Dirichlet A-LSOB T-PP shows better accuracy level
than the two-node parabolic MR PP; in turn, a linear normal Taylor
condition behaved more accurately than its single-node MR counter-
parts MPLI/PLI/PPLI. This Dirichlet A-LSOB enhancement is because
the MR directional closure relations are affected by the advection pro-
jections, e.g., at the first order with MPLI/PPLI, the second order with
PLI and the third-order with PP; however, the A-LSOB reconstruction
process is not smooth at high Pe. The MR, N-MR and A-LSOB
expand straightforwardly for the Robin condition by combining their
Dirichlet and normal Neumann counterparts. The A-LSOB is
expected to extend easier its parabolic accuracy to the full-matrix and
anisotropic collisions, but, like the MR, the N-MR operates directly on
any-shape interface-conjugate and it applies very similarly in transient
and steady-state algorithms. The two methods follow the so-called
Lnode approach87 whereas the ideas of the “Lwall”
approaches21,23,104,105 might become beneficial for (i) their reduction
to the coordinate stencils, thanks to additional surface information,
and (ii) their interface extensions, by re-formulating A-LSOB and N-
MR in terms of the surface derivatives. Finally, the reconstruction pro-
cedure was elaborated for the linear ADE; we assume that the transient
non-linear problems might adapt the linearization of the Chapman-
Enskog solution around the previous step.
We have shown that the BB, its linear [FLI] and parabolic [FMR]
advective-diffusive MR flux counterparts should be corrected in the
steady-state problems in the presence of the grid-rotated tangential
constant velocity field. The previous research delivered similar conclu-
sions in the wall-parallel transient advection26 and for the non-zero
tangential diffusive boundary flux;17,42,62–64 indeed, the accommoda-
tion mechanism is equivalent for tangential, constant-velocity and lin-
ear diffusive, fluxes.33,36,39 The N-MR and Neumann A-LSOB are
constructed to resolve these two problems together, for any velocity
field; their formulation is equivalent for advective and diffusive flux
components, and their concept was validated through the exactness of
their piece-wise parabolic, bounded, periodic, continuous and discon-
tinuous, profiles in the grid-inclined uniform velocity field, extending
this solution class for the single-node Dirichlet and Neumann A-
LSOB schemes, and the single-node N-FLI scheme. We note that the
N-FLI improves the FLI scheme62 for any weight-stencil without need
for resorting to the heuristic Dirichlet and off-grid interpolations.
Conversely, we have demonstrated that the linearly accurate Dirichlet
LI families, and the intentionally degraded A-LSOB Dirichlet and
FIG. 25. The DS in the inclined series of two porous blocks. Left: PP contnuity
scheme is combined with M0  FLI, U0  FLI; M0  FMR , U0  FMR :
r ¼ 101  f8:7; 8:9; 8:1; 8:3g, followed by PLI conitinuity combined with,
M0  FLI  and U0  FLI ; r ¼ f0:49; 0:5g; and then by (the least accurate)
M0  PP DFLI  and U0  PP DFLI : r ¼ f1:3; 1:2g. Right: The PP is
combined with M0  FLI;U0  FLI;M0  FMR;U0  FMR (“lines”) and
their four counterparts N-FLIr ; N-FLI3, N-FMRr ; N-FMR3 (“curved”, from the
“bottom”), their results are plotted together with M0 and U0. Data: h ¼ arctan½12,
ðx0; y0Þ ¼ ð14 ; 0Þ; Pe ¼ 10
2; r/ ¼ 18 ; K ¼ 14, ce ¼ 13 10
1, d2q9 ðtð:Þc ¼ 13 ;
tð:Þd ¼ 112Þ.
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Neumann schemes, fail to reproduce interface and boundary behavior
correctly in the benchmark configurations tested herein.
All parabolic-accurate schemes behaved well on the quartic pro-
files in the diffusion-dominant refimes and intermediate Pe-range,
suggesting them to be suitable for heat and mass transfer applications
in composite materials. In particular, the most simple single-node
Dirichlet PPLI shows the best diffusion accuracy; its Dirichlet velocity
counterpart IPLI is expected to share these properties in the pipe fluid
flow modeling; their further validation is required because of the
restricted heuristic stability range. Some reservations should be made
for the advection-dominant regime. In practice, both the Cartesian-
decomposition method62 and N-MR considerably complicate the sim-
ple directional MR concept; it is legitimate to understand when they
are necessary for the realistic solute transport. We have shown that the
tangential grid-inclined no-slip velocity field induces relatively small
boundary and open-porous diffusive-interface errors, as compared to
the truncation and its accommodation effects caused by the inexact-
ness of the boundary rules. The latter was demonstrated on the
quartic-polynomial rotated solution, where the second-order bound-
ary schemes excite the anisotropic advection truncation, which non-
linearly grows with Peclet number, violates the linear Pe-scale of the
modeled equation and makes the error-estimates Pe-dependent. A
similar deficiency is provoked by the accommodation layers in the
grid-inclined interface-perpendicular plug flow, rendering the N-MR
solutions irregular in the high Peclet regime. Given that the diffusive-
flux effects must become negligible when the advection is strong, we
suggest to give the preference to the unmodified MR schemes, and in
particular, the two-node FMR=FMRn, for the interface-continuous
Neumann problems in the high Pe problems. The N-MR or A-LSOB
may substitute it there for the discontinuous solutions with the
diffusive-flux jumps.
We also examined all flux schemes with respect to the exact,
“body-fitted”, mass-conservation solvability condition hMi ¼ 0 using
either the (i) artificial uniformmass-sourceM0, suitable in any geometry
or (ii) corrective surface-flux 6U0, applicable on two parallel surfaces;
these unknown variables are automatically obtained on the global S-
TRT solution. Their respective amplitudes jM0j and jU0j served us as
mass-balance metrics. Although the two techniques decay closely with
second-order rate, the corrective flux is more accurate, especially with
MR, because it does not modify the bulk equation. As one illustrative
example, the corrective flux is able to adjust the grid-shifted symmetric
straight quartic solution for all examined flux schemes, including the
BB. We hope that these findings will inspire novel approaches for the
mass-balance of the body-fitted regular-grid boundary schemes.
Along these lines, our results undoubtedly show that the inherent
mass-balance dominates the formal accuracy with the Neumann LBM.
In particular, the FLI=FLIn exhibits the smallest mass leakage and,
together with the FMR=FMRn, assures the exact mass-balance for any
straight interface position in the plug flow. This happens because FLI
describes the total local mass-flux as Knq, and its continuation
toward the delimiting surface as dn̂þq , which comes down to the regu-
lar bulk-flux discretization for d ¼ 12. However, due to this semi-
implicit discretization, FLI=FLIn does not guarantee to respect a free
additive constant in the Neumann solutions, in the presence of the
parabolic tangential velocity field at least. This truncation feature is in-
line with the deficient local-gradient estimate dependency upon an
additive constant,.39 On the positive side, all other examined flux
schemes, as the FMR, DFLI, N-MR and Taylor scheme T-DFLI, are
consistent with respect to additive constant independence in our
examples. The FMR, N-MR and T-DFLI report a comparable mass-
balance in the grid-inclined situations, but the example of the para-
bolic diffusive-flux MR scheme DFLI shows that its intrinsic back-
sided extrapolation of Knq along the characteristic is extremely
non-conserving, except the linear diffusive-flux case where it is exact.
These observations might become fruitful for many non-equilibrium
interpolation approaches.
Concerning the presented analytical work, we (i) derived the
solvability conditions on the equilibrium weights or free TRT parame-
ter K, when the quartic polynomial may satisfy the discrete system in
the presence of the grid-rotated parabolic advection profile, (ii) con-
structed the associated effective solution with the hydrodynamic
weights, (iii) delineated the particular dependency KðceÞ where the
effective solution becomes exact and hence, isotropic and linearly scal-
ing with Pe, and (iv) built the corrective boundary flux which adjusts
the global mass conservation for all examined flux schemes. We also
constructed the effective symbolic solutions in the interface-
perpendicular straight plug flow and applied them to compare exactly
all schemes for their mass balance; the FLI and FMR are found to be
conservative on the grid-shifted straight interface. Finally, we built the
single-node MR counterparts of the Taylor schemes and demonstrated
that, unlike in the current MR approach, their coefficients should
become anisotropic and account for the cut link direction with respect
to the surface-perpendicular plug velocity field. We believe that our
methodology will be helpful to advance the LBM analysis and to delin-
eate the most optimal closure schemes.
In conclusion, the Neumann boundary and interface-flux condi-
tions should combine the compactness, accurate mass-balance, physi-
cal parametrization, correct Pe-scale and free-constant independence
with the release of the tangential constraints and efficient reduction of
the accommodation layers. We have shown that the proposed
approaches progress along all these directions, and we expect that they
will bring some new ideas for two-phase and fluid-solid, stress and slip
Lattice Boltzmann models.
APPENDIX A: THE LI AND MR MULTI-REFLECTION
SCHEMES
We consider the MR in two-node directional form:
fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ MRqð~rb; tÞ þ wqð~rq;~tÞ; ~rq ¼~rb þ~cq 62 Vp;
MRq ¼ â f̂ qð~rb; tÞ þ bfqð~rb; t þ 1Þ þ b̂ f̂ qð~rb; tÞ
þcfqð~rb ~cq; t þ 1Þ þ ĉ f̂ qð~rb ~cq; tÞ





Equation (A1) gives solution for unknown population fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ
in boundary node~rb in terms of (i) three post-collision populations:
f̂ qð~rb; tÞ; f̂ qð~rb; tÞ; f̂ qð~rb ~cq; tÞ; (ii) two after-streaming popula-
tions: fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ f̂ qð~rb ~cq; tÞ and fqð~rb ~cq; t þ 1Þ ¼ f̂ qð~rb
2~cq; tÞ; (iii) local post-collision correction F̂ qð~rb; tÞ and (iv), the
prescribed boundary term wqð~rq;~tÞ. Alternatively, one may adopt
the time-explicit algorithm by replacing bfqð~rb; t þ 1Þ and
cfqð~rb; t þ 1Þ by their previous time step solution: bfqð~rb; tÞ and
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cfqð~rb; tÞ. This strategy was adapted to reduce the staggered invari-
ants and in the specific corner geometry,22,30 but it also utilized as a
regular linear treatment, e.g., Refs. 73, 88, and 106. In such case, Eq.
(A1) reads
fqð~rb; t þ 1Þ ¼ MRqð~rb; tÞ þ wqð~rq;~tÞ;
MRq ¼ â f̂ qð~rb; tÞ þ bfqð~rb; tÞ þ b̂ f̂ qð~rb; tÞ
þcfqð~rb ~cq; tÞ þ ĉ f̂ qð~rb ~cq; tÞ þ F̂ qð~rb; tÞ:
(A2)
The LI schemes are considered as the single-node three-population
MR sub-class:
LI ¼ MR with c ¼ ĉ ¼ 0: (A3)
We provide the coefficients for several linear and parabolic
Dirichlet families, advective-diffusive flux schemes and diffusive-
flux family. An MR family with infinite number of members is con-
trolled by the free-tunable coefficient as, typically, the scale factor of
the underlying closure relation, aðpÞ in Dirichlet families. The coeffi-
cients of (i) the exact steady-state MR form in Eq. (34) and (ii) the
corresponding second-order closure approximate in Eq. (5), are
tabulated for all schemes. The mixed (Robin) schemes can be built
as the linear combinations of the Dirichlet and diffusive-flux MR
following.40 All provided MR schemes support the bulk parametri-
zation of the ADE solutions by the grid Peclet number and free col-
lision product K using TRT. When the MR coefficients depend
upon Kþ, they should be computed with the free-tunable collision
rate of the symmetric modes in TRTðþÞ [MRTðÞ collision opera-
tors,32,40,101 which are sufficient for isotropic and anisotropic
diagonal tensors. Accordingly, K ¼ KþK is defined in TRT or
TRTðþÞ [MRTðÞ isotropic collisions, where K corresponds to
the common rate of the discrete-velocity eigenvectors. In the
TABLE X. The three-population families MPLIðaðpÞÞ and PLIðaðpÞÞ with free coefficient aðpÞ and c ¼ ĉ ¼ 0; wq obeys Eq. (A4); the two schemes differ for K̂
þ
; b or K̂
þ
can be
set equal to zero with the specific aðpÞ. Heuristic stability: fâ;b; b̂g 2 ½1; 1 when aðpÞ 2 ½ 43 ; 0½; 8d. The coefficients of the three Dirichlet families
62 are matched with
aðpÞ ¼ f 1d ;2 32d1þ2d ; 41þ2dg; these two first schemes are not parametrized; the LMKC refers to their third scheme which belongs to MPLI with K̂
þ ¼ 0 and â ¼ 1. The
(anti-bounce-back) ABB (and implicit interface) correspond to MPLI with d ¼ 12 and F̂ q ¼ 0; PAB ¼ PLIðd ¼ 12Þ is the pressure scheme
30 (see also Table XI in Ref. 40).
The Dirichlet linear one-node families

































TABLE XI. The two-node Dirichlet KMR1 scheme and SMRðaðpÞÞ family; wq obeys
Eq. (A4); Heuristic stability: KMR1: fâ  ĉg 2 ½1; 1, K̂þ 2 ½1; 1 when
Kþ 20; 14; 8d; SMR: fâ  ĉ; K̂
þg 2 ½1; 1 when aðpÞ 2 ½1; 12; 8K
6 and
8 d. The SMR may vanish K̂þ with the specific aðpÞ. We employ SMR with an arbi-
trary coefficient aðpÞ in the present steady-state computations and refer to it as PP,
because all PP members produce the equivalent steady-state solutions.
The Dirichlet parabolic two-node schemes








ð4 aðpÞdð4þ 3dþ 2KþÞÞ
b̂ b 1
4






















TABLE XII. The ADE Dirichlet scheme PPLI is exact on the parabolic, pure-diffusion
and grid-aligned flow, profiles in an inclined channel; PPLI shares MPLI=PLI coeffi-
cients from Table X, Eq. (14a), K ¼ c1e D0. The fluid velocity Dirichlet scheme
IPLI is exact in the inclined Poiseuille flow; IPLI is specified with the Stokes equilib-
rium eq ð~jÞ;~j ¼
PQ1
q¼1 fq~cq þ 12~F ; K
þ ¼ 3. Heuristic stability: fâ; b; b̂g 2
½1; 1 when K 2 ½0; d22 , and then only when K! 0; 8 d.



















c; ĉ; F̂ q 0 0
aðpÞ, aðuÞ 4K
d2 þ Kð1þ 2dÞ  2K
4Kþ
d2 þ Kþð1þ 2dÞ  2K
wq aðpÞtðmÞq ceðP þ KþMÞj~r q a
ðuÞt?qð~j þ K~FÞ ~cqj~r q
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TABLE XIII. Equations (34) and (35) are specified for Dirichlet schemes from Tables
X–XII.
Exact steady-state form in Eqs. (34) and (35)
MPLI PLI PPLI KMR1 PP
m1=a



























m2  K=aðpÞ 0 0 0 0 dK
m4=a







m6  K=aðpÞ 0 0 0 dK
m8=a





TABLE XIV. The coefficients of the approximate closure relation in Eq. (5) with the
Dirichlet schemes from Table XIII. The ABB and implicit interface correspond to
MPLI with d ¼ 12; PAB ¼ PLIðd ¼ 12Þ is the pressure scheme.
30
Directional closure relation in Eq. (5)
Eq. (5) MPLI PLI PPLI KMR1 PP
aðpÞ=aðpÞ 1 1 1 1 1
bðpÞ=aðpÞ d d d d d









aðuÞ=aðpÞ 0 0 0 0 0




cðuÞ=aðpÞ dKþ dKþ dKþ dKþ 0
TABLE XV. The single-node FLI and two-nodes FMR advective-diffusive flux fami-
lies; wq obeys Eq. (22a). FLI : fâ; b; b̂g 2 ½1; 1; FMR : fâ; b; b̂; c; ĉg 2
½1; 1 when K 20; 34; 8d.











dð1þ dÞ þ KÞ
b̂ b b
c 0 aðuÞðð1þ dÞ2  2KÞ
TABLE XV. (Continued.)
The advective-diffusive flux schemes
FLI FMR
ĉ 0 c




ð1þ dÞ2  2K
TABLE XVI. The diffusive-flux DFLI family prescribes wqð~r qÞ with Eq. (22b); the
DFLI reduces to back-sided n̂q  extrapolation in 1D, Eq. (73). The SFLI has several
heuristic sub-domains fâ;b; b̂; c; ĉg 2 ½1; 1, they include: ðK > 3KÞ
&&b0 20; 2dKþK; the SFLI is able to adjust K̂
þ
to ½1; 1. The AFLI is more
restrictive. We apply SFLI and refer to it as DFLI because steady-state solution are
the same with any DFLI member.
Two diffusive-flux DFLI families, 8 b0
SFLIðb0Þ; 8 b0 AFLIðb0Þ; 8 b0







































 ¼ 2 b0ðð1þ dÞK  KÞ
TABLE XVII. Equations (34) and (35) in FLI and FMR advective-diffusive schemes
from Table XV [aðuÞ is given there], and diffusive-flux family DFLI from Table XVI [b0
is free-tunable].
The exact steady-state form in Eqs.(34)-(35)
FLI FMR DFLI, 8 b0































d2 þ K m2=b
0 K
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presence of mass-source Mð~rÞ, the Dirichlet schemes prescribe the
directional boundary value wqð~rq;~tÞ through eþq from Eq. (14a):
wqð~rq;~tÞ ¼ aðpÞcetqðP þ ð1 IbÞKþMÞð~rq;~tÞ: (A4)
We prescribe regularly Ib¼ 0 in Eq. (A4) to vanish the mass-source
from the Dirichlet LI and MR closure in Eq. (5); in contrast, the
ABB and LI rules62,96 commonly apply Ib¼ 1, and the mass-source
term then couples with the parabolic error. We refer to work40 for
more details and extension for MRT collisions.
APPENDIX B: RECONSTRUCTION STEP
Example 1: The matrix B in Eq. (17) can be expressed in the
Cartesian system and Eq. (17) is then solved with respect to Y0½5
¼ f@xP; @yP; @2xxP; @2yyP; @2xyPg. The vector Y½5 ¼ f@sP; @nP; @2ssP;
@2nnP; @
2
snPg from Eq. (11) obtains the same solution as when Eq.
(17) is solved in the ð~1s;~1nÞ system using the coordinate transform:
@sP ¼ cos h½ @xP þ sin h½ @yP;
@nP ¼ cos h½ @yP  sin h½ @xP;
@2ssP ¼ cos 2 h½ @2xxP þ sin 2h½ @2xyP þ sin 2 h½ @2yyP;
@2nnP ¼ cos 2 h½ @2yyP  sin 2h½ @2xyP þ sin 2 h½ @2xxP;
@2snP ¼ cos 2h½ @2xyP þ
1
2
sin 2h½ ð@2yyP  @2xxPÞ:
(B1)
Example 2: We exemplify Eq. (19) with a constant velocity and
mass source. If one replaces the fifth component n̂þq in Eq. (19) by
n̂q ; jdet½Bj reads in Eq. (17):
III : n̂ 5½  ¼fn̂þ1 ; n̂1 ; n̂þ2 ; n̂2 g [ n̂q ; q ¼ 3ðaÞ or q ¼ 4ðbÞ :





  tðaÞc 2Kþð~u ~cjÞ2Þj:
(B2a)
IV : n̂ 5½  ¼fn̂þ3 ; n̂3 ; n̂þ4 ; n̂4 g [ n̂q ; q ¼ 1ðaÞ or q ¼ 2ðbÞ :




  tðaÞd 2K
þð~u ~cjÞ2Þj:
(B2b)
Hence, unlike in Eq. (19), jdet½Bj vanishes when ~u and ~cq are
orthogonal.
Example 3: We exemplify Eq. (17) with the velocity field from
Eq. (45). For the sake of simplicity, we consider the straight system
~u ¼ usðyÞ~1x and the weights tðmÞq ¼ tðaÞq ¼ tq ¼ ftc; tdg; since usðyÞ
and MðyÞ are parabolic, Eq. (16) is expressed by Eq. (57). The
weight tq is factorized and the reduced matrix ~B½6 5 and
RHS ~R½6 in Eq. (17) read with n ¼ 2Kþ@nus:
~B ¼
us us ceK 2ceK ceK
us us ceK 2ceK ceK
ce  n ce  n Kþus 2Kþus Kþus
ce  n ce þ n Kþus 2Kþus Kþus
us 0 ceK 0 0



































When usðyÞ and MðyÞ are constant, Eq. (B4b) vanishes. Equations
(B3) and (B4) correspond to an ensemble of six components n̂6q in
Eq. (19b). The two square ½5 5 sub-systems BY½5 ¼ R in Eq.
(17), referred to as N-MR1 and N-MR2 in Table III, only differ for
the two last lines, corresponding to n̂þ1 (q¼ 1) or n̂þ2 (q¼ 2),
respectively, in Eqs. (B3) and (B4); the two sub-systems operate Eq.
(17) with jdet½Bj ¼ tct4d jdet½~Bj:
jdet ~B½ j ¼ 8ceKjðc4eK2 þ Kþ2u4s  2c2eKð2Kð@2nusÞ
2 þ u2sÞÞj:
(B5)
Example 4: The A-LSOB algorithm The steady-state A-LSOB for-
mulation is resumed in Sec. III E. The Taylor schemes given in Eq.
(12) prescribe one closure equation for the wall-normal direction
traced from the boundary node ~rb. Additionally, the Nb  1
“expansions” are prescribed with Eq. (40) for the given Nb cut links
q 2 Qb, where n̂6ð2Þq obeys Eq. (16) and the five derivatives Y½5 are
expressed linearly with Eq. (17). Let us exemplify (i) the
“expansion” subset Qe in Eq. (40) and (ii), the “reconstruction” sub-
set Qr in Eq. (17) assuming that Nb 
 4. Optionally, we set Qe 2 Qb
TABLE XVII. (Continued.)
The exact steady-state form in Eqs.(34)-(35)




d2  K m6=b
0 K






TABLE XVIII. The approximate closure relation (5) with {FLI,FMR} and DFLI from
Tables XV–XVII, respectively [aðuÞ is given in Table XV, b0 is free-tunable].
Directional closure relation in Eq. (5)
Eq. (5) FLI FMR DFLIðb0Þ; 8 b0
aðuÞ=aðuÞ 1 1 aðuÞ ¼ 0





aðpÞ=aðuÞ 0 0 aðpÞ ¼ 0
bðpÞ=aðuÞ K K bðpÞ ¼ b0K
cðpÞ=aðuÞ Kd Kd cðpÞ ¼ b0Kd
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and, when possible, prescribe Qe \ Qr ¼1. Prior, we preselect the
type of n̂rec, e.g., n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g or n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g, then Qr is described
with Eq. (19) or Eq. (B2), respectively. We prescribe Eq. (40) for the
two components n̂6ð2Þq with the first link in Qe when Nb  1 	 2,
and then either n̂þð2Þq [if n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g] or n̂ð2Þq [if n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g for
the second link in Qe when Nb  1 ¼ 3. This last rule also applies if
Nb  1 ¼ 1 and Qe prescribes only one equation. We operate with
fq1; q2; q3; q4g for the links 6~cq ¼ fð1; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 1Þg,
and we preselect the reconstruction default type r default. The Qe
and Qrð~rbÞ are optionally set as
1. If Nb¼ 1 then r default applies, Qe ¼1 because
Nb  1 ¼ 0; done ¼ 1.
2. If Qb ¼ fq1; q2g, and jðcq2 ~1nÞj > jðcq1 ~1nÞj, then Qe ¼ fq2g
and Qr ¼ fq3; q4; q1g, else Qe ¼ fq1g and Qr ¼ fq3; q4; q2g;
done ¼ 1.
3. If Qb ¼ fq1; q3; q4g, then Qe ¼ fq1g and Qr ¼ fq3; q4; q2g, i.e.,
IIb in Eq. (19b) if n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g or IVb in Eq. (B2b) if
n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g; done ¼ 1.
4. If Qb ¼ fq2; q3; q4g, then Qe ¼ fq2g and Qr ¼ fq3; q4; q1g, i.e.,
IIa in Eq. (19b) if n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g or IVa in Eq. (B2b) if
n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g; done ¼ 1.
5. If done ¼ 0; q4 2 Qb and jðcq4 ~1nÞj > jðcq3 ~1nÞj, then
(a) If Nb¼ 2 or Nb¼ 3, then Qe ¼ q4 for nþq ; Qr
¼ fq1; q2; q3g, i.e., Ia in Eq. (19b) if n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g or IIIa in
Eq. (B2b) if n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g; done ¼ 1.
(b) If Nb¼ 4, then Qe ¼ fq4; q3g; Qr ¼ fq1; q2; q3g; done ¼ 1.
6. If done ¼ 0; q3 2 Qb and jðcq3 ~1nÞj > jðcq4 ~1nÞj, then the Step
5 exchanges q3 and q4.
In our examples, r-default is rectangular with Eq. (20); T-PP
and T-DFLI apply the square reconstruction except when Nb¼ 1
(step 1); T-PPr and T-DFLIr apply Eq. (20) in all nodes but Qe is set
according to the above algorithm. Let us exemplify the straight hori-
zontal wall: Nb¼ 3, Qb ¼ fq2; q3; q4g, then Qe ¼ fq2g and Qr
¼ fq3; q4; q1g according to Step 3. Equation (40) prescribes two
“expansions” n̂6ð2Þq2 , and reconstruction is performed using subset
IIa in Eq. (19b) when n̂rec ¼ fn̂þq g, or subset IVa in Eq. (B2b) when
n̂rec ¼ fn̂q g.
APPENDIX C: EXACT STRAIGHT QUARTIC
SOLUTIONS DUE TO CORRECTIVE FLUX
We prescribe KðexÞ0 ¼ 16ð1ceÞ from Eq. (52) and consider the
exact quartic solution from Eqs. (48a) and (46) with an imperme-
able horizontal boundary. Example 1a derives Eq. (61a) where FLI
matches this solution exactly with the help of the corrective flux
U0 ¼ Dv from Eq. (32); BB [FLI with d ¼ 12] reduces this solution
to Eq. (60b). Examples 2 and 3 demonstrate that FLIn [which is FLI
with the normal mass-source correction from Eq. (24b)] and the
Taylor scheme T-DFLI1 are exact with the same solution jU0j
reproduced in Eq. (62). Example4 generalizes these solutions for
the MR flux schemes, like FLI, FMR or T-DFLI. In these deriva-
tions, ~1y0 ¼~1y , the boundary nodes are yb ¼ dB (bottom) and
yb ¼ h dT (top), and the prescribed corrective flux reads with
D ¼ ceK, as
D@y0Pjy0¼0 ¼ DvðdTÞ;D@y0Pjy0¼h ¼ DvðdBÞ: (C1)
Equation (C1) reduces to Eq. (32) when dT ¼ dB ¼ d. Solution PðyÞ
is the same with d2q5 and d2q9 in the straight system; d2q5 satisfies
Eq. (28) with
n̂þq ðyÞ ¼ tqMðyÞc2qy ¼ tqD@2y PðyÞ; and (C2a)
@ðnÞy MðyÞ ¼ D@ðnþ2Þy PðyÞ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2: (C2b)
In this section, @ðnÞy PðyÞ denotes the exact derivatives on the quartic
solution from Eq. (46). Equation (15c) gives, by replacing the
central-difference Dy with its exact Taylor expression and using Eq.
(C2b):













 	 	 
;







Example 1a: We apply FLI with the corrective flux from Eq. (C1).
The exact closure from Eq. (34) reads with eq ¼ 0 on the vertical
cut link cqy ¼ 1 [yb ¼ h dT ] and cqy ¼ 1 [yb ¼ dB]. We substi-
tute there m3=aðuÞ ¼ d and m4=aðuÞ ¼ K from Table XVII, and
the closure condition becomes
Kn̂q þ dn̂þq jyb ¼ tqDvðdÞjyb c
2
qy: (C4)
Equation (C4) reads plugging there Eqs. (C2a) and (C3),
Dð@yPcqy þ d@2y Pc2qy þ dTÞjyb ¼ Dvjyb c
2
qy: (C5)




















Plugging the exact derivatives from Eq. (46) and Eq. (C3) for dT ,
Eq. (C6) gives when d ¼ 12,
































When dT ¼ dB ¼ d and yb ¼ fd; h dg, Eq. (C6) gives









Equation (C8) reduces to Eq. (C7) when d ¼ 12. It is confirmed that
the numerical solution with Eq. (32) reproduces the symmetric
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solution from Eq. (C8) exactly. When dB 6¼ dT , this solution is not
symmetric and it cannot be exactly reproduced with Eq. (32); it is
then validated by prescribing Eq. (C1) for the boundary flux and
reproducing the exact quartic profile.
Example 1b: Curiously, BB is able to reproduce the exact quar-
tic solution for any symmetric walls thanks to U0. The derivation
follows the same lines, replacing dT from Eq. (C3) by




qy . Equation (C8) then becomes





2ðd 1Þdþ ð1 2dÞhÞ:ð (C9)
Example 2: When the MR is complemented with the normal mass-
source correction [IðMÞn ¼ 1 in Eq. (21)], the LHS of the closure
relation in Eq. (C4) gets an additional term EðÞqb ¼ CLqnðK
þM; 0Þ=
aðuÞ from Eq. (24b). It reads with bðpÞ=aðuÞ ¼ K; cðpÞ=aðuÞ
¼ Kd from Table XVIII:
EðÞqb ¼ tqK
þceðK@nMcqn  Kd@2nnMc2qnÞjyb















Example 3:We show that Eq. (C11) also satisfies the Taylor scheme
T-DFLI provided that Eq. (57) applies on the vertical cut link, as for
example with T-DFLI1 or T-DFLIr , using the notations from Table
III and example 4 from Sec. B. We then equate Eq. (57) to n̂ex2 and
n̂þex2 from Eqs. (C3) and (C2a), respectively, this gives
@yP











Equation (12b) becomes modified by the corrective flux from Eq.
(C1) and it reads
Dð@yPðnumÞ þ dcqy@2yyPðnumÞÞjy¼yb ¼ Dvcqy: (C13)
Plugging Eq. (C12) into Eq. (C13), it reproduces Eq. (C11).
Therefore, the T-DFLI1 is equivalent to FLIn on these solutions. In
contrast, T-DFLI2 produces the same solution for @2yyP
ðnumÞ, but dif-
fers for @yPðnumÞ and then vðybÞ.
Example 4: We extend now Eqs. (C8) and (C11) to other MR
flux schemes, as FMR and DFLI, prescribing Eq. (34) on the vertical
cut link. The corrective flux presents the difference between the MR
closure relation and the fourth-order accurate Neumann condition, as
WðuÞq
1
Mqb  Xqb  EðÞqb
h i













The term Mqb  Xqb is expressed with Mqb ½8 ¼ fmig; W
ðuÞ
q ¼ aðuÞ in
FLI=FMR and WðuÞq ¼ b0 in T-DFLI [cf. Eq. (39)]; these coefficients
are pre-computed in Table XVII. The components Xqb ½8 are
expressed exactly: (i) eþq with Eq. (46); (ii) e

q ¼ 0; (iii) n̂þq ðyÞ with
Eq. (C2a) and (iv), n̂q ðyÞ with Eq. (C3). It is confirmed that FLI
reduces Eq. (C14) to Eq. (C8); additionally, FMR and DFLI substi-
tute the exact solution components in the neighbor node ~rb  qb.
Equation (61) resumes their solutions with respect to FLI. Next,
FLIn; FMRn and DFLIn apply the normal mass-source correction
EðÞq ¼ CLqnðKþM; 0Þ from Eq. (24b) which reads with the same
coefficients in three schemes: bðpÞ=WðuÞq ¼ K and cðpÞ=WðuÞq
¼ Kd (see Table XVIII). Equation (C10) gives then the same
(negative value) correction EðÞqb , expressed with K
ðexÞ
0 in Eq. (62),
and then v in Eq. (C11).
APPENDIX D: MASS-BALANCE OVER A GRID-
SHIFTED STRAIGHT INTERFACE
We construct FLI=FMR and DFLI solutions for M0 from Eq.
(28) in the straight grid-shifted layers subject to piece-wise constant
mass-source and either interface-parallel or perpendicular velocity
field. These results are resumed in Sec. VI A 2.
1. The advective-diffusive flux FLI=FMR
The macroscopic solution in the straight geometry is weight-
independent, and it can be examined with the d2q5 exact recur-
rence solution from Eqs. (66) and (67). It can be then demonstrated
that FLI and FMR have the same interface closure given in Eq.
(76b). We examine their mass-balance with FLI, without construc-
tion of its symbolic solution; recall, FLI reduces to BB (implicit
interface, or do nothing algorithm) on the mid-grid interface.
Assume that the “internal” and “periodic” interface nodes are
fyi; yi þ 1g and fyp; y1 ¼ yp þ 1g, respectively. The two flux conti-
nuity equations (37b) [without correction EðÞqi ] read then with
cqy¼ 1 by inserting FLI coefficients from Table XVII:
UðiÞq ¼ 0; with



















UðpÞq ¼ 0; with





















The BB reads with dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ ¼ 0 in Eq. (D1). We consider the total
flux dUFLI across the domain given by the sum of Eqs. (D1a) and
(D1b), UFLI ¼ UðiÞq þ UðpÞq , and subtract from it the implicit-
interface (BB) flux UBB ¼ UðiÞq ðd
ðiÞ ¼ 0Þ þ UðpÞq ðd
ðpÞ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0,
which is zero due to the bulk flux discretization in Eq. (26b), pro-
vided thatMðUðsumÞÞ is prescribed. This gives:
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dUFLI : ¼ UFLI  UBB
¼ ðUðiÞq ðdðiÞÞ  UðiÞq ðdðiÞ ¼ 0ÞÞ
þðUðpÞq ðd
ðpÞÞ  UðpÞq ðd
ðpÞ ¼ 0ÞÞ: (D2)
Then,
dUFLI ¼ ðn̂þð1Þq  n̂þð2Þq Þðd
ðiÞ  dðpÞÞ
¼ tðmÞq ðM1 M2Þðd
ðiÞ  dðpÞÞ;
if n̂þq ¼ tðmÞq Mkc2qy: (D3)
We equate Eq. (D3) to tðmÞq M0H and get M0 from Eq. (71), which
provides the solvability condition. This tells us that FLI=FMR con-
serves the population mass [M0 ¼ 0] with MðUðsumÞÞ only when
the two-layers are uniformly shifted from the midway interface
position [dðiÞ ¼ dðpÞ]. Otherwise, when using the exact definition
M0ðUðexÞÞ in Eq. (68), M0 ¼ 0 with any interface position. These
two findings are in agreement with the symbolic and numerical sol-
utions, and they are resumed by Eqs. (70) and (71). These solutions
are valid in the heterogeneous series subject to the plug flow
~u ¼ un~1n, but also in the stratified parabolic solutions with
~u ¼ us~1s, because MðyÞ is piece-wise constant and Eq. (66) is valid
in these two systems. We note that the total flux UðiÞq þ UðpÞq remains
the same in the presence of the “physical” interface jump in series,
giving rðuÞ ¼ 1; gðmÞ ¼ jjDkjj~1y0 ~1n in Eq. (36) (see next section).
2. The diffusive-flux DFLI MR
We build the grid-shifted straight interface-flux mass-balance
in Eq. (37b) [without correction EðÞqi ] with the diffusive-flux para-
bolic family DFLI from Tables XVI and XVII. We follow Eq. (D1),
where we also include the flux jump 6Jq on the two interfaces, with
Jq ¼ tðmÞq D0ð/1  /2Þcqy in series. We decompose UðiÞq in Eq. (D1)
on the local and neighbor components Ulocq and U
nb
q , respectively,
and it reads giving cqy ¼ 1:








ðA1X1 þ A2X2 þ A3n̂þ1 þ A4n̂þ2 Þ;
x1 ¼ eq  Kð1Þn̂q j
ð1Þ
yi ; x2 ¼ e

q  Kð2Þn̂q j
ð2Þ
yiþ1;
X1 ¼ eq  K
ð1Þn̂q j
ð1Þ







where fai;Aig are set by the MR coefficients from Table XVII. The





































Then, we first substitute the FMR coefficients and confirm that UðiÞq
reduces to its FLI solution, given that n̂þðkÞq is layer-wise constant
according to Eq. (D3). In turn, DFLI holds
~U
ðiÞ
q ¼ 0; ~U
ðiÞ
q ¼ Uð1Þq  Uð2Þq  Jq; with
Uð1Þq ¼ K
ðn̂q þ di@qn̂q Þj
ð1Þ










q jyi  n̂
ð1Þ
q jyi1;













Obviously, Eq. (D6) presents the back-sided in-phase extrapolations





Straightforwardly, the DFLI flux condition shares the same property
on the periodic interface y1 ¼ yp þ 1,
~U
ðpÞ
q ¼ 0; ~U
ðpÞ
q ¼ Uð2Þq  Uð1Þq þ Jq;
Uð2Þq ¼ Kðn̂q þ dp@qn̂q Þj
ð2Þ










q jyp  n̂
ð2Þ
q jyp1;













Given MðUðsumÞÞ, where the implicit bulk discretization is exact,
M0 can be found similar to in Eqs. (D1) from dUDFLI ¼ UDFLI










The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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